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Welcome to Concordia!
Concordia University Chicago was founded in 1864 in addison,  
illinois, and was relocated to the village of river Forest in 1913.  
Concordia has grown in many ways through the years and now has  
a student body of approximately 1,300 undergraduate and 3,800  
graduate students.

the original purpose of the University was exclusively for the  
preparation of teachers for Lutheran elementary schools throughout 
the country. that goal is now much expanded. over 4,000 masters 
degrees have been awarded since the graduate program was started in 
1957 with 74 students. today the program offers 24 options, of which 
11 are designed primarily for educators, including a doctoral program. 
other graduate programs include church music, religion, gerontology, 
psychology, community counseling, and human services.

graduate study at Concordia-Chicago is designed to build upon  
competencies developed through the successful completion of a  
baccalaureate degree program. Participation in the graduate program 
will build on this foundation to extend both knowledge and intellectual 
maturity. graduate study is a goal-structured program providing  
opportunity for concentrated study. it also provides a closer working 
relationship with faculty, creative thinking, and more intensive library 
research. as graduate students study side by side with other graduate 
students, there is an added dimension of greater depth and breadth of 
learning, often supplemented by the varied experiences drawn from 
individual daily responsibilities.

owned and operated by the Lutheran Church–Missouri synod and a 
member institution of the Concordia University system (CUs),  
Concordia University Chicago aims to integrate the academic  
disciplines with this spiritual philosophy in order to build a strong set 
of values for the solution of the problems of today and tomorrow.

Concordia continues the dedication it has had for 140 years; to give 
you the finest preparation possible for the realities of life; the discipline 
and Christian commitment that will produce leadership and  
responsibility in society; the zeal and motivation for continued growth 
and learning that will last a life time. We look forward to the  
opportunity to share that experience with you.

John F. Johnson
President, Concordia University Chicago
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information information

University Contact Information 

Main Switchboard Commuter Services
708-771-8300  708-209-3475

Admission: Graduate Correspondence Courses
708-209-4093 708-209-3024
877-CUChicago
grad.admission@CUChicago.edu Learning Assistance
 708-209-3042

Admission: Undergraduate Multicultural Affairs
800-285-2668 708-209-3042
708-209-3100

Accelerated Degree Registrar’s Office
Completion Program for Adults 708-209-3165
708-209-3535
866-4My-degree

Alumni Relations Residence Life/Housing
888-258-6773 708-209-3248
 
Career Planning/Placement Student Business Services
708-209-3033 708-209-3241
 
Colloquy Program Transcripts
708-209-3568 708-209-3165
 

2011-2012 Academic Calendar—Graduate

Summer 2011
term begins May 9, 2011
Memorial day – no classes May 30, 2011
independence day – no classes July 4, 2011
intent to graduate deadline august 1, 2011
  (for december 2011 graduation)
term ends august 5, 2011
graduate date (no ceremony) august 6, 2011

Fall 2011
opening service august 28, 2011
semester begins august 29, 2011
Labor day holiday september 5, 2011
Census date september 23, 2011
thanksgiving Break – no classes november 24–27, 2011
intent to graduate deadline december 1, 2011
  (for May 2012 graduation)
semester ends december 16, 2011
Commencement december 17, 2011

Spring 2011
semester begins January 9, 2012
Census date February 3, 2012
spring Break dependent on site
  (on-campus break is March 5–9, 2012)
intent to graduate deadline april 1, 2012
  (for august 2012 graduation)
easter Break – no classes april 5–8, 2012
semester ends May 4, 2012
Commencement May 19, 2012
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Accreditation
north Central association of Colleges and schools (nCaCs) 
national Council for accreditation of teacher education (nCate) 
Council for the accreditation of Counseling and related  
educational Programs (CaCreP)
national association of schools of Music (nasM) 

Academic Affiliates 
Council of graduate schools 
american association of Colleges for teacher education 
associated Colleges of the Chicago area 
association for gerontology in higher education 
Federation of independent illinois Colleges and Universities 
national association for education of young Children 
the Chicago Consortium of Colleges and Universities 

Mission Statement
Mission
as a distinctive, comprehensive university of the Lutheran Church–Missouri 
synod, centered in the gospel of Jesus Christ, and based in the liberal arts, 
Concordia University Chicago equips men and women to serve and lead with 
integrity, creativity, competence, and compassion in a diverse, interconnected, 
and increasingly urbanized church and world.

Vision
Concordia University Chicago is the university of choice for those seeking a 
Christian institution in the Midwest which provides a broad, liberal arts based 
undergraduate education, as well as graduate and professional programs in  
areas of demonstrated competence, which serve a particular need of society 
and advance the mission of the Church.

Core Values
We at Concordia University Chicago embrace these Core values as essential to 
living together in a vibrant and influential Christian academic community and 
as productive citizens of the Church and world.

@ Christian Faith
 the Christian faith is an integral part of our community.

@ The Individual
 as a member of god’s creation each person is unique and is  
 blessed with inherent worth.

@ Excellence
 We strive for excellence in who we are and what we do.

@ Integrity
 our community demonstrates the accord between our beliefs 
 and practices.

@ Service
 recognizing and addressing the needs of others is a response  
 to god’s love for us and a reflection of god’s love for them.

Degrees
Bachelor of arts
Bachelor of Music education
Bachelor of science 
Master of arts 
Master of Business administration
Master of arts in teaching 
Master of Church Music 
doctor of education 

Undergraduate Colleges 
College of arts and sciences 
College of Business
College of education 

Graduate Programs 
Business administration
Christian education
Church Music
Community Counseling
Curriculum and instruction
early Childhood education
gerontology
human services
human services/administration
human services/exercise science
Mat in early Childhood education
Mat in elementary education
Mat in secondary education 
Music 
Psychology 
reading instruction
religion 
school Counseling 
school Leadership

Post Master’s Programs 
Certificates
 Church/not-for-Profit Management
 educational technology
 gerontology
 ill. type 73 - school Counselor
 ill. type 75 - general  
 administration

Doctor of Education
 early Childhood education
 Leadership
 Leadership: sports Management
 school Leadership
 teacher Leadership
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General Concordia Information

Concordia University Chicago was founded in addison, illinois, in 1864. in 
1913 the campus of Concordia was relocated to its current beautiful 40-acre 
site in river Forest, illinois. 

The College of Education 
the original mission of Concordia-Chicago was to prepare educators for 
Lutheran elementary schools across the country. today that strong tradition 
continues and has been expanded to include preparation for public school 
teachers. accreditation by the national Council for the accreditation of 
teacher education and approval of all education programs from the state of  
illinois highlight and recognize the excellence of the undergraduate and  
graduate programs of education for those who desire to teach at the preschool, 
elementary, middle or secondary level. Concordia’s approved education  
programs provide illinois state certification by entitlement. the College also 
houses the director of Christian education Program, a course of study offered 
by Concordia since the mid-1960s.

The College of Business
our College of Business provides students with an innovative and truly  
world-class learning experience. Courses are taught by experienced business 
leaders and learned scholars, who assist their students throughout a rigorous, 
but flexible, degree track. By utilizing the latest technology, stressing the  
importance of integrity and engaging students with real-world business  
scenarios, our faculty and staff have established an exciting, well-rounded 
learning environment that prepares students for success in both today’s  
business world and that of tomorrow.

The College of Arts and Sciences 
Concordia-Chicago strives to provide a solid, broad-based education, rooted  
in the liberal arts and sciences, that can open the door to important  
understandings for students pursuing professional programs in accounting, 
computer science, communications, exercise science and a host of other fields, 
as well as those desiring majors in pre-professional programs which will lead 
to further study in graduate or professional school. a total of 29 majors are 
included in the College of arts and sciences. 

College of Graduate and Innovative Programs
on- and off-campus opportunities exist for the benefit of professionals already 
in the work force. Correspondence study, workshops, conferences and seminars 
for students, teachers, administrators and musicians are offered. the  
accelerated degree Completion Program for adults offers a Bachelor of arts 
degree in organizational management. Concordia’s 60+ Program invites the 
over-60 crowd to join us in our classrooms for their personal enjoyment and 
ours. a vibrant graduate program established in 1957 continues to expand and 
grow. Professionals in music and social services are able to pursue advanced  
degrees at the master’s level, while those in the education field are able to 
pursue both master’s and doctoral degrees. 
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general information general information 

The Campus Community 
Located in the pleasant, tree-lined village of river Forest, Concordia-Chicago is 
just minutes from Chicago’s Loop. this proximity to a world-class city provides 
a variety of opportunities for additional career, cultural, academic and social 
growth. Concordia strives to provide a creative environment where horizons 
expand and where personal, social and spiritual growth can become reality. the 
availability of both urban Chicago areas and the surrounding suburbs increases 
students’ awareness and ability to respond as responsible citizens in our world. 

the mission of Concordia University Chicago is ultimately achieved in the 
lives of students. With a student body representing more than 30 different 
states and seven foreign countries, Concordia’s students come with an array of 
experiences and perspectives. in each college, quality faculty and staff work to 
challenge a student body of approximately 1,300 undergraduate students and 
more than 3,800 graduate students. the low student-teacher ratio allows for 
smaller class sizes, creating a genuine, caring atmosphere where strong student-
faculty relationships, facilitating learning and leadership development, are built. 

Campus residence halls house approximately 600 students who come to our 
campus from large cities as well as small towns and farming communities 
across the world, while nearly half of our students commute from their homes 
in the surrounding communities. 

The Campus Facilities 
Concordia’s 40-acre campus holds 21 buildings, architecturally blending old 
and newer facilities. 

the newest building on campus is the Walter and Maxine Christopher Center 
for Learning and Leadership. this state-of-the-art teaching facility houses 
Concordia’s early Childhood education Center, the College of education and 
the College of graduate and innovative Programs. the first floor, designed to 
accommodate the specific needs of young children, serves as a daycare /  
preschool /kindergarten for the children of Concordia’s students, faculty and 
staff as well as children of our community. More than a daycare or a school, 
this facility serves as a teaching laboratory for future teachers learning their 
craft at Concordia-Chicago. the second and third floors house faculty offices, 
conference rooms, testing rooms, methods classrooms, an educational resource 
library and a state-of-the-art lecture hall. 

the Krentz Center, dedicated in the early 90s, houses Bergmann theatre, an 
intimate space used primarily for Children’s theatre productions, a television 
studio, radio station, photography laboratory, lecture hall and various classrooms.

Koehneke Community Center is the location of the cafeteria, Cougar den, 
bookstore, post office, meeting rooms, student recreation areas and student 
government offices. 

the Chapel of our Lord/Clara and spencer Werner auditorium was designed 
as Concordia’s center for worship services and theatrical performances. this 
space continues to be occupied by worship activities, theatre groups, rehearsal 
space and as a quiet location for meditation and prayer. attached to the chapel 
is Kretzmann hall, the home of the music, art and theology departments.  
this building also houses art, music and theology classrooms, the elizabeth 
Ferguson art gallery, music practice rooms, rehearsal rooms and a music  
technology laboratory. 

other academic buildings include eifrig hall, used primarily for the natural 
and physical sciences, and addison hall, which encompasses the administrative 
offices of the University as well as classrooms upstairs. 

Klinck Memorial Library houses more than 800,000 volumes, periodicals and 
documents and is connected to another 10 million titles through iLLnet, the 
illinois Library and information network. this location also houses  
Cougarnet, which provides information technology services to the campus, 
telecom services which provides and supports the campus phone/voice mail 
network, the Learning assistance offices and the Writing Center which provide 
no-cost tutoring in all areas and assistance with college level writing.

geiseman gymnasium houses two gymnasiums, classrooms, athletic offices,  
the PaW (Physical activity and Wellness) Center with cardiovascular and 
functional training equipment, two newly renovated weight rooms, a human 
performance laboratory and a swimming pool. outdoor athletic and  
recreational areas include a new all-weather track and football/soccer field,  
tennis courts, and a field house/concession stand adjacent to softball and  
baseball fields. 

academic, instructional and administrative computing services are maintained 
and supported by Concordia administrative information systems (Cais), 
located in Mary-Martha hall. this building also is a residence hall along with 
gross, Kohn, Lindemann, Brohm, Krauss and david-Jonathan halls. 

Concordia was not born with its reputation for excellence. For more than  
140 years it has worked to earn and keep it. today, you have been issued a 
challenge and an invitation—come and share the Concordia University  
Chicago experience.
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honor Code

Graduate Admission
admission for traditional programs and cohort programs may be granted for 
fall, spring or summer semesters. ordinarily, all documents relating to  
admission must be submitted to Concordia University Chicago’s office of 
graduate admission and enrollment services at least two weeks prior to the 
term in which a student intends to take classes. 

application forms and additional information are available from Concordia 
University Chicago’s office of graduate admission and enrollment services, 
7400 augusta street, [room ad 158], river Forest, illinois 60305-1499; or by 
phone: (708) 209-4093. application materials also are available on the  
Concordia website at www.CUChicago.edu/admission/graduate.

Procedure for Admission

Master’s Degree Admission Requirements 
to be considered for admission to a master’s program, applicants must:

• have a bachelor’s degree from a regionally accredited institution. 

• submit an application to the office of graduate admission including an 
objective statement of the applicant’s goals in pursuing the  
graduate degree.

• Forward to the office of graduate admission one official, sealed  
transcript from eaCh college or university from which a degree was 
earned. any international transcripts must be evaluated by a  
Concordia-approved international credentialing service, such as  
Wes (World education services) or eCe (educational  
Credential evaluators). 

• submit two letters of recommendation. if possible, one should be from 
a college or university instructor. Letters should be from individuals able 
to comment on the following: 

  —academic proficiency, 
  —personal character, 
  —competence and effectiveness in professional work. 

• have at least 12 credit hours at the undergraduate level in a discipline 
appropriate to the program of application. 

• show evidence of ability to achieve success in a graduate program by 
the following: 

 —Full Admission: to be considered for full admission, candidates 
will present a cumulative grade point average above 2.85 or will have 

 earned a master’s degree with a 3.0 gPa or higher. 

 —Provisional Admission: to be considered for provisional admission, 
 candidates will present credentials that generally satisfy full admission
 requirements, but need to satisfy additional admission requirements 
 such as special program prerequisites (e.g. coursework in progress or 

proof of a teaching certificate). they must complete the additional  
admission requirements by the end of their first semester of enrollment 
to be changed from provisional status to full status. Candidates who are 
unable to satisfy the additional admission requirements will remain on 
provisional status and be barred from future registration for coursework. 

Concordia University Chicago Honor Code

the Faculty senate at Concordia University Chicago moved to adopt an honor 
code at this institution, to provide a uniform and functioning procedure for 
dealing with cheating, plagiarism and other types of academic dishonesty.

Faculty turned to the mission statement for guidance and to explain why an 
honor code made sense for this University. it would be more than setting rules 
and expecting everyone to follow them; rather, in developing the whole person, 
each individual and the people as a whole reflect upon and care about their 
own personal moral and ethical behavior, something fundamental to the  
workings of an honor code.

indeed, the development of the entire student as an ethical and moral citizen 
of the world includes the notion of academic integrity and personal  
responsibility. an honor code articulates concretely the level of honor and 
integrity expected of all scholars. it instills such personal guidelines in every 
member of the community. it supports the development of a Christian  
community in which people come together for a variety of reasons, but  
ultimately share responsibility for their fates.

occasionally individuals violate this trust and integrity. any act of academic 
dishonesty is a serious offense in a university community. it takes unfair 
advantage of other students—who work within the expectations of the honor 
Code—and of their instructors—who trust their work. any violation of the 
honor Code is therefore taken seriously as a breach of honor with the entire 
community and not a private matter between student and instructor.

in short, Concordia University Chicago implemented an honor code starting 
fall semester 2006 to emphasize further the importance of moral and ethical 
decision making in every aspect of a person’s life. every student must sign  
the honor pledge in order to register for classes. the honor Code pledge,  
categories of unauthorized aid, judicial protocol, violation consequences  
and appeal procedure are available online at  
www.CUChicago.edu/academics/university-honor-code
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—Probationary Admission: to be considered for probationary admission, 
candidates will present one or more of the following special conditions: 
1) a cumulative grade point average between 2.25 and 2.84 
 (on a 4.0 scale); 

2) have a master’s degree with a cumulative gPa below a 3.0; and/or 

3) Credentials/documents that cause some reservation for admission. 
 students admitted on probationary status must earn a 3.0 gPa in 
 graduate coursework within their first semester of enrollment to be 
 changed from probationary status to full admission status. 
 Probationary candidates who do not achieve a gPa of 3.0 in their 
 first semester of graduate work at Concordia will be dismissed from 
 the University. 

depending on program of study, students may be required to take additional 
tests such as the graduate record exam, Miller analogies test and/or the  
illinois Basic skills test. a writing sample, essay, FBi fingerprint criminal  
background check, valid teaching certificate and/or interview may also be 
required to determine what may be necessary for a student to qualify for a 
graduate program. 

Post-Master’s Admission Requirements 
to be considered for admission to a post-master’s certification or Cas 
program an applicant must: 

• have a master’s degree from a regionally-accredited institution. 
• submit an application to the office of graduate admission and  

enrollment services, including an objective statement of the applicant’s 
goals in pursuing the program. 

• Forward to the office of graduate admission and enrollment services 
one official, sealed transcript from eaCh college or university from 
which a degree was earned. 

• submit two letters of recommendation. if possible one should be from  
a college or university instructor. Letters should be from individuals able 
to comment on the following: 

  —academic proficiency, 
  —personal character, 
  —competence and effectiveness in professional work. 

Superintendent Endorsement Admission Requirement 
in addition to the post-master’s requirements listed above, to be considered for 
the superintendent endorsement, applicants must:

• have a type 75 general administrative/Principals Certificate 
• have a minimum graduate gPa of 3.50 
• have a minimum of two years of supervisory or  

administrative experience. 

Doctoral Program Admission Requirements 
admission to the doctor of education program occurs prior to initiation of 
coursework. the number of students admitted will be limited to ensure quality 
of program and dissertation advising.

Admission Criteria: 
applicants who are successful in their application for admission for entrance 
into the doctoral program will meet the following criteria:
 1. Master’s degree with a minimum 3.50 gPa.
 2.  a completed doctor of education application for admission.
 3.  submission of rationale statement, including personal goals for 

 applying for admission to the program.
 4.  submission of official transcripts of all previous credits.
 5.  Current graduate record exam or Miller analogies test scores 

 (test taken within the prior three years).
 6.  Letters of recommendation from two persons qualified to comment 

 upon the applicant’s potential for doctoral study.
 7.  at least two years of successful teaching/administrative experience.

once the admission file is completed and initially reviewed, qualified applicants 
will complete an extemporaneous writing sample followed by a personal  
interview with an admission committee. admission recommendations are  
submitted from the admission committee to the dean of the College of  
education, who will then make the final admission decision and communicate 
the decision to the candidate. the admission committee may establish an  
admission “waiting list” if necessary. students admitted should consult the  
Doctoral Program Handbook for additional program information.

students who are applying for admission to the doctoral program are precluded 
from enrolling in any courses which meet doctoral program requirements until 
the student has been admitted to the program.

NOTE:  The Graduate Admission Committee reserves the right to request additional  
information or documentation deemed helpful in evaluating applicants for admission. 

Pending Status 
students applying for admission to a post-baccalaureate program, master’s 
program, post-master’s program or for a Certificate of advanced studies may 
be accepted on ‘Pending status’ if all the required documentation has not been 
received at the time the student wishes to register for courses. students 
admitted under ‘Pending status’ may register for courses in their initial term of 
admission only. to register in subsequent terms, such students must be 
unconditionally admitted to the graduate program for which they have applied. 
students under ‘Pending status’ are not eligible for any form of financial 
assistance from the University and are not assigned an academic advisor. 
doctoral students and international students are not eligible for pending status.
Upon regular admission: 

• the appropriate dean will assign a faculty advisor. 
• the program must be approved by the teacher Certification officer if 

state teacher certification or endorsement is required. 

Cohort Program
Many of Concordia University Chicago’s graduate programs are offered in 
cohort formats that feature predetermined courses and locations. students in 
a cohort proceed through the instructional sequence with the same group of 
learners who, generally form a strong, collaborative learning community.  
typically, classes meet one night a week.

admission admission 
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International Student Admission 
applicants who are not U.s. citizens are required to meet all admission 
standards listed for the program they wish to enter. in addition, the following 
are required to be considered for admission: 

• a score of at least 550 (paper-based) or 213 (computer-based) for  
graduate studies on the test of english as a Foreign Language (toeFL), 
or successful completion of Level 112 at an english Language school 
(eLs) unless english is the native language, and a qualified  
recommendation from an eLs program director is given. (international 
students who have earned an advanced degree from an accredited  
institution in the United states of america need not submit  
toeFL scores.) 

• official transcripts from eaCh college/university attended showing  
all college/university coursework with certified english translations of  
all transcripts originally prepared in any other language. also, any  
international transcripts must be evaluated by a Concordia approved 
international credentialing service such as Wes (World education  
services) or eCe (educational Credential evaluators). 

• a certified document guaranteeing adequate financial support for at 
least the student’s first year of study and, barring any unforeseen  
circumstances, adequate funding from the same or an equally  
dependable source, for subsequent years. 

• a physical exam, adequate medical insurance, and proof of  
immunization are required prior to enrollment. 

international students must qualify for regular admission to a degree 
program in order to enroll. all documents must be received by the office of 
graduate admission and enrollment services at least three months prior to 
the expected date of entry. i-20 forms may be issued only after University 
acceptance is granted and will remain in effect only for students who continue 
to make satisfactory progress as full-time students in an accepted University 
program. the program length may vary for each student. 

Guest Graduate Admission Requirements 
a guest graduate is a student not seeking a specific program or degree.  
international students may not register under guest status. 
to be considered for admission as a guest graduate a student must: 

• have a bachelor’s degree from a regionally-accredited institution; and 
• submit a graduate admission application to the office of graduate 

admission and enrollment services. 
• Consult with the director about course selection. 

Admission Denials 
Appeal Procedures
individuals denied admission may appeal. the procedure for appealing an 
admission decision is to submit a letter of appeal to the director of graduate 
admission and enrollment services. in addition to the letter of appeal, 
individuals may submit supporting documents such as additional letter(s) of 
recommendation and/or transcripts from current Concordia University  
Chicago course(s) (if applicable). the readmission file will be presented to the 
appropriate dean who, in consultation with the department Chair and  
Program Coordinator, will render a decision. all appeals must be made within 
60 days of the date of denial. 

Attendance Policy
no new registration will be accepted from candidates denied admission. 
students currently enrolled in class(es) at the time of the admission decision 
will not be dropped automatically and may remain in class(es) for that term. 
if a student wishes to drop class(es), a request must be made in writing to the 
registrar’s office or by fax to (708) 209-3176. the drop and refund policy  
will be in effect according to the date the drop request is received by the  
registrar’s office.

admission admission 
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Graduate Fees
Concordia University Chicago accepts all fees with the understanding that the 
student, by being assessed such fees, agrees to abide by all the regulations of the 
University, whether printed in this catalog or not, and by any appropriate 
decisions of the administration or faculty regarding the student’s status in the 
University. although the University exercises reasonable precautions, it can 
assume no responsibility for accidents to students that may occur incident to, 
by attendance at, or participation in classroom or laboratory work, intramural 
activities or other University programs and activities. also, the University  
does not accept responsibility for any personal property lost, stolen, damaged 
or misplaced.

during the period of this catalog issue, the University will make every effort 
to maintain the fees listed. however, rising costs may necessitate an interim 
increase in fees. 

students shall pay all assessments by the published deadlines for payment, 
approximately 30 days before the beginning of each semester. students wishing 
to register after the published deadline date for a given semester will be  
required to make payments before registration is permitted. only federal 
or state financial aid for the term that is confirmed by the office of student 
Financial Planning may be excluded from these requirements. sources of funds 
not eligible for deferred tuition payments include income through student 
employment and tuition reimbursement by employer or other sources. 
email is the University’s primary source of communication. a statement of 
the account balance will be emailed to the student’s Concordia email address 
each month after the start of the semester if the tuition account has a verified 
outstanding balance.

Special Note: 
Any graduate student who is pursuing the master of arts in teaching at  
Concordia University Chicago and wishes to register for an undergraduate course 
to satisfy a deficiency must notify the Registrar’s Office at time of registration.  
Failure to do so will result in the forfeiture of deficiency tuition rates.

Returned Checks
a fee of $25 will be assessed to the student’s tuition account for any check  
returned unpaid. if a second check is returned unpaid, a $50 fee will be  
assessed and for a third check that is returned unpaid a $75 fee will be assessed 
and no further checks will be accepted on the student’s tuition account.  
Payment for any returned check must be made by certified funds (cash, 
cashier’s check or money order). a fee of $20 will be assessed to the student’s 
tuition account for any online check payment that is returned unpaid. 

Method of Payment
Payments may be made in person, over the telephone, online or through a 
monthly tuition payment plan. Payments made in person may be made via 
cash, money order, personal check or credit card (at no additional charge).  
Payments made over the telephone must be made via credit card. all such 
credit card payments taken over the telephone shall be subject to a 2.75  
percent convenience fee to be added to the total amount of the payment.

Payments mailed directly to the University must be in the form of cash,  
personal check or money order. Payments made online must be in the form of 
either a bank account (aCh) transaction or credit card. online payments shall 
be made at www.CUChicago.edu/creditcardpayments. 
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Fees Fees 

effective september 2, 2010, online credit card payments are subject to a 2.75 
percent convenience fee. online payments made via aCh shall not incur any 
additional charges. students also may sign up for a monthly tuition payment 
plan through sallie Mae, a third-party provider. to sign up for this service or for 
more information, please go to www.CUChicago.edu/paymentplan. this link 
will take you directly to the tuitionPay website. all fees, whether paid by  
a person or an organization, shall be paid in United states dollars.

MasterCard, american express and discover Card will be accepted for any 
payments, whether in person, over the telephone, online or through the 
monthly tuition payment plan. 

Students with Outstanding Balances 
students with outstanding balances shall not be allowed to participate in  
commencement ceremonies and are not entitled to receive a diploma,  
transcripts, credentials or verification of education until balance is paid in full 
with guaranteed funds and is verified by the director of student Business  
services. any account with an outstanding balance will be subject to a 1.5  
percent or minimum $25 service charge, each month on the account, until  
paid in full. 

Concordia University Chicago retains the right to drop a student’s classes at 
any time in the event the student fails to meet payment deadlines. any person 
with an outstanding balance shall not be entitled to receive a diploma,  
transcript, or credential certification until payment is made in full with certified 
funds and verified by the director of student Business services. 

Payments may be made by cash, money order, personal check or credit card. 
students also may sign up for monthly tuition payments through the  
third-party provider. to sign up for this service, please go to  
www.CUChicago.edu/paymentplan. Click on e-cashier on the left side of the 
screen and follow the instructions. all fees, whether paid by a person or  
organization, shall be paid in United states dollars. 

Collection Policy
if an outstanding balance remains on the student account after a term has 
ended, the student is no longer an enrolled student. at this point, the student is 
considered to be a collection account. any efforts to collect the unpaid balance 
to Concordia University Chicago that are made by a third-party source are the 
student’s responsibility. such costs include, but are not limited to, fees from the 
outside collection agencies, attorney fees, court costs, service charges, etc. this 
policy is governed by the laws of illinois.

Tuition 
Below find all tuition rates per credit hour for all graduate on-campus, graduate 
cohort, and doctoral programs.

Program              Summer 2011   Fall 2011   Spring 2012

Classroom-Based Masters Cohort Programs
On-Campus/Non-Cohort Masters*
  Business administration $650 $650 tBd
  all other masters programs $585 $585 $597
On-Campus/Non-Cohort Doctoral* $625 $625 tBd
Cohort Masters**
  Business administration $650 $650 tBd
  Curriculum and instruction $410 $410 tBd
  Curriculum and instruction with/esL $410 $410 tBd
  Curriculum and instruction with
     esL Certification*** $410 $410 tBd
  educational technology $439 $439 tBd
  gerontology $469 $469 tBd
  reading $469 $469 tBd
  school Counseling $479 $479 tBd
  school Leadership $449 $449 tBd
  Master of arts in teaching $474 $474 tBd
Cohort Doctoral Programs** $625 $625 tBd

online Programs: Contact Concordia University Chicago for availability and 
pricing of online graduate programs.

*On-campus programs: Hourly pricing applies to all courses taken during 
indicated semesters only and will be subject to future price increases or decreases.

**Cohort programs: Pricing applies to cohort programs beginning in the indicated 
term and are locked through the life of the individual cohort group.

***The ESL certification rates only apply to those courses specifically required to 
obtain an ESL Certification in addition to the masters Curriculum and Instruction 
program.

NOTE: Graduate students are not allowed to take regular undergraduate courses 
as an audit, with the exception of music courses. Please refer to the ‘Course Audits’ 
section for further clarification. 

additional charges may be assessed for all students enrolled in courses  
requiring field trips. such field trips must be indicated in the course  
descriptions. students enrolled in certain courses also may be assessed  
additional laboratory fees. such laboratory fees are included in the  
course descriptions. 

Payments must be made to the Concordia University Chicago student  
Business services office by the published deadlines for payments. Failure to 
meet published deadlines may result in non-registration for that term/session 
by the University.

Course Audits 
registration for course audits should occur at or before final registration.  
students may change from credit to audit, or audit to credit, up to and  
including the tenth day of classes in a semester by contacting the office of the  
registrar. exams and papers assigned to students taking the course for credit 
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do not apply to audit students—all other expectations are the same. a grade of 
audit (aU) will be assigned at the completion of the course. Fees for audited 
courses are as follows: 

• Courses taken as audit are inclusive of current tuition structure. Fees are 
the same for credit or audit. 

• students taking courses for audit, that have additional fees associated 
with that course, will be responsible for those fee charges. 

• students taking more than one applied music course for credit or audit 
in a given semester will pay an applied music fee for each course taken. 

• graduate students are not allowed to take regular undergraduate 
courses as audit, with the exception of music courses. 

Applied Music Tuition 
applied music lessons include piano, organ, harpsichord, voice, band  
instruments, orchestral instruments, composition and/or improvisation. the 
University does not provide the use of an instrument for such lessons; however, 
a limited number of instruments is available.

the applied music tuition is charged to any student taking music lessons 
(MUsa courses) for either credit or audit. these courses are available for  
one-half credit (summer only) or for one full credit. thirteen half-hour lessons 
per semester equal one hour of credit. students wishing to audit music lessons 
must indicate their desire to audit at the time of registration. Lessons in  
composition are available only for credit. students pay the tuition rate for 
credit, plus an applied music fee. 

any student who takes lessons for audit (no credit) pays the current tuition 
rate, plus the full-applied music fee. the tuition refund policy also applies to 
applied music tuition. 

students are responsible to make contact with their applied music teacher 
within the first week of the semester.

Applied Music Fee 
the applied music fee is charged to any student taking lessons as stated above. 
Fees are as follows: $160 per credit.

Course Add/Drop Policy 
Courses can be added to a student schedule any time during the first five days 
of the semester with the permission of the registrar and the instructor. time 
limits for the addition of courses are reduced proportionately in any semester 
where the structure of the class is changed such as summer session or  
eight-week classes. 

dropping courses may result in a refund of tuition. if a credit balance is 
reflected on the student’s tuition account, a refund may be requested. in order 
to receive a refund, students must fill out a student refund Form from the 
student Business services office or may obtain the form from the student 
Business services website at www.CUChicago.edu, download, complete the 
form, then mail to the student Business services office for processing. 

Fall 2011/Spring 2012 Refund Dates
• Lab fees are refundable at 100 percent when the course is dropped 

within the 100 percent refund period. 
• if a course is dropped during any other refund period, none of the lab 

fee is refundable. 

Traditional on-campus students, find your refund policy here:
Lab fees are refundable at 100 percent when the course is dropped within 
the 100 percent refund period. if a course is dropped during any other refund 
period, none of the lab fee is refundable. 

15-Week Courses (fall and spring semesters)
100% refund through the end of the first week of class
75% refund through the second week of class
50% refund through the third week of class
25% refund through the fourth week of class
no refund after the fourth week of class

8-Week Courses (first or second half of term)
100% refund through the end of the first week of class
50% refund through the end of the second week of class
no refund after the second week of class

Graduate Cohort students, find your refund policy here:
www.CUChicago.edu/academics/cohorts/index.asp. Please be advised that 
this policy may be altered at any time. this policy, with exact dates of refund 
for the semesters in progress, can be found at  
www.cuchicago.edu/paymentplan and will be posted in the student Business 
services office, in student Financial Planning, the graduate admission office, 
the registrar’s office and in the appropriate dean’s office. 

Failure to drop classes will result in no refund and a grade of “F” on the 
student’s transcript. 

note: Failure to attend class does not constitute an automatic withdrawal 
from the class. students MUst drop courses with documentation through the 
registrar’s office before any refund will be issued. 

Withdrawal from the University 
outstanding balances are due and payable in full upon withdrawing from  
Concordia University Chicago. 

Withdrawals and Appeals for Tuition and Fees 2011-2012 
Communication:  students applying for the graduate program sign a 
registration form acknowledging that they will be registered and charged for 
courses in the specified term and assigned to a cohort after which a bill is 
mailed to the permanent home address. Payment reminders are emailed to 
the Concordia email address assigned to each student. students that are out of 
compliance with the payment schedule receive email notices in regards to their 
account status and are service charged according to university policy. after 
the term has ended and a student account still has an outstanding balance on 
the account, a process begins of “in house collection.” With this process, the 
student will receive three (3) written notices in regards to action being taken. 
after the final collection notice is mailed, the student has 10 days to respond. if 
no response is received, the students account will be placed with a third party 
for collections.

Fees Fees 
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Withdrawals:  the student may withdraw from a course at any time during the 
semester in which the course is offered. a withdrawal from registered courses 
for a semester must be submitted in written form and submitted to the Office 
of Graduate Admission (fax: 708-209-3454). the request for withdrawal must 
be within the specified dates on the refund policy for the semester which can 
be found at www.cuchicago.edu/refundpolicyedates. this will provide you with 
the set dates and percentages of refund available at the time of the withdrawal 
for the semester. Not attending classes does not constitute a withdrawal. 

the student has the right to appeal the charges, fees and grades. all appeals are 
to be directed to the dean of students. your appeal must provide information 
that a decision can be based on granting or denying the appeal. if you have any 
supporting documentation that would assist in your appeal, please provide that 
information to the dean of students as well. each appeal is reviewed on an 
individual basis. the maximum discount that would be given on an appeal  
after the semester the student was registered for will be 67 percent unless 
it can be shown that the charge was erroneous. this means that the student 
will be responsible for 33 percent of the tuition and 100 percent of all fees 
incurred. if there is cause to believe institutional error is the reason for the  
appeal, the student must provide supporting documentation of proof. this 
would include a copy and confirmation of a faxed drop form, emails, etc. Please 
be advised there is no guarantee your appeal will be granted.

appeals will not be accepted after a time period of one (1) year from the 
initial semester of registration of the student unless it can be shown that the 
charge was due to institutional error.

Room and Board Fees 
no food preparation is permitted in residence halls. all students living in  
University housing are required to pay both room and board fees. 
annual fee: $8,250

Technology fee for all programs
 $10 per credit hour (not to exceed $122)

Parking Permit, Motorized Vehicles
all students operating motorized vehicles while attending Concordia must 
register their vehicles. there is no charge for this registration. if vehicles will be 
parking overnight, a vehicle overnight Fee will be charged: $450 per year or 
$225 per semester. this fee is not charged to commuter students or those who 
will not be parking vehicles on campus overnight. 

a parking permit is required for all student vehicles. Please see the  
“Comprehensive Campus traffic and Parking Policy and Procedures” for all 
parking regulations on and adjacent to the campus. Parking on or around the 
campus is at your own risk. violations of these policies will result in parking 
fines as defined in the regulations. on-street parking around the campus is 
strongly discouraged and is subject to the parking regulations and penalties  
issued by the village of river Forest.

Student Health and Accident Insurance 
available to full- and part-time students. refundable per term of existing 
contract with carrier. rate subject to review by carrier. all coverage terminates 
as stated in the policy. Fees and details are available in student services on the 
second floor of Krauss hall. 

Campus Housing 
a full refund is awarded on housing for the semester or sessions not attended. 
a 50 percent refund for the semester is made if the student moves off campus 
by the end of the first week of classes; no refunds for the semester thereafter. 
refunds for students withdrawing from the University will be based on the 
federal policy as previously stated. 

rates are normal room occupancy of two and three persons. single room 
accommodations, if space is available, may be requested for an additional fee of 
half the cost of the room per semester. single rooms are available only to those 
students with senior or graduate status. 

Residence Life 

Room Reservation Deposit: $200 
a deposit for a room reservation is required of all students applying for 
residence in University housing for fall or spring semesters. this deposit will 
be applied to the regular room fee and is to be made by July 1 for fall semester 
and by november 1 for the spring semester. the demands of several University 
programs for housing may cause the cancellation of any housing reservation not 
confirmed with this deposit. 

refund of the room reservation deposit can be made only if the director of 
residence Life is notified in writing of room cancellation prior to august 1 of 
the year of enrollment or re-enrollment or by december 1 if entering in the 
spring semester. 

the office of residence Life reserves the right to rescind a private room when 
space is needed. 

Residence Hall Damages 
residence hall damages are assessed when, after a student has removed all  
his/her belongings from the room, checked out properly with the residence 
hall staff and returned the key, the room condition form indicates any damages 
to areas such as the residence hall room, floor, hall or furnishings. after this  
assessment, the student’s tuition account will be billed for these damages to 
the residence hall. 

Food Service 
specific information regarding meal plans (both resident and commuter) can 
be found at www.CUChicagodining.com.

Other Fees 
Identification Card Replacement: $40 each request 
the identification cards issued remain the property of Concordia University 
Chicago and are subject to return to the University upon termination, change 
of status or completion of the term. 

Graduation Fee: $110 
required of all students receiving a degree or a Certificate of advanced  
studies. graduation fees are assessed and payable one month prior to the 
graduation date. an additional cost for academic regalia is the responsibility of 
those students participating in the graduation ceremony.

Fees Fees 
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Transcript Requests
a transcript order is defined as a request for a transcript to each destination/ 
address; each separate destination/address constitutes a separate order. Up to 
two copies will be sent per order. all students graduating or completing  
certificate programs will receive a free copy of their transcripts with their  
diplomas or certificates. no charge is made for transcripts mailed directly to 
state certification boards with the application for certification. 

Please note the following: 
all financial obligations to Concordia University Chicago must be fulfilled 
before any transcripts of certification will be issued. (this includes outstanding 
tuition, library fines, etc.) over-the-counter requests are not available.  
telephone requests cannot be accommodated, but faxed requests are  
acceptable. in order to process your requests, the registrar’s office must have 
the following information: 

 • student’s complete name (both the student’s current name and the  
 name under which the student was registered if different) 

 • social security number 
 • dates attended 
 • number of transcripts needed 
 • Where transcripts are to be sent 
 • valid signature 
 • Payment 

transcripts are released only to individuals who earned the transcripted credits. 
Payment must accompany each request (Cash, check or money order payable 
to Concordia University Chicago, or credit card is accepted). 

Regular transcript orders: No charge 
regular orders will be processed normally within 10 working days and will be 
sent via first class mail or may be picked up in person. 

Twenty-four hour Transcript Order: $15 per order 
[twenty-four hour transcript orders will be processed within 24 hours of  
receipt of the written request.] such transcript orders will be sent via first  
class mail or may be picked up in person. over-the-counter transcripts are  
not available.

Twenty-four hour Overnight Express Order: $40 per order 
twenty-four hour overnight express transcript orders will be processed within 
24 hours of receipt of the written request; all efforts will be made to send 
orders out on the day received. such orders will be sent via overnight express 
through the institution’s contracted shipping company.

Twenty-four hour Fax Order: $15 per Order 
twenty-four hour fax orders will be processed within 24 hours of receipt of 
the written request; all efforts will be made to send such orders out on the day 
received. a faxed copy (unofficial) will be sent as soon as possible followed by 
an official copy within 24 hours.

Credential File Orders 
a credential file includes information on student’s teacher education program 
and is maintained by the institution’s Placement office. Credential file orders 
should be requested in writing to the educational/ synodical Placement office. 
Charges are as follows: 

Regular orders: No charge 
regular orders will normally be processed within 10 working days. 

Twenty-four hour Order: $15 per order 
twenty-four hour transcript orders will be processed within 24 hours of receipt 
of the written request. 

Twenty-four hour Overnight Express Order: $40 per order 
twenty-four hour overnight express orders will be processed within 24 hours 
of receipt of the written request; all efforts will be made to send orders out on 
the day received. such orders will be sent via overnight express through the 
institution’s contracted shipping company. 

Twenty-four hour Fax Order: $15 per Order 
twenty-four hour fax orders will be processed within 24 hours of receipt of 
the written request; all efforts will be made to send such orders out on the  
day received. 

Tax Benefit 
Federal tax law allows certain credits for educational experiences. students  
taking classes are advised to contact their tax advisors for details. 

Gift Assistance 
the Concordia supplemental Church Professional award (CsCPa) is 
available to graduate students who meet specified requirements. the 
requirements for application can be obtained from the University website or  
by contacting student Financial Planning. 

Loan Programs 
the subsidized stafford Loan and the unsubsidized stafford Loan programs 
enable students to borrow federally insured loans directly from banks or  
lending institutions. the subsidized stafford Loan maintains that the  
government pays the loan interest until the borrower graduates or ceases to 
be enrolled at least half time. the unsubsidized stafford Loan maintains the 
same deferment schedule but interest payments begin shortly after funds are 
disbursed. all educational loans maintain eligibility requirements based upon a 
confidential “needs analysis.” Federal application for student aid (FaFsa) is 
the required application needed to determine student loan eligibility. 

Financial Assistance 
Concordia University Chicago’s comprehensive financial aid program offers 
assistance to help supplement each student’s contribution toward college  
expenses. While the responsibility for financing University costs rests with  
students, Concordia assists with this obligation by providing financial aid  
packages to help meet the needs of its students. 

Concordia-Chicago maintains the office of student Financial Planning to assist 
students in the financing of their graduate program. though Concordia believes 
that the principal responsibility for educational costs rests with the student, the 
University offers a variety of programs to be used as resources for the payment 
of educational expenses. 

the primary sources of assistance available at Concordia University Chicago 
are educational loans and graduate assistantships (campus employment). 

the amount of assistance a student may be eligible for is determined with the 
help of the Free application for Federal student aid (FaFsa). this analysis 
calculates the amount a student can provide for University expenses, taking 

Fees Fees 
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into account such factors as current income, assets, family size, other  
educational expenses, debts and special considerations. 

all students wishing to apply for financial assistance may submit the FaFsa 
any time after January 1 for the coming school year. all need-based federal 
aid is awarded based upon the evaluation of the FaFsa. Federal programs are 
available to students who are permanent residents and citizens of the  
United states.

students are urged to investigate the possibility of scholarships, grants and 
loans that might be available to them in their own communities and/or states. 
Many Lutheran organizations and agencies provide financial assistance for 
Concordia students. Concordia Mutual Life, thrivent Financial for Lutherans, 
the Lutheran Laymen’s League and the Lutheran Women’s Missionary League 
are some examples of Lutheran groups and businesses which offer scholarships 
and grant monies to students attending Lutheran colleges and universities. 
Contact congregational/area representatives and LCMs district representatives 
for further details. 

in addition, contact local businesses and civic organizations regarding  
scholarship and grant programs. Consult the local Chamber of Commerce, the 
high school guidance office or the local community college for listings of  
these resources. 

a recent amendment to the Military selective service act (o.L. 97-252) states 
that any student required to register with the selective service who fails to do 
so is ineligible for title iv financial assistance (Pell grant, seog, Perkins Loan, 
stafford Loan and the PLUs Loan). 

Student Consumer Information 
Comprehensive student financial planning information is available from the 
University. When an award is made, the recipient also receives an explanation 
of the award letter. these two publications, in conjunction with the above 
information, cover the requirements of the federal and state governments in 
regard to student consumer information. 

Veterans and Veterans’ Dependents 
Concordia University Chicago is approved for the training of veterans in both 
undergraduate and graduate programs by the state-approving agency of the 
department of veterans affairs. 

any student who is certified by the department of veterans affairs and  
determined eligible for the receipt of educational assistance benefits must 
maintain the University’s standards of satisfactory academic progress as listed 
in this section. 

Standards of Satisfactory Academic Progress for Financial Assistance

Federal and state governments require that each college have standards of 
satisfactory academic progress (saP) for determining continued eligibility for 
student financial aid. saP standards measure both the quantity and quality 
of course work completed. saP includes the following three elements: grade 
point average, course completion rate and maximum time frame: 

• Grade Point Average–graduate students are required to maintain a 
3.0 grade point average by the end of their first year of full time study.  
a cumulative 3.0 grade point average must be maintained from that 
point forward. 

• Course Completion Rate–graduate students are required to complete 
two-thirds (67 percent) of all credit coursework attempted. the 
completion rate is calculated as a percentage of completed coursework 
over the student’s entire enrollment at Concordia University Chicago. 
students must maintain a cumulative 67 percent course completion 
rate. grades of W, F, iF, or U, are considered as coursework attempted 
but not completed. 

• Maximum Time Frame–graduate students are allowed to receive 
financial assistance until they have exceeded 150 percent of the number 
of credit hours needed to complete their degree program at CUC. 

in addition, if students fail to meet the above standards of satisfactory progress, 
then they will be placed on Probation status or disqualification status.

• Probation Status–students who do not meet the standards of 
satisfactory academic progress will be on Probation status for his/her 
next term of attendance. during the probation period, the student is 
still allowed to receive their need-based financial aid. 

• Disqualification Status–students who fail to meet the standards of 
satisfactory academic progress after a semester on probation will 
become disqualified from receiving further financial assistance from 
federal, state and/or Concordia funds. this includes eligibility for grants, 
student loans and CUC faculty/staff waivers. 

Appeals for the Reinstatement of Financial Assistance
students may appeal their disqualification status, if mitigating circumstances 
contributed to their inability to meet the required standards of satisfactory 
academic Progress. students should write a letter, addressed to the standards 
of satisfactory academic Progress Committee, explaining their circumstance 
and what has changed, which will allow for their success in the future.  
students are expected to submit supporting documentation when applicable.

GI Bill recipients must comply with the University’s overall Standards of  
Satisfactory Academic Progress policy.

Fees Fees 
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Academic Information
academic requirements for all degree programs are outlined in the program  
section of this catalog. 

academic requirements for teacher certification programs are outlined on the 
student’s Certification Program evaluation.

all graduate programs require a cumulative gPa of 3.0 or higher for degree/
certification completion.

Graduate Admission Status
Pending Admission Status
students applying for admission to a degree-seeking program may be accepted 
on Pending status for one term only until all required admission-related  
documentation has been received. to register in subsequent terms, students on 
Pending status must attain Full or Probationary admission status to the graduate 
program for which they have applied before the start of the second term. these 
students will receive a letter acknowledging their status from the director of 
graduate admission. students under Pending status are not eligible for any  
form of financial assistance from the university and are not assigned to an 
academic advisor. international and doctoral students may not be accepted on 
Pending status.

Regular Admission Status
there are three categories of regular admission status: Full, Provisional and 
Probationary. admission files for students admitted under regular admission 
status have been reviewed by an academic admission committee and a decision 
regarding acceptance has been determined. all student admitted under regular 
admission status will receive a letter of acceptance from the dean of their 
College and are assigned to an academic advisor.

a)  Full admission status: a student with full admission status is accepted 
with a gPa above 2.85 or an earned master’s degree with a 3.0 gPa  
or higher.

b)  Provisional admission status: a student with Provisional status generally 
satisfies full admission requirements but may have coursework in  
progress or outstanding requirement(s) related to their program. 
Candidates must satisfy the additional requirements outlined in their 
acceptance letter by the end of their first semester of enrollment to be 
changed from Provisional status to Full admission status. Candidates 
who are unable to satisfy the additional admission requirement(s) will 
remain on provisional status and be barred from future registration for 
coursework.

c)  Probationary admission status: a student with Probationary status is 
accepted with a gPa below 2.85. once one semester of coursework 
for graduate credit with a minimum gPa of 3.0 is completed, the 
registrar’s office will move the student from Probationary status to 
Full admission status. Probationary candidates who do not achieve a 
gPa of 3.0 in their first semester of graduate work at Concordia will be 
dismissed from the University.

Guest Graduate Status
a guest student is a student who is not seeking a degree from Concordia.  
international students may not register as guest students.
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academic information academic information

Academic Status Review
a graduate student is considered to be in good standing when the Concordia 
Cumulative grade Point average (CgPa) is at or above a 3.0 for all 
graduate work attempted. a student who has attempted nine or more semester 
hours and falls below the 3.0 CgPa will be placed on one of the following 
probationary or dismissal statuses: academic Probation, academic Probation 
Continued, or academic dismissal.

Academic Probation
a student in good standing who falls below a CgPa of 3.0 will be placed on 
academic Probation. Under academic Probation the student may continue to 
be enrolled for one additional semester. the student may continue enrollment 
after this probationary semester if:

• the Cumulative gPa is at or above 3.0, and therefore the student 
regains the status of good standing.

• the term gPa is at or above 3.0 even though the CgPa remains  
under 3.0; such a student will be placed on academic Probation  
Continued. a student on academic Probation whose additional term 
gPa falls below 3.0 and who has a cumulative gPa below a 3.0 will be 
subject to academic dismissal. academic Probation is based solely on 
gPa calculations. the only basis for appeal of this status is for  
calculation error and the appeal must be submitted in writing to  
the registrar.

Academic Probation Continued
a student under academic Probation whose probation semester results in a 
term gPa at or above 3.0 but still has a CgPa below 3.0 will be placed on 
academic Probation Continued. the student may continue enrollment after 
this probationary semester if:

• the Cumulative gPa is at or above 3.0, and therefore the student 
regains the status of good standing, or

• the term gPa is at or above a 3.0 even though the CgPa remains 
under a 3.0; such a student will remain on academic Probation  
Continued and be granted an additional probationary semester of  
enrollment. academic Probation Continued is based solely on gPa  
calculations. the only basis for appeal of this status is for calculation  
error and the appeal must be submitted in writing to the registrar.

Academic Dismissal
a student under the status of academic Probation or academic Probation 
Continued whose probation semester results in a term gPa below 3.0 and a 
CgPa below 3.0 will be placed on academic dismissal. students placed on 
academic dismissal will not be allowed to continue enrollment and will be 
dropped from the graduate program. Furthermore, students who are  
academically dimissed are not eligible to reapply for admission as a guest 
graduate or in another program of study. academic dismissal is based on gPa 
calculations. appeals to be reinstated under academic Probation Continued 
must be submitted in writing to the appropriate dean.

Grading
the unit of credit is the semester hour. normally one semester hour of credit is 
awarded on the basis of one 50-minute class session per week equivalent. the 
outside preparation required is approximately twice the time spent in class.

the student’s work is evaluated according to the following scale:

  Grade                                 Rating                               Quality Points
 a excellent 4.00
 a-  3.67
 B+  3.33
 B good 3.0
 B-  2.67
 C+  2.33
 C Fair 2.00
 C-  1.67
 d+  1.33
 d Poor but Passing 1.00
 d-  0.67
 F Failure 0.00
 i/grade incomplete 
 s satisfactory
 U Unsatisfactory
 aU audit

the student is required to earn an average of three quality points for every  
credit hour required in his/her program toward graduation. a grade of d or 
F in any graduate level course cannot be applied toward a graduate program. 
regardless of the grade received, all credits attempted for graduate credit  
will be included to calculate the student’s cumulative gPa. if a Concordia 
course is repeated, the most recent attempt, regardless of the grade, will 
be used in calculating the grade-point average; 4000 level courses, taken 
for graduate credit, with a grade of C or below, cannot be applied toward a 
graduate program.

grades are not issued in hard copy but are accessible through Banner Web at 
the end of each academic term. grades can also be obtained by requesting a 
transcript through the registrar’s office.

The Incomplete (I) Grade: 
the grade of “incomplete” is awarded by an instructor who, because of  
circumstances beyond the control of the student (e.g., illness, death in the  
family and the like) the student needs more time to complete the course with 
the greatest possible achievement. any request for a grade of incomplete must 
be initiated by the student. the instructor determines approval of the  
incomplete. incomplete grades range from ia to iF. the “i” indicates an  
incomplete grade; the second letter (a-F) indicates the default grade if a grade 
is not submitted at the end of the six-week completion period. an  
“incomplete” grade must be resolved within six (6) weeks of the end of the 
term (Fall, spring, summer) in which the grade was received. at that time the 
instructor will assign a grade. Permission for additional time beyond the six-
week deadline may be granted only with the approval of the instructor and the  
registrar. Whether or not the student is enrolled during the following term has 
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no effect upon this completion date. if no grade is issued after the six-week  
period, the default grade will be issued and stand as a final grade on the  
student’s record.

Change of Grade/Grade Appeal
inquiries about changing a grade must be initiated by the student. the appeal 
will start with the course instructor, then department chair and finally the vice 
President of academics. grade changes will be accepted only through the end 
of the semester following the class in question (e.g. a grade for a fall 2011 term 
can only be appealed through the end of the spring 2012 term).

Cohort Program
Many of Concordia-Chicago’s graduate programs are offered in cohort  
formats that feature pre-determined courses and location. students in a  
cohort proceed through the instructional sequence with the same group of 
learners, who generally form a strong, collaborative learning community.  
typically, classes meet one night a week.

Transfer Credit
Concordia University Chicago is proudly accredited by the higher Learning 
Commission. the College of education is also accredited by the prestigious 
national Counsel for accreditation of teacher education (nCate).  
Concordia also holds a number of program-specific accreditations, such as 
n.a.s.M. typically, credits transfer to other accredited institutions, yet it is the 
receiving institution’s decision to accept and apply another university’s credits 
according to its policies. students are responsible for contacting the receiving 
institution about their transfer credit policies.

after the completion of 12 semester hours of coursework at CUC, up to half  
of the credits for the degree may be accepted from an accredited graduate 
school. application to have transfer of credits apply to a graduate program 
must be made by the student through the advisor. these credits must be  
certified by the registrar and approved for a degree program by the  
appropriate dean, program coordinator, and the registrar. only courses with 
a grade of “B” or better will be accepted for transfer credit. Courses taken on a 
Pass/Fail basis will not be accepted for transfer credit.

graduate/undergraduate level courses taken elsewhere will be counted in the 
limit that may be earned on the 4000 level at Concordia. no more than six 
semester hours of combined transfer credit and Concordia workshop credit 
may be applied to a program. official transcripts of transfer credit as well 
as the appropriate request form, signed by the student and advisor, must be 
submitted to the registrar’s office at or before the student files the application 
for candidacy.

Course Substitutions
occasionally, a student may find that he/she has taken a course as part of  
another graduate degree program that is essentially the same as a required 
course in his/her Concordia degree plan. it may be possible to waive that  
specific course requirement, but it will be necessary to substitute another  
graduate-level course for the one that is waived. application for a course 
substitution must be made by a student through the advisor. the dean of the 
college in which the degree is being earned must approve all course waivers.

Certification/Endorsement Transfer Credit 
students pursuing a type 10 reading specialist, a type 73 or type 75  
Certification, or a superintendent endorsement, are required to complete a 
minimum of 50 percent of the semester hours of required coursework  
specifically selected to meet state Certification/ endorsement requirements at 
Concordia University Chicago. once coursework has been specified, it cannot 
be changed without the approval of the program coordinator and the registrar.

Workshop Credit 
Credits earned through workshop experience is non-transferable. Workshop 
credit earned at Concordia-Chicago will count toward program requirement, 
where applicable.

Correspondence Courses 
Courses taken through correspondence study at CUC or any other  
institution may not be included in a graduate program.

Independent Study 
independent study (ins-6950) is designed to provide students with the 
opportunity to pursue a specific interest above and beyond the department 
curriculum offerings. the independent study is available for full time students 
only, in all of the departments. Courses in the curriculum may not be taken by 
independent study, nor can an independent study duplicate the content of an 
established course. grading procedures and policies concerning incompletes 
also apply to independent study courses. graduate students are subject to the 
following limitation: a maximum of two three-semester hour independent 
study courses in a 30-hour master’s program. the independent study  
application Form is available in the registrar’s office. specific proposal  
information is included on the form. the proposal and form are to be turned in 
to the student’s advisor one semester prior to the beginning of the semester of 
enrollment. once approved by the advisor, the application is to be presented to 
the department chair, along with the proposal, for his/her signature.

Master’s Capstone Experiences
a Master’s Capstone experience is a requirement for all students seeking a 
master’s degree.

all capstone experience options have written and oral defense components. 
timing and planning for the Capstone experience is critical. applications for 
the Capstone experience are available from the the student’s advisor. the 
application must be submitted at least one semester prior to graduation. it is 
essential that a student meet with his/her advisor to plan adequately and  
appropriately for the option chosen. the oral defense consists of a discussion 
of the written component. the student’s committee will consist of two to 
three faculty members. arrangements for the oral components are made by the 
student with his/her advisor.

Choose one of the following options:
1.  Thesis and Oral Defense (INS-6990) 3-6 Semester hours
 the overall purpose of a master’s thesis is for the author to demonstrate 

his/her ability to design or replicate and conduct independent research. 
Questions studied must be relevant to the discipline or field of study 
and add to the research literature on a particular topic. also, the student 
should show proficiency with designing or replicating and conducting 
independent research, proficiency at reading and synthesizing the  
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appropriate research literature in the discipline relevant to the chosen 
topic, knowledge of ethical issues, the ability to design an appropriate 
study to answer research questions in the discipline, skill at gathering data, 
appropriate statistical knowledge, and writing ability. studies involving  
human subjects must be approved by the University Committee on  
human research. the completed thesis should follow the aPa  
guidelines. hours may count toward degree requirements.

2.  Independent Research Paper and Oral Defense (INS-6970)
 the independent research Paper should contain a substantive review of  

relevant research and pertinent theory, organizing and analyzing the 
pertinent literature, drawing appropriate conclusions and implications 
relative to the topic, and contain a list of timely, relevant references used 
in the preparation of the paper. the independent research Paper should 
be an original paper, and may be built upon, but not directly replicating, 
work from previous papers written for courses. the completed  
paper should follow the aPa guidelines. hours may count toward 
degree requirements.

3.  Written and Oral Examination based on assigned readings
 readings relevant to the discipline or field of study that allow the  

student to demonstrate an integration and synthesis of knowledge 
acquired during the course of study will be assigned by the student’s 
capstone committee. answers will be evaluated for: inclusion of specific 
content (facts), inclusion of knowledge from other sources, clarity of 
thought, creativity, and coherent presentation. no credit hours are 
earned for this capstone experience.

4.  Internship/Practicum Experience and Comprehensive Paper  
and Oral Defense

 A.  National Board Certification
 Candidates who are involved in the national Board Certification strand 

of the Master of arts degree in Curriculum and instruction are required 
to enroll in edU-6983 (national Board Certification Practicum)  
over two semesters (fall and spring) for three semester hours. the  
culmination of this practicum involves submission of written portfolios. 
these portfolios are those established by the national Board  
Certification process. a discussion of the portfolio will be had with two 
faculty members who have instructed in the program.

 B.  Curriculum/Staff Development Specialist
 Candidates who are involved in the Curriculum/staff development 

specialist strand of the Master of arts degree in Curriculum and 
instruction are required to enroll in either edU-6981 (Practicum in 
Curriculum development) or edU-6982 (Practicum in staff  
development). the candidates involved in either practicum will  
lead a formal curriculum investigation or plan and coordinate a staff 
development experience for teachers within their school district. the 
candidate will submit a comprehensive paper describing the practicum 
adn its relationship to the national Board Professional teaching  
standards. a discssion of this paper will occur with two faculty who 
have instructed in the program.

5.  Portfolio and Oral Defense for Initial Certification Programs
 A.  Initial Certification Teacher Candidates
 Must complete a portfolio based on the intasC/iLPt teaching  

standards. include in their portfolio documentation of the candidate’s 
experience and understanding of the teaching standards submitted  
electronically to the College of education. Must defend their portfolio 
before a panel comprised of two to three University faculty and/or  
practitioners, as determined by the department, and must pass all 
standards in the portfolio. the student’s advisor and/or the portfolio 
coordinator make arrangements for the defense of the capstone.

 B.  All Curriculum and Instruction Masters’ Degree Candidates in the    
     Bilingual/ESL Illinois Certification Concentration

 Must complete a Curriculum and instruction portfolio based  
on the nBPts core propositions, and include in their portfolio  
documentation of the candidate’s experience and understanding of the 
teaching standards submitted electronically to the College of education.

 defend the portfolio before a panel comprised of two to three  
University faculty and/or school practitioners and must pass all  
standards in the portfolio. the student’s and/or the portfolio director 
make arrangements for the defense of the portfolio.

 C.  National Board Certification 
 Candidates who are involved in the national Board Certification strand 

of the Master of arts degree in Curriculum and instruction must enroll 
in edU-6072 and edU-6073 over two consecutive semesters (fall and 
spring) for four semester hours.

 submit four written portfolios whose requirements have been  
established by thte national Board Professional teaching standards as a 
culmination of the above coursework.

 defend the portfolios before a panel comprised of two to three  
University faculty and/or practicioners and must pass all standards in 
each portfolio.

6.  Recital/Composition, Paper and Oral Defense 
(available to Music students only) (MUs-6520 or MUs 6521)  
1 semester hour

 a student who chooses this performance option should prove his/her 
knowledge of music theory and analysis, and the ability to conduct 
research on the music included in his/her recital program. the paper 
should follow the Chicago Manual of Style.

7. Portfolio and Oral Defense for:
 Type 73 Certification 
 (based on CaCreP and illinois school Counseling standards)
 Type 75 Certification programs 

(based on edLea and illinois school administration standards.)
 Type 10 Certification 

(based on ira and state of illinois standards)
 General Note: The student’s committee will consist of two to three facutly members 

and/or practitioners as determined by the department. The student’s advisor and/or 
the portfolio director will make arrangemens fot he defense of the portfolio.
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 Type 73–School Counseling: 
Candidates who are involved in the Master of arts degree in school 
Counseling or in the type 73 Certification only Program are required 
to enroll in Psy-6992 (school Counseling internship) and upon  
completion of this course, submit a standards based portfolio reflecting 
an integration of the internship/practicum experience, advanced  
knowledge of the program of study, and the relating of academic  
knowledge with the experiences drawn from the internship/practicum.

 Type 75–School Leadership: a standards-based Portfolio is required for 
the Master of arts degree in school Leadership and in the type 75  
endorsement. a formative assessment, known as Portfolio Checkpoint 
1, is required at the conclusion of the first internship or when 15-18 
semester hours of coursework is completed if one of the internships is 
waived. the summative assessment, known as the Final Portfolio 
Checkpoint, is required during, or immediately following the second 
internship. all standards must be met at the final checkpoint in order for 
the candidate to be eligible for program completion.

 Type 10–Reading: Candidates who are involved in the Master of arts 
in reading program are required to submit a standards-based portfolio. 
Candidates must successfully defend their electronic portfolios and 
must pass all standards in the portfolio.

8. Student-designed capstone (MLS 6990):
 With the approval of the faculty advisor, the student may design an 

alternative capstone activity, which analyzes, synthesizes, and/or  
explicates a major theme or themes from the student’s chosen emphasis 
in a substantive, scholarly way apart from options 1 or 2. the capstone 
may be a creative work (composition, film/video, web design); a public 
performance, presentation or exhibit; a position paper or other major 
original expository work (monograph, intensive critique, series of essays, 
a chapter in an edited volume, an article in a professional journal); or 
another option on which the student and advisor agree. an oral defense 
is required. student-designed capstones must be approved at the time 
that the “application for Capstone” is submitted to the student’s faculty 
advisor. this is not an option for any program leading to certification.

Registration Policies and Procedures

Time Limit for Master’s Degree Students
all credit toward a master’s degree must be completed within seven  
calendar years after registration for the first course counted toward the degree. 
all credit toward a Certificate of advanced studies must be completed within 
five calendar years after registration for the first course. all credit toward a 
doctor of education degree must be completed within seven calendar years 
after registration for the first course. a petition for time extension is to be  
addressed to the appropriate dean.

a student who has completed a course within a 24-month period is considered 
on active graduate status. a student who is absent in excess of 24 months will 
be placed on inactive graduate status. such students are required to report to 
the graduate office for reinstatement prior to registration for courses.

Student Load
according to the Federal government, a full-time graduate student course 
load is defined as six or more hours per semester. this is the number on which 
student financial aid is determined. half-time graduate student course load is 
three to five hours per semester. Less than half-time is less than three  
semester hours. students employed full-time are advised to limit their course 
load to nine semester hours. students who are not employed full-time are  
limited to 16 hours of graduate credit per semester. Full-time provisional  
students ordinarily may take no more than 12 hours per semester. Written 
permission of the advisor and the appropriate dean are required to exceed  
16 hours per semester.

in order to obtain and maintain a graduate assistantship at CUC, students must 
carry a course load of nine hours.

Registration
these options are available for submission of request for courses:

• registration by mail: submit registration form to Concordia  
University Chicago, office of the registrar, addison hall room 151, 
river Forest, illinois 60305.

• registration in person: in the office of the registrar, addison hall 
room 151. office hours 8-4:30 M-F.

• Fax registration: submit your registration form to the office of the  
registrar, (708) 209-3167.

• Web-based registration is available for cohort and online students 
onLy. We regret that we cannot accept telephone registrations, as all 
paperwork must be accompanied by an official signature. a student 
may register for a new course through the fifth day of the semester. the 
‘add/drop’ Form must be submitted to the office of the registrar.

a student may not be registered for a new course after the first five days of the 
semester. time limits are reduced proportionately in any semester where the 
structure of the class day is changed, such as the summer session and  
eight-week courses.

Registering for Course Audit
registration for auditing courses is to occur at or before final registration.  
students may change from credit to audit, or audit to credit, up to the last day 
to add a class in each term, by contacting (in writing) the office of the  
registrar. exams and papers assigned to students taking the course for credit 
do not apply to audit students; all other expectations are the same. a grade of 
audit will be assigned at the completion of the course. Fees for audit are the 
same as for credit.

Withdrawal from a Course
the following procedures are to be used in the event of withdrawal from 
a class. all withdrawals must be completed in writing, with the student’s 
signature. (Withdrawal from a course will not be accepted via telephone.) the 
“Course Withdrawal” form must be submitted to the office of the registrar.

Full Semester Courses:
during the first week of the semester, a student may withdrawal from a course 
by submitting an “add/drop” form to the office of the registrar. the course 
will not appear on the student’s transcript.
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Beginning with the second week through the final drop date of the semester, a 
student may withdraw with the approval of the instructor. a grade of “W” will 
be recorded.

after the tenth week of the semester, a “W” will be granted only for  
extraordinary circumstances approved by the dean of students.

Unauthorized withdrawals from a course or the University, i.e. failure to attend 
class, will result in the grade of “F.”

Eight Week Courses:
during the first week of the semester, a student may withdrawal from a course 
by submitting an “add/drop” form to the office of the registrar. the course 
will not appear on the student’s transcript.

Beginning with the fourth week through the final drop date of an eight-week 
session, a student may withdraw with the approval of the instructor. a grade of 
“W” will be recorded.

after the fourth week of an eight-week session, a “W” will be granted only for 
extraordinary circumstances approved by the dean of students.

Unauthorized withdrawals from a course or the University, i.e. failure to attend 
class, will result in the grade of “F.”

Program Procedures for all Master’s Degree Students

1. Advisor
Course registration is the responsibility of the student. students will be  
assigned a faculty advisor by the appropriate dean. it is strongly recommended 
that the student meet with his/her advisor before registering for courses to plan 
for appropriate coursework to be taken.

it is important to make frequent contacts with the advisor, who will serve as 
a mentor and assist the student in an orderly progression from enrollment to 
graduation.

2. Satisfactory Progress
all students will be monitored for satisfactory academic progress at the  
following points: after 12 semester hours; after 21 semester hours; before  
approval of the capstone experience and before graduation. students are  
considered to be making satisfactory progress if the grade point average is 3.0 
or higher and all deficiencies have been removed. students not making  
satisfactory progress will be placed on academic probation.

3. Capstone Experience
all master of arts students must complete a capstone experience as part of 
their degree requirement. options are available, depending upon the program 
(see specific program requirements listed in this catalog).

request for Capstone experience (please consult the options listed under  
Masters Capstone experiences listed in this catalog).

applications to do a thesis-6990 (option 1) or independent research-6970 
(option 2) must be submitted to the appropriate dean at least one semester 
prior to graduation.

applications to take the written examination (option 3) are available in the 

appropriate dean’s office. Please note the deadline dates listed in the section 
describing the Master’s Capstone experiences.

a student choosing the internship/Practicum Comprehensive Paper and oral 
defense (option 4) as a Capstone experience, must schedule an appointment 
with his/her advisor well in advance of the experience.

4. Graduation
an “intent to gradUate” form must be submitted to the office of the 
registrar no later than the posted deadline. deadlines for filing for graduation 
are listed on the “intent to graduate” form.

Program Procedures for Master of Church Music Students

1. Advisor
Course registration is the responsibility of the student. degree-seeking students 
will be assigned a faculty advisor by the appropriate dean. it is highly  
recommended that the student meet with his/her advisor before registering for 
courses to plan for appropriate coursework. it is important to make frequent 
contacts with the advisor, who will serve as mentor and assist in an orderly 
progression from enrollment to graduation.

2. Satisfactory Progress
all students will be monitored for satisfactory academic progress at the  
following points: after 12 semester hours; after 21 semester hours; before 
approval of the capstone experience; and before graduation. the student is 
making satisfactory progress if the grade point average is 3.0 or higher and all 
deficiencies have been removed. students not making satisfactory progress will 
be placed on academic probation.

3. Capstone Experience
a MUs-6520 (recital) for one hour of credit must be completed. all phases 
must meet the approval of the capstone committee. oral and written  
examinations are required for all students. Consult the advisor to schedule a 
time for the oral examination. the written examination is taken during the 
semester of, but before, the capstone recital. the oral examination occurs  
following the recital.

4. Graduation
an “intent to gradUate” form must be submitted to the office of the 
registrar no later than the posted deadline. deadlines for filing for graduation 
are listed on the “intent to graduate” form.

Program Procedures for Doctoral Students
Please refer to the doctoral portion of this catalog for all program information.

Graduation Requirements
• have on file an application as a degree-seeking graduate student.
• have on file one official transcript from eaCh college/university  

attended of all previous coursework taken.
• Complete the credit hours and levels as designated for which the degree 

is being sought, within the specified time limit with a minimum  
cumulative gPa of 3.0.

• For credit being transferred into a program from another institution, 
have on file an approved “transfer Credit request” form before filing a 
Candidacy application.

• have on file the “intent to graduate” form with the registrar’s office by 
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the published deadline.
• Payments of all tuition and fees due to Concordia University Chicago.
• have on file, if applicable, necessary copies of a ‘project’ or thesis.
• take and pass the final examination or terminal requirements in the 

program during or after the final course.
• approval of the faculty.

every attempt has been made to include information to aid the student with 
information about his/her program, degree, and graduation requirements. it is, 
however, the student’s responsibility to complete all forms and meet all  
deadlines relevant to graduation requirements.

Professional Education Requirements for Illinois Teacher Certification
the state of illinois certifies all illinois early childhood, elementary and  
secondary teachers and those pursuing advanced certification. Concordia-
Chicago offers several programs leading to state approved certification and 
endorsements. students completing one of the following should make  
application for certification through the registrar’s office:

Post Baccalaureate Programs:

Post-Baccalaureate Special Education Masters Programs:
all Mat Programs
Master of arts–school Counseling
Master of arts–school Leadership
type 10–standard special Certificate in reading
Post Master’s Programs:
 type 73–school service Personnel Certificate with  

guidance and Counseling endorsement
 type 75–general administrative endorsements
 superintendent endorsement attached to a valid type 75  

administrative Certificate
For the above endorsements and certification programs not associated with a 
degree, at least one-half (50 percent) of the coursework must be taken in  
residence at Concordia University Chicago. students seeking the standard 
special Certificate in reading also must meet the current type 03 or type 09 
certification requirements of the state.

the state of illinois requires recent completion of a Basic skills test (within 
five years), a test in the area of certification being sought, and the appropriate 
assessment of Professional teaching. to be certified, or receive an endorsement 
to a certificate, a person must be of good character, in sound health, at least 19 
years of age, and a U.s. citizen.

Applying for Illinois Teacher Certification
students who are eligible for certification and/or endorsement may secure the 
application for Certificate with instructions for making application to the state 
by contacting the assistant registrar at the registrar’s office, 7400 augusta 
street, addison hall room 151, river Forest, illinois 60305.

Initial Illinois Teacher Certification Applicants
students who hold a bachelor’s degree from an accredited institution and wish 
to pursue initial illinois teacher Certification through Concordia’s approved 
entitlement program may apply for admission to the University through the 
graduate admission office.

to be considered for admission the student must have a certification  
evaluation completed by Concordia University Chicago. Before an evaluation 
can be done, the student must:

• Pay a $50 non-refundable evaluation/admission fee or be admitted as a 
degree-seeking student in a certification program,

• submit official transcripts of all college/university coursework from 
each institution attended.

Upon receipt of the fee and official transcripts, the student’s academic record 
will be evaluated to determine the coursework needed for certification by  
entitlement through Concordia. the fee will be applied toward tuition of the 
first course in which the student enrolls, if enrollment begins within one year 
from the time the fee was paid. When the evaluation is completed, the student 
has two options in the pursuit of teacher certification:

Option I-Complete a Master of Arts in Teaching program.

Option II-Complete a second Bachelor’s Degree in one of Concordia’s approved 
undergraduate programs.

if the student seeks option i, a graduate degree (i.e., Mat), the student  
must complete the appropriate admission process as outlined in this catalog.  
if the student seeks option ii, an undergraduate degree, the student must  
complete the appropriate undergraduate admission process and meet the  
standards for acceptance, including minimum gPa, as outlined in the  
Undergraduate Catalog.

graduate students may receive credit for documented prior learning. such 
credit may, if appropriate, be applied to the certification requirements in the 
general education area, but such credit cannot be applied to the student’s 
graduate program.

While enrolled in the entitled state teacher Certification Program, all  
candidates should meet with their advisor to:

• Prepare and file a completed and approved certification  
plan of study leading to teacher Certification;

• submit evidence that they have passed the illinois Basic skills test;
• Be admitted to the Professional instructional Courses in the  

College of education; and,
• Be admitted to the Professional (i.e. student teaching) semester.

Graduate Assistantships
graduate assistantships are available to graduate students with exceptional 
academic records. generally, students best suited for graduate assistantships 
have strong academic records, a strong work ethic, and plan to accelerate their 
degree program. assignments are based on several factors, including requests 
by faculty and staff, area of student personal and academic interest and skill as 
well as overall fit of the student to the position.
Candidates for assistantships must:

• apply to the graduate office,
• Be admitted to the University into a degree program,
• have at least a 3.0 gPa and
• Be enrolled in at least nine semester hours at Concordia  

University Chicago while serving as a graduate assistant.

the graduate assistant position consists of up to 19 hours of work each week. 
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Compensation is approximately equivalent to the tuition cost for nine  
semester hours of credit. graduate assistants work in various positions  
including supporting various campus offices, assisting in the early childhood 
center, and coordinating activities under the supervision of a specific  
department chair or division, among other activities.

information regarding initial application for graduate assistantships is available 
through the office of graduate admission at (708) 209-4093 or on campus in 
the graduate admission office (ad 158).

International Study
Concordia University Chicago students may elect to study abroad for a  
semester, year or summer. the Coordinator of international study provides 
the application form and information on programs at universities all over the 
world. students must consult with their faculty advisor to determine the  
applicability of the experience and coursework toward their degree program. 
the student also needs to consult with the office of student Financial  
Planning to determine whether financial aid packages apply for international 
study. students wishing to study abroad should complete their Concordia  
University Chicago registration no later than november 15 for spring, april 15 
for summer and May 1 for fall. Check with specific programs for exact  
deadlines, which may be earlier.

Programs in austria, england, France, italy, Mexico and spain are administered 
within the CUs system or through dominican University and are available to 
CUC students as guests. additionally, Concordia University Chicago has direct 
cooperative agreements with programs in england, australia, new Zealand 
and much of europe. students who study in these programs will be allowed to 
transfer course credits (that have been pre-approved by the student’s faculty 
advisor) with a grade and generally apply some portions of their financial aid 
towards tuition, room or board.

students who choose to enroll in courses at any institutions other than those 
with which Concordia-Chicago has agreements will be required to “stop out,” 
that is, suspend their Concordia University Chicago registration for the period 
abroad. such credits may transfer to Concordia-Chicago in accordance with 
the policy for transfer credits. For more information, contact the Coordinator 
for international study.

Graduate Student Services
Library Services

the Klinck Memorial Library provides print and electronic resources to 
support the University curriculum. the collection is complemented by many 
academic, special, and public libraries in the Chicagoland area.

Klinck Memorial Library is home to more than 160,000 books and audiovisual 
materials; 237 print periodical subscriptions; 480,000 eriC microfiche  
documents; and 50 electronic databases with remote access. a special  
collection of musical scores, long-playing vinyl albums and Cds also is available 
for use by library patrons. there are 38 public computers and wireless internet 
access is provided. a group study and rare book room, as well as the  
audiovisual listening and viewing center, are part of the library. 

Christopher resource Center, located in the Christopher Center building on 
the west end of campus, is an integral part of the Klinck Memorial Library.  
the resource Center contains a large collection of both fiction and nonfiction  
materials from Pre-K to young adult, as well as an extensive curriculum  
collection, representing textbooks and teaching materials from different 
publishers in all levels and subject areas. it houses a production room which 
includes a laminator, die cut machines with various die cuts, a binding machine 
and construction paper. the siebert technology/Portfolio Lab also is located in 
the resource Center. this lab is used by the department of teacher education 
along with the department of Leadership for creating electronic portfolios.

the Klinck Memorial Library is a member of the Metropolitan Library system, 
LiBras and CarLi. LiBras membership consists of 17 private college and 
university libraries located in the Chicago metropolitan area focusing on  
promoting cooperation, continuing education and networking among its  
members. CarLi member libraries share resources, including the i-share  
online catalog, among 71 academic and research libraries. in addition, 
Concordia University Chicago is a member of the University Center of  
Lake County, which provides bachelor completion, graduate, and advanced  
professional development programs to those who work and reside in  
Lake County. 

CougarNet 
Cougarnet provides all information and technology services for Concordia 
students, faculty, and staff, including computer support services, av resources 
and set-up and assistance with BannerWeb, Concordia’s administrative  
software. Cougarnet plays an essential role in providing the information  
resources students, faculty and staff need to achieve academic excellence. 

Media Production 
Media Production operates the campus video network, an interactive video 
conferencing classroom, a television production studio, an audio  
production studio and a student-run radio station. three satellite dishes are 
used to downlink a broad variety of academic and entertainment programming 
for the campus. Cable television outlets are provided at over 700 locations 
throughout the campus, including every residence hall room and classroom. 

Information Technology Services 
information technology services (its) provides and supports the campus data 
network. its provides network services on the campus for computing devices 
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by managing a 1000 Mbps fiber optic backbone connecting ethernet data jacks 
in all residence halls, classrooms, offices, libraries and other campus buildings. 
Wireless connectivity is also available in several buildings around campus for 
students to access the network with laptop computers. a high speed, dedicated 
internet link provides the campus network with full access to the internet.

its provides and supports a full range of server resources including usernames/ 
passwords, email and web hosting, network disk space and print queue  
management. its also maintains over 200 email lists for sending messages to 
various campus populations. its conducts regular training sessions on  
various application software packages used across campus and provides audio 
and visual listening and viewing stations, personal computers, and graphic,  
photographic and multimedia resources for classes and special events. its can 
serve as a resource for students who wish to purchase their own computer, 
laptop or software and also operates the Cougarnet help desk which provides 
technical assistance to campus technology users.

Computer Labs 
its also supports two well-equipped, general-use computer labs for student 
use. one lab is open seven days a week, 24 hours a day. Computers are  
updated frequently and provide the student with excellent access to the  
latest in computer hardware and applications. there also is a dedicated music  
computer lab and a science computer lab for class use. Workstations also are 
available for use in both campus libraries as well as in select locations  
across campus.

Administrative Information System Services 
administrative information systems (ais) supports and coordinates  
Concordia’s administrative software package (sCt Banner). Banner provides 
students and faculty with secure web access to administrative data. students 
have access to course schedules, personal class schedules, accounts, financial aid 
awards, grade reports, telephone bills and transcripts. 

Concordia Connect Portal
Managed by ais, the Concordia Connect web portal—accessible at 
https://connect.CUChicago.edu–is a secure and personalized website designed 
to provide a single location to access many of the online resources commonly 
used at CUC. the portal offers direct links into BannerWeb for common tasks 
such as registering for classes, viewing grades, requesting a transcript, viewing 
bills and making online payments. others services accessible through the portal 
include Concordia Webmail, Blackboard, group communication tools, a  
calendar client and much more.

Web Services 
Web services provides technical support for University web pages to faculty 
and staff. 

Telecom Services 
telecom services provides and supports the campus telephone/voicemail  
network. this network includes “dial tone” telephone instruments, local  
calling, long distance calling, voice mail services as well as a direct dial number 
to resident students, faculty members and staff members. off-campus callers 
can dial the person they wish to speak with directly and conveniently leave a 
message for that person if they are unavailable. 

Print Services 
Print services provides and supports the campus printing devices including 
centrally-located high-speed printers, copy machines, folding and sorting  
machines, and color copying, as well as distributed laser printers and digital 
copiers throughout the campus.

Placement Services 
Career counseling services are available for all graduate students. those seeking 
assistance in placement with schools may contact the office of educational 
Placement. those seeking assistance in placement in non-educational settings 
may contact the office of Career Counseling and Placement. services include 
career information, resources, individual counseling, group workshops, job 
search strategies, résumé writing, video résumés and interview skills. 

Handbooks 
the Graduate Student Handbook contains information about student activities, 
policies, rights and responsibilities. For students in teacher certification  
programs, the Teacher Education Handbook is available in the College of 
education office. students in the doctorate of education program should 
acquire a copy of the Doctoral Program Handbook from the College 
of education. 

Disabled Students
students with disabilities should contact the Learning assistance Center,  
located on the second floor of Krauss hall, for information concerning  
accommodations in the classroom. a diagnosis and documentation of testing 
by a licensed professional must be submitted to the Learning assistance Center 
before services may be received. students may contact the director at  
(708) 209-3042 with further questions concerning the application procedures. 

Health Service 
good physical health is the foundation of satisfactory academic achievement. 
to provide the best possible health care for its resident students, Concordia-
Chicago has established a program utilizing the services of a professional health 
center located a short distance from the University. We believe this service 
gives the student increased availability and far greater specialization than can 
be provided by a conventional on-campus health service. the Family Practice 
Center program is affiliated with West suburban hospital Medical Center of 
oak Park, and is located at 7411 Lake street in river Forest. 

Health Insurance 
an optional health and accident insurance policy for hospitalization, surgery or 
extended specialized treatment is available to all full- and part-time students. 
the student is referred to the policy brochure, available in student services, for 
costs and an explanation of benefits.

Full-time residential graduate students are required to show proof of insurance 
or purchase insurance through the University.

Immunization Policy
illinois state law and University policy require that all students who are newly 
enrolled at Concordia University Chicago provide written evidence of current 
immune status with respect to certain communicable diseases, or evidence of 

graduate student services graduate student services
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exemption from this requirement. Currently, the diseases to which all students 
must show immunity are: 
  Measles (rubeola) 
  german Measles (rubella) 
  Mumps 
  tetanus/diphtheria 
  tuberculosis (required as per University policy) 

the state law applies to all public and private colleges and universities in  
illinois, and went into effect on July 1, 1989. students whose first enrollment 
at Concordia began in the fall 1989 quarter or later will be required to comply 
with the policy; previously enrolled students and students born prior to  
January 1, 1957, are exempt from this requirement. evidence of immunization 
should be provided no later than the beginning of the student’s first term of  
enrollment at Concordia. the University requires that each student also must 
submit results of a chest X-ray or other test for tuberculosis administered 
within one year prior to entry. Failure to provide this documentation will result 
in the placing of encumbrances on the student’s record, which will prevent 
further enrollment. 

Immunization for Graduate Students in the Cohort Program
graduate students in the cohort program must submit proof that, within  
a year prior to enrollment in the program, they have received a negative  
tuberculosis skin test result or a normal chest X-ray. students who attend 
courses off-campus are exempt from Part iii of the immunization record  
(pertaining to vaccinations for measles, mumps, rubella and tetanus/ 
diphtheria). if a cohort student chooses to take courses on Concordia’s  
campus, he/she may be required to submit additional information on the  
immunization record. 

Residence Hall Living 
graduate students must be registered for at least six semester hours during the 
regular academic year, or for one three-hour course each summer session to be 
eligible for residence hall living. 

students living in residence halls will be supplied with a desk and chair, lamp, 
dresser, bed, mattress and mattress pad. students are expected to provide their 
own blankets, pillow, bedspread and linens. 

a single room may be assigned upon request, if space is available, at an  
additional charge. Contact the director of residential Life for details.  
special arrangements may be available for married couples. during the regular 
academic year, preference for on-campus housing will be given to full-time 
undergraduate students. 

Bookstore 
the campus bookstore is located on the lower level of the Koehneke  
Community Center (KCC). all course textbooks are available, as well as school 
supplies, gift items, greeting cards and clothing carrying University emblems.

Not-for-Profit/Church Management Graduate Certificate
Program Description:

the not-for-Profit/Church Management Certificate is designed to increase the 
proficiency of not-for-profit and church professionals, leading to more effective 
management in finance and human resources, as well as to enable them to  
better accomplish their mission and ministry. this program is designed to 
benefit individuals already working in the not-for-profit sector, individuals who 
wish to switch careers, and successful business professionals who are seeking a 
way to “make a difference” in today’s world.

Certificate Requirements:
Completion of 15 credit hours [five courses] is required. Courses are three 
credit hours.
Courses:

aCC-6500 Financial Management of not-for-Profit organizations
Mgt-6530 introduction to not-for-Profit organizations
Mgt-6540 Board governance and Management of volunteers
Mgt-6500 Fund development and Management
MKt-6500 Communications and Public relations in a  
         not-For-Profit organization

Gerontology Certificate
the certificate program addresses the need of health care professionals as well 
as professionals in other fields to be prepared to serve the unique needs of an 
aging population.

15 Hours
Psy-6050 adult development and aging
soC-6330 death & dying
soC-6500 Public Policy & aging
soC-6510 social gerontology
soC-6980 Practicum in gerontology

Couple and Family Relational System Certificate
Program Description:
this 15 semester-hour certificate is designed primarily for individuals with 
an undergraduate degree (preferably in social work, psychology, sociology or 
theology), but especially those already practicing as helping professionals or 
pursuing a graduate degree in counseling, human service or church professional 
programs (clinical mental health counseling, school counseling, human services, 
psychology or Christian education).

Required Coursework
Ced-6550 Family systems theory and therapy
soW-6100 ethical issues in the helping Professions
soW-6400 Marital and Family Counseling
Psy-6994 internship in human services (300 clock hours) or 
Psy-6991 internship in Community Counseling

Post-Baccalaureate Programs
graduate student services
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Educational Technology Certificate
Program Description:
this 18 semester-hour certificate is designed primarily for practicing teachers 
or for individuals in graduate level preparation programs; it requires that the 
applicant have an undergraduate degree, preferably in education. this  
certificate has been developed to address the need and interest of teachers to 
integrate technology into teaching and learning. it provides teachers with the 
tools to address the illinois state learning standards and the international  
society for technology in education standards.

Required Coursework
Cse-6120 educational hardware and software
edt-6010 integrating technology across the Curriculum
FPr-6010 theoretical, ethical, and Practical  
               Foundations of education technology
edt-6050 technology for effective decision Making  
         in teaching and Learning
edt-6060 trends and Future of technology in education
edt-6070 educational technology Leadership
edt-6205 technology, society, and education
edt-6030 Using technology to Build Learning Communities

Post-Baccalaureate Programs Master of Arts Degrees

Master of Arts in Christian Education 
the Master of arts in Christian education is designed for the student whose 
primary work is in the area of Christian education in a parish setting.  
 the objectives of the program are to: 

• enrich the student’s theological foundations. 
• hone and refine the student’s educational philosophy.
• improve the student’s skills in areas of ministry in which  

the student would like to focus.

Admission Requirements 
Previous coursework and life experience of the student will be evaluated to 
determine if additional hours will be needed. students who complete the  
program will be awarded a Master of arts in Christian education degree. 
Candidates must:

• have a minimum of 12 undergraduate or graduate semester hours in 
the field of parish education or parish leadership. 

• have a minimum of 12 hours of theology or equivalent, including a 
course in basic Christian doctrine, in new testament and in  
old testament studies.

• Complete a personal profile essay of approximately 750 words  
written under supervision. the essay is to include a description of  
ministry experience, ministry style and philosophy, recognized needs  
to be met through the degree, and a personal statement of faith. 

• submit two letters of recommendation (academic proficiency, personal 
character, competence in professional ministry), one of which must be 
from a church professional. 

Track One 
this track is for students seeking a Master of arts with a major in Christian 
education. Most typically these students will be already rostered as dCes in 
the Lutheran Church–Missouri synod. 

Program Requirements
Complete 33 semester hours of coursework as indicated including the Master’s 
Capstone experience; at least 18 hours at the 6000 level.

Course Requirements 
Theological Foundations (6 hours)
select two courses, one that is a Biblical studies course, and one course that is 
either systematic theology, historical theology or religious education. 

thy-4260 the Lutheran Confessions 
thy-4330 Martin Luther 
thy-4500 spiritual nurture of the young Child 
thy-4505 spiritual nurture of the elementary school age Child 
thy-4510 spiritual nurture of the adolescent 
thy-4540 theories of religious instruction 
thy-4550 educational Ministry of the Church 
thy-4560 Confirmation theology and Practice 
thy-6020 Psalms 
thy-6030 Messianic Prophecies 
thy-6040 the intertestamental Period 
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thy-6100 the Parables of Jesus 
thy-6110 new testament and early Church Worship 
thy-6120 the general epistles 
thy-6313 Baptism and eucharist 
thy-6320 early Christian Fathers 
thy-6330 topics in the history of Christianity 
thy-6353 studies in Christian Worship: theology and Music 
thy-6400 the Christian in society 
thy-6500 Moral, ethic, and spiritual development of the Child 
thy-6520 spiritual Maturity and the adult Life Cycle 

Educational Foundations (6 hours)
select two courses from the following courses: 

edU-6000 Classroom discipline 
edU-6040 Classroom teaching skills 
edU-6100 development, implementation, and evaluation of 
                   early Childhood Curriculum 
edU-6115 infant and toddler Programs 
edU-6130 Play theory in Child development and education 
edU-6160 Parent involvement in eCe 
edU-6330 advocacy and Children’s rights 
edU-6500 Curriculum Construction 

Required Courses 
edL-6330 Parish education Leadership 
edL-6985 Practicum in Christian education  
(serves as a capstone experience) 
edL-6970 independent research
thy-4520 religious education of the adult
thy-6510 Foundations of Christian education

Electives (6 hours) 
elective courses may be selected from the field of education, theology,  
behavioral science or music. some courses taken by undergraduate students  
for dCe certification are offered as graduate-level courses. students may not 
take a course at the graduate level if they already have taken it at the  
undergraduate level.

Track Two 
this track is for students seeking a master of arts degree and certification as 
director of Christian education in the Lutheran Church–Missouri synod. 
students in track two must be members in a congregation of the Lutheran 
Church–Missouri synod.

this program combines the master’s degree and the LCMs-dCe certification 
requirements. students holding LCMs-dCe certification are not eligible for 
track ii. 

Program Requirements
Complete the 18 hours of prescribed graduate courses, the six-hour  
internship and the 29-hour dCe core as indicated including the Master’s 
Capstone experience. 39 hours must be completed at the graduate level and 
at least 24 hours must be completed at the 6000 graduate level. in addition, 
a maximum of 15 graduate level hours from the dCe core may be applied to 
the 39-hour requirement. transferability of coursework toward the dCe core 

is not limited by the graduate policy on transfer credit; however, the graduate 
policy on transfer credit does apply to the 39 hours of graduate level courses. 

DCE Core (29 hours) 
edL-4300 Foundations of dCe Ministry 
edL-4311 Parish teaching i 
edL-4312 Parish teaching ii 
edL-4320 administration of Parish education 
edL-4330 youth Ministry theory and Practice 
edL-4340 Church Leadership development 
Psy-4201 Counseling skills 
thy-4400 Worship and Witness 
thy-4450 Ministry to the Family 

Theological Foundations (6 hours)
select two courses, one that is a Biblical studies course and one course that is 
either systematic theology, historical theology or religious education. 

thy-4260 the Lutheran Confessions 
thy-4330 Martin Luther 
thy-4500 spiritual nurture of the young Child 
thy-4505 spiritual nurture of the elementary school age Child 
thy-4510 spiritual nurture of the adolescent 
thy-4520 religious education of the adult 
thy-4540 theories of religious instruction 
thy-4550 educational Ministry of the Church 
thy-4560 Confirmation theology and Practice 
thy-6020 Psalms 
thy-6030 Messianic Prophecies 
thy-6040 the intertestamental Period 
thy-6100 the Parables of Jesus 
thy-6110 new testament and early Christian Worship 
thy-6120 the general epistles 
thy-6313 Baptism and eucharist 
thy-6320 early Christian Fathers 
thy-6330 topics in the history of Christianity 
thy-6353 studies in Christian Worship: theology and Music 
thy-6400 the Christian in society 
thy-6490 research in theology 
thy-6500 Moral, ethical and spiritual development of the Child 
thy-6510 Foundations of Christian education 
thy-6520 spiritual Maturity and the adult Life Cycle 

Educational Foundations (3 hours)
select one of the following courses:  

edU-6000 Classroom discipline 
edU-6040 Classroom teaching skills 
edU-6100 development, implementation, and evaluation 
                  of early Childhood Curriculum
edU-6115 infant and toddler Programs 
edU-6130 Play theory in Child development and education 

Master of arts Programs Master of arts Programs
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edU-6160 Parent involvement in eCe 
edU-6330 advocacy and Children’s rights
edU-6500 Curriculum Construction
Cth-4710 Creative dramatics 

Required Courses (6 hours) 
edL-6630 Parish education Leadership 
edL-6985 Practicum in Christian education
(this Practicum serves as a capstone experience.) 

Seminars (3 hours) 
select three one-hour Christian education seminars. see program coordinator 
for available seminars. 

edL-6990 internship in Christian education (6 hours) 

the internship consists of working full-time in a parish for 12 months. if the 
student is presently serving in a church, the internship can be taken at that site 
and be a part of the normal ministry. if student is not serving presently in a  
parish, an appropriate internship site will be found for the candidate. 

NOTE: Up to 14 hours of the DCE core may be taken at an undergraduate level. 
If a student has more than 14 hours of DCE core courses at the undergraduate 
level, the student needs to substitute graduate level theology, education, leadership 
or psychology courses for those hours. 

theology requirement: to be certified, students must have completed at either 
an undergraduate or graduate level at least one course in each of the four  
following areas: old testament, new testament, Lutheran doctrine and 
Church history.

Clinical Mental Health Counseling
DEGREE: Master of arts 54 Semester Hours

this program is designed to prepare graduates to work in the fields of  
counseling and mental health. this clinical degree assists students to develop 
professional knowledge, skills, and practices that are necessary to address a wide 
variety of circumstances within the clinical mental health counseling context. 
the program requirements reflect current components of the Licensed  
Professional Counselor examination in the state of illinois. the program holds 
special and unique accreditations by the Council for accreditation of  
Counseling and related education Programs (CaCreP).

Program Objectives
the Clinical Mental health Counseling program is designed to enable  
students to:

• develop solid foundational skills of the profession of counseling  
including the diverse history of the field, ethical and legal considerations 
and professional practice.

• develop awareness of and the ability to utilize counseling theory and 
techniques, prevention and intervention activities.

• Understand issues of diversity and advocacy in working in a  
multicultural society and the ability to modify counseling approaches  
to make them culturally appropriate for diverse population.

• Understand principles and models of assessment, treatment planning, 
service delivery and supervision approaches.

• develop awareness and understanding of research and evaluation and 
the ability to critically evaluate research relevant to the field of Clinical 
Mental health Counseling.

• demonstrate appropriate Christian values and culturally sensitive  
counseling approaches.

Admission Requirement
documented evidence of 12 semester hours of prior coursework in sociology 
or psychology with a grade of “C” or better and department approval.

Degree Requirements
Complete of 54 semester hours and successful completion of the capstone 
experience.

Areas of Study 
Human Growth and Development (3 hours)

Ced-6035 Counseling and human development

Counseling Theory (3 hours)
Ced-6010 Counseling theory and Practice

Counseling Techniques (6 hours)
Ced-6015 Counseling interventions and techniques
Ced-6350 Brief therapy

Group Dynamics (3 hours)
Ced-6340 Clinical group Counseling

Master of arts Programs Master of arts Programs
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Appraisal of Individuals (6 hours)
Psy-6025 assessment techniques
Psy-6040 applied Psychopathology and diagnosis

Research and Evaluation (3 hours)
Psy-6030 research in Psychology

Professional, Legal and Ethical Responsibilities (6 hours)
Ced-6000 introduction to the Counseling Profession
Ced-6045 ethics, Law & Morality for Counselors

Social and Cultural Foundations (3 hours)
Ced-6055 Multicultural Counseling

Lifestyle and Career Development (3 hours)
Ced-6020 Career Counseling and education

Substance Abuse (3 hours)
Ced-6420 substance/alcohol abuse & treatment or
Ced-6430 Counseling Persons with addictions

Family Dynamics (3 hours)
Ced-6550 Family systems theory and therapy

Professional Curricular (3 hours)
Ced-6300 Clinical Mental health Counseling Profession Clinical (9 hours)
Ced-6930 Practicum: Clinical Mental health Counseling
Ced-6935 internship: Clinical Mental health Counseling
Psy-6105 substance/alcohol abuse and treatment
soC-4420 Marriage and the Family or
soW-6400 Marital and Family Counseling
Psy-6300 Community Mental health Programs & services

(any graduate level course from any department selected in consultation with 
the student’s advisor.)

Capstone Experience
Choose from the following options:
            option 1: Master’s thesis
            option 2: independent research Paper

Curriculum and Instruction
DEGREE: Master of Arts 30 semester hours 

Program Objectives 
the Master of arts degree in Curriculum and instruction is directed toward 
the preparation of master classroom teachers. the program also contains an 
esL strand. this program will enable the teacher to: 

• increase mastery in the skills of teaching.
• achieve a deeper penetration in subjects.
• enhance understanding of the learner and the process of education.
• Become a resource person for curriculum development.

Degree Requirements 
Completion of the 30 semester hour program, including the Master’s Capstone 
experience.
NOTE: While not a degree requirement, all candidates graduating from certification programs 
must show evidence of passing scores on all tests leading to Illinois Certification in order to be 
considered a program completer. 

Areas of Study 
Curriculum and Instruction – 30 hours

edU-6212 studies in Literacy and Multiliteracies 
edU-6450 ethics and Foundations of american education 
edU-6500 Curriculum Construction 
edU-6515 Contemporary issues in Curriculum and Practice 
edU-6525 teacher as Practitioner 
edU-6535 teacher as Leader 
edU-6540 special education Curriculum and Pedagogy 
edU-6545 action research 
edU-6555 seminar in reflective Practice 
Psy-6500 Cognitive development: theory and implications 

Master’s Capstone Experience 
throughout the program, candidates will be required to reflect on their beliefs 
and practices as they relate to education. at the completion of all coursework, 
candidates for the Master’s degree in Curriculum and instruction will be  
required to write a capstone paper demonstrating their understanding of  
content and theory and their ability to apply content and theory to practice.

Curriculum and Instruction ESL Strand – 30 hours
required Curriculum and instruction Courses (12 hours) 

edU-6460 ethics and Foundations of american education 
edU-6500 Curriculum Construction 
edU-6545 action research 
edU-6555 seminar in reflective Practice 

ESL Concentration 
edU-6600 theoretical Foundation for teaching Bilingual students 
edU-6610 Languages & Linguistics 
edU-6620 teaching esL 
edU-6630 Methods, Materials for teaching Limited english Proficiency 
Psy-6027 assessment of Bilingual students 
soC-6620 Cross Cultural studies

Master of arts Programs Master of arts Programs
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Master’s Capstone Experience 
throughout the program, candidates will be required to reflect on their beliefs 
and practices as they relate to education. at the completion of all coursework, 
candidates for the master’s degree in Curriculum and instruction will be  
required to write a capstone paper demonstrating their understanding of  
content and theory and their ability to apply content and theory to practice.

Early Childhood Education 
DEGREE: Master of Arts 36 semester hours 

Program Objectives 
this program is directed toward the preparation of specialists in early  
childhood education. the program provides the opportunity for the teacher  
or early childhood professional to extend knowledge in early childhood  
education (eCe) and/or develop competencies in the administration of  
programs for young children through coursework and practicum experiences. 
this program will enable candidates to:

• strengthen theoretical understandings of early childhood education. 
• increase knowledge of human growth and development, with  

emphasis on the young child.
• strengthen expertise in the principles and practices of early  

childhood education.
• develop skills in administration and organization of eCe programs. 
• increase awareness of support services to families of young children. 

Degree Requirements 
• two years of teaching, child-care or related experience acquired prior to 

completion of the graduate program. employer documentation of this 
experience must be on file in the office of graduate admission.

• 36 hours of coursework including the capstone experience, with  
15 hours maximum at the 4000-level. 

• Completion of the program core and one area of program emphasis. 

Areas of Study 
Basic Core (24 hours) 
Early Childhood Education Courses (18 hours) 

edL-6100 research in education 
edU-6100 development, implementation, and evaluation of  
          early Childhood Curriculum 
edU-6105 documentation and assessment of  young Children’s Learning 
edU-6180 seminar in early Childhood education 
edU-6190 Practicum in early Childhood education 
thy-6500 Moral, ethical, and spiritual development of the Child 

Educational Foundations (3 hours) 
select one

CCL-6320 Foundations & ethics in early Childhood education
FPr-6000 Foundations & ethics of american education

Developmental Foundations (3 hours) 
select one

edU-6525 teacher as Practitioner
Psy-6500 Cognitive development: theory and implications
soC-6110 socialization Processes

Program Emphasis: Teaching
(Choose one. 12 hours) 
Teaching (choose 12 hours from the following)

edU-6115 infant and toddler Programs
edU-6130 Play theory in Child development and education 
edU-6140 resources and strategies for teaching early Childhood 
edU-6150 Creative Processes and the young Child 
edU-6200 Beginning reading instruction 

Program Leadership and Administration 
edL-6240 instructional Leadership
edL-6500 administration of early Childhood Programs 
edU 6160 Parent involvement in early Childhood education 
soC-6300 Contemporary Family Patterns 

Special Education 
edL-6240 instructional Leadership
edL-6310 school, Parent, Community relationships
edU-6525 teacher as Practitioner
edU-6540 special education Curriculum & Pedagogy

Master of arts Programs Master of arts Programs
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Gerontology 
DEGREE: Master of Arts 33 semester hours

Program Objectives
the program is designed to prepare traditional and non-traditional students for 
a career in gerontology. Based on the conceptual learning guidelines proposed 
by the association for gerontology in higher education (aghe), the master 
of arts degree in gerontology is designed to enable the student to:

• appreciate the uniqueness, abilities and potentials of all seniors and 
their contributions to their families, their community and to society. 

• acquire research skills, pragmatic and clinical understanding and  
analytical insights into aging policies, social and psychological influences, 
multicultural assessments and ethical issues. 

• develop increased competency in service to the elderly. 
• develop skills for scholarship and research in assessing the future  

directions for change in the study of aging. 

Degree Requirements
• Completion of the 33-hour program including  

the Master’s Capstone experience 

Areas of Study 
required (21 hours)

Ced-6040 ethics, Law and Morality for Counselors or
soW-6100 ethical issues in the helping Professions or
thy-6400 the Christian in society
Psy-6050 Psychology of adult development
soC-6100 Methods of evaluation research
soC-6160 social gerontology
soC-6900 seminar in gerontology
soC-6980 Practicum in gerontology
soW-6500 Public Policies and aging

Related Requirements 
Practice - select one (3 hours) 

Psy-6005 Multicultural Counseling 
Psy-6015 group Counseling 
Psy-6115 Counseling through the expressive arts 
soW-6400 Marital and Family Counseling 

Related Electives - select one (3 hours) 
ins-6950 independent study (1-3 hours) 
ins-6990 thesis (3-6 hours) 
Pes-6100 Contemporary issues in health and Wellness 
Pes-6980 exercise science and Fitness Management Practicum 
Psy-6495 administration of human services 
soC-6XXX sociology of religion 
soC-6140 sociology of health Care 
soC-6300 Contemporary Family Patterns 
soC-6330 death and dying 
soW-4310 Loss and Mourning 
soW-6510 social services for the elderly

Capstone Experience: 
Choose from options 1 through 3.

Educational Technology
DEGREE: Master of Arts 33 semester hours

Program Description
a Master of arts degree in educational technology will assist teachers in the  
use of technology to improve student learning. the content of this degree will 
assist teachers in meeting the national educational standards and Performance 
indicators as set forth by the international society for technology in education. 
the Master of arts in educational technology plus type 10 Certification  
includes technology specialist Certification by entitlement at successfully  
completing the program.

Required Coursework
edt-6010 integrating technology across the Curriculum
edt-6020 Critical education Practice and the internet
edt-6030 Using technology to Build Learning Communities
edt-6040 visual Literacy in the Classroom
edt-6050 technology for effective decision Making in teaching and Learning
edt-6060 trends and Future technology in education
edt-6070 educational technology Leadership
edt-6080 applied Project in educational technology
edU-6500 Curriculum Construction
edU-6545 action research for Practitioners
FPr-6010 theoretical, ethical and Practical Foundations  
        of education technology

Master of Arts in Educational Technology  
plus Type 10 Certification–Technology Specialist

Cse-6120 educational hardware and software
edt-6010 integrating technology across the Curriculum
edt-6030 Using technology to Build Learning Communities
edt-6040 visual Literacy in the Classroom
edt-6050 technology for effective decision Making in  
         teaching and Learning
edt-6060 trends and Future technology in education
edt-6070 educational technology Leadership
edt-6080 applied Project in educational technology
edt-6205 technology, society, and education
edU-6545 action research for Practitioners
FPr-6010 theoretical, ethical and Practical Foundations  
        of education technology

Master of arts Programs Master of arts Programs
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Human Services 
Program Objectives
this program is designed to provide a broad-based body of knowledge in 
related fields, with an emphasis in psychology, sociology and social work, in 
order to meet the expressed needs of human services personnel in community 
mental health centers, family service agencies and similar organizations. this 
program, both for individuals seeking entry-level positions and for  
professionals, who desire to upgrade their positions in the field of human 
services, allows for a tailor-made curriculum combining psychology and social 
service skills. this program is designed to enable students to:

• Become aware of the increasing scope of human services, especially in 
outpatient settings such as community mental health centers and family 
service agencies. 

• acquire a core of knowledge related to the various helping professions 
(counseling, social work, health, industrial/organizational psychology, etc.)

• develop competency in care-giving skills in settings where such care is 
typically provided in the community. 

• Work as middle-level practitioners in community settings and human 
resources divisions of organizations. 

• assume positions in various health care and family services where  
management, consultation, referral skills or administration are major  
job responsibilities. 

• Pursue doctoral level studies. 

Degree Requirements
Completion of the 33-hour program including Master’s Capstone experience.
(Courses are three semester hours unless otherwise indicated.) 

Areas of Study 
required (12 hours) 

Ced-6300 Clinical Mental health Counseling
soW-4910 social Work Practice Methods i, or
soW-4920 social Work Practice Methods ii 
soW-6100 ethical issues in the helping Professions, or
thy-6400 the Christian in society 
Psy-6994 internship: human services 

Related requirements 
Development – choose one course (3 hours) 

Ced-6035 Counseling and human development
Psy-6055 developmental Psychology: infancy and early Childhood 
Psy-6500 Cognitive development: theory and implications
soC-6110 socialization Processes
soC-6160 sociology of aging
soC-6330 death and dying
thy-6500 Moral, ethical and spiritual development of the Child 

Counseling – choose two courses (6 hours) 
Ced-6000 introduction to the Counseling Profession
Ced-6010 Counseling theory and Practice
Ced-6015 Counseling interventions & techniques
Ced-6055 Multicultural Counseling
Ced-6080 group Counseling
Ced-6350 Brief therapy
Ced-6420 substance/alcohol abuse and treatment
soW-6310 Loss and Mourning
soW-6400 Marital and Family Counseling

Research and Assessment – choose one course (3 hours) 
Psy-6025 assessment techniques 
Psy-6030 research in Psychology 
soC-4700 social research Methods 
soC-6100 Methods of evaluation research 

Personal and Social Dynamics – choose one course (3 hours) 
Psy-6505 Psychological theories and the educational Process 
soC-6120 social thought and Contemporary issues 

Electives (6 hours) Choose 2 courses from below or from categories above 
Ced-6020 Career Counseling and education 
Psy-6495 administration of human services 
soC-6140 sociology of health Care 
soC-6910 seminar: social institutions 

Capstone Experience 
Choose from options 1 through 3.

Master of arts Programs Master of arts Programs
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Human Services Administration 
DEGREE: Master of Arts 33 semester hours 

Program Objectives
this program is designed to enable students to:

• acquire a core of knowledge related to effective leadership positions 
within human services agencies. 

• develop organizational and managerial skills necessary for  
competent administration. 

• integrate a theoretical orientation with practical competency  
in the realm of human relations. 

• assume positions of an administrative nature in various  
health care agencies.

Degree Requirements
Completion of the 33 hours of coursework and Capstone experience

Areas of Study 
required (12 hours)

Ced-6300 Clinical Mental health Programs
Psy-6030 research in Psychology
Psy-6495 administration of human services
Psy-6995 internship in human services-administrative Focus

ethics Course (3 hours)
graduate-level ethics course

administration Courses (12 hours)
one 6000-level aCC course.
one 6000-level Mgt course.
one 6000-level MKt course.
one additional 6000-level aCC, Mgt, or MKt course.

Electives (6 hours)
Choose from Ced, Psy, soC, or soW 6000-level courses.

Human Services Exercise Science 
DEGREE: Master of Arts 33 semester hours 

Program Objectives
this program is designed to provide a broad-based body of knowledge in 
related fields in order to meet the expressed needs of human services personnel 
in exercise science and fitness centers, both within and outside hospital settings. 

this program, for persons seeking entry-level positions and for professionals 
who desire to upgrade their positions within the field of exercise science, allows 
for a tailor-made curriculum combining traditional human service skills with an 
emphasis in health and wellness. this program is designed to enable students to:

• Pursue the increasing opportunities to assist people with health and 
wellness issues in various settings including, but not limited to, hospitals. 

• acquire a core of knowledge related to the realm of exercise science 
with an emphasis on skills related to helping professions. 

• develop competency and caregiving skills for use in exercise  
management settings. 

• assume positions in various health care services where  
management, consultation, referral skills or administration  
are major job responsibilities. 

• Pursue doctoral level studies. 

Degree Requirements
• Completion of the 33 hours of coursework including  

the Master’s Capstone experience 

Areas of Study 
required (12 hours) 

Ced-6015 Counseling techniques and interventions
Pes-6100 Contemporary issues in health and Wellness
Pes-6991 internship: exercise science
soW-6100 ethical issues in the helping Profession or
thy-6400 the Christian in society 

Related Courses 
(select at least one course with an * from the following categories)
Development – select one course (3 hours) 

Ced-6035 Counseling and human development
*Pes-6431 Physical growth and Motor development 
soC-6110 socialization Processes 

Counseling – select one course (3 hours) 
Ced-6010 Counseling theory and Practice 
Ced-6080 group Counseling 
Ced-6350 Brief therapy 
*Pes-6200 Physical activity for Mature adults 

Research and Assessment – select one course (3 hours) 
*Pes-6740 Measurement and evaluation in human Performance 
Psy-6030 research in Psychology 
soC-6100 Methods of evaluation research 
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Personal and Social Dynamics – select one course (3 hours) 
Ced-6420 substance/alcohol abuse and treatment 
soW-6120 social thought and Contemporary issues
soC-6140 sociology of health Care 
soC-6160 sociology of aging
soC-6330 death and dying
soW-6310 Loss and Mourning

Electives (9 hours)
Choose courses from the list below or from those courses not chosen in the  
section above:

Pes-6123 nutrition for human Performance 
Pes-6210 Fitness testing & exercise Prescription
Pes-6410 Biomechanics 
Pes-6420 Physiology of exercise 
Pes-6431 Physical growth and Motor development 
Pes-6605 instructional strategies for human Performance
Pes-6970 independent research 
Pes-6980 exercise science and Fitness Management Practicum 

Capstone Experience (0-6 hours)
Choose from options 1-3

Music 
DEGREE: Master of Arts 33 semester hours 
an integration of studies in music and other supporting areas designed to 
broaden the student’s experience and knowledge in music and its application 
to a variety of professional and personal goals. this program will provide  
opportunities for the student to:

• deepen experience with and understanding of music.
• engage in exploration of a broad range of church music topics. 
• extend capacities in musical creativity and performance. 
• Broaden understanding of the relationship of music to other disciplines. 

Entrance Requirements 
• Complete at least 30 hours of music courses at the undergraduate level 

including nine hours in music theory and six hours in music history. 
• Pass entrance exams in theory, history, and aural skills. 
• demonstrate basic piano skills equivalent to MUsa-2600. 
• Perform an audition in a primary instrument or voice, or present a 

research paper or composition equivalent to work done at the  
undergraduate level. 

• students with undergraduate deficiencies may, depending upon their 
background, satisfy the entrance requirements by taking undergraduate 
level work or review courses, or by self-study and examination. a  
grade of “B” or better in a review course may be used to satisfy the  
undergraduate deficiencies. the deficiencies (including piano skills)  
may be satisfied during the course of studies. 

Program Requirements 
successful completion of 33 semester hours of coursework including the  
Master’s Capstone experience. 

the M.a. program may be completed in four consecutive terms  
(summer, fall, spring, summer) or five consecutive summer terms.

Areas of Study
Foundational Music studies (11-12 hours) 
Theory (3 hours) 

MUs-6133 analysis and Compositional techniques
MUs-6143 Composing for the Liturgy
MUs-6153 Music theory: Form & analysis
MUs-6163 orchestration and arranging
MUs-6173 Music theory: Counterpoint

History (3 hours) 
MUs-6213 the Literature of the organ
MUs-6223 J.s. Bach and the Baroque
MUs-6253 Choral Literature
MUs-6263 20th-Century Music Literature and techniques
MUs-6343 Music in the age of reformation
MUs-6643 the Literature of the Piano

Research (3 hours) 
MUs-6243 Music research and Bibliography 
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Mission Support (2-3 hours) 
MUs-6323 Music for the Contemporary Church
MUs-6333 traditions of Christian hymnody
MUs-6353 studies in Christian Worship: theology & Music
MUs-6362 Musical heritage of the Church (2 hours)

Music Support Courses (10-11 hours) 
applied Music 
(two hours minimum; at least two semesters of study)
any 6000 level MUs or MUsa courses (8-9 hours) 

Liberal Arts Courses (up to 11 hours) 
theology (3 hours)
any 6000-level thy course, except thy-6353 if taken as MUs-6353 
any 6000-level courses (including MUs) which support the area of study, by 
consent of the advisor. 

Written Comprehensive Examination (0 hours) 
to be taken during the semester of, but prior to, the capstone project. 

Capstone Project (1-6 hours) 
options 1, 2, or 6.
Credit for the capstone project will count toward requirements under music 
support courses or liberal arts courses as approved by the student’s advisor.

Master of Church Music
DEGREE: Music: Church Music 33 semester hours 
an integration of curricular studies and applied music in organ or voice  
oriented to the practical and professional requirements of the church musician. 
this program will provide opportunities for the student to:

• Broaden experience with and understanding of music in the church. 
• engage in scholarly research in the church’s musical heritage. 
• adapt new forms of musical expression to the requirements  

of the parish. 
• extend one’s capacities in musical creativity and performance. 
• enhance one’s ability to enrich the worship life of the parish  

through music. 

Entrance Requirements 
• Completion of at least 30 hours of music courses at the undergraduate 

level including nine hours of music theory, six hours in music history 
and three hours of conducting.

• Pass entrance exams in theory, history and aural skills. 
• demonstrate performance ability by audition in organ or voice. 
• demonstrate basic piano skills equivalent to MUsa-2600. 
• experience in church music leadership or demonstrated potential. 

students with undergraduate deficiencies may, depending upon their  
background, satisfy the entrance requirements by taking undergraduate level 
work, review courses, or by self-study and examination. a grade of “B” or better 
in a review course may be used to satisfy in part the undergraduate deficiencies 
or they may be satisfied during the course of studies. (deficiencies in theory, 
history or aural skills should be removed by re-examination before the close of 
the second semester/term of graduate study. Courses taken to satisfy  
deficiencies may not be counted toward the graduate degree). 

Program Requirements 
successful completion of 33 semester hours of coursework including the  
Master’s Capstone experience. 

the Master of Church Music program may be completed in four consecutive 
terms (summer, fall, spring, summer) or five consecutive four-week summer terms. 
students must plan to be in residence for at least two consecutive summers.
Theory (3 hours) 

MUs-6133 analysis and Compositional techniques
MUs-6143 Composing for the Liturgy
MUs-6153 Music theory: analysis 
MUs-6163 orchestration and arranging
MUs-6173 Music theory: Counterpoint

History (3 hours) 
MUs-6213 the Literature of the organ
MUs-6223 J.s. Bach and the Baroque
MUs-6253 Choral Literature
MUs-6263 20th-Century Music Literature and techniques
MUs-6343 Music in the age of reformation
MUs-6643 the Literature of the Piano

Research (3 hours) 
MUs-6243 Music research and Bibliography 
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Psychology 
DEGREE: Master of Arts 33 semester hours 

Program Objectives
the Master of arts degree in Psychology is designed for students interested in 
pursuing the field of psychology. students will acquire knowledge about the 
theoretical and practical aspects of science of psychology developing competence 
in research and an appreciation for the many contributions of psychology to  
human existence. students will be prepared for more advanced study in the  
science of psychology.

Areas of Study 
required Courses
Research (12 hours)

FPr-6110 Quantitative analysis
Psy-6030 research in Psychology
Psy-6800 advanced research in Psychology
one additional graduate statistics course chosen in consultation with advisor

Assessment (6 hours)
Psy-6025 assessment techniques
Psy-6050 applied Psychopathology

Ethics (3 hours)
graduate level ethics course

Capstone Experience (6 hours)
Psy-6990 thesis

electives (6 hours)

Church Music (13-14 hours) 
required:

MUs-6323 Music for the Contemporary Church
MUs-6333 traditions of Christian hymnody
MUs-6353 studies in Christian Worship: theology and Music
MUs-6362 Musical heritage of the Church (2 hours)

students must take 2-3 hours in either conducting or service playing:
MUs-6322 service Playing and Liturgical Leadership (2 hours)
MUs-6483 graduate Choral Conducting

Performance Studies (4-6 hours) 
  Major instrument (4-6 hours) 

MUsa-6621 applied organ, or
MUsa-6631 applied voice 

  other applied (0-2 hours) 

Theology electives (0-3 hours) 
thy-6020 Psalms 
thy-6110 new testament and early Christian Worship 
thy-6313 Baptism and eucharist 

Music Electives (0-4 hours)
Choose from the remaining music courses listed above plus the following: 

MUsa-6110 applied Composition (1-2 hours) 
MUs-6313 Baptism and eucharist 
MUs-6383 Current issues in Church Music 
MUs-6412 Methodologies of Music Learning
MUs-6452 the Children’s Choir: techniques and Materials (2 hours) 
MUs-6543 organ design and registration 
MUsa-6650 organ improvisation (1-2 hours) 
other courses may be considered upon consent of the department chair. 

Ensemble (one hour; one-half credit per semester or summer) 

Supervised apprenticeship (1 hour) 
MUs-6391 Church Music Practicum 

Written comprehensive examination (0 hours) 
to be taken during the semester of, but prior to, the capstone project. 

Capstone Project (1 hour) 
MUs-6520 graduate recital 
the performance may consist of a recital (organ or voice), a lecture-recital, 
or planning and presenting a hymn festival. 
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(select 24 hours):
edU-6200 Beginning reading instruction 
    (prerequisite to edU-6225 and edU-6226)
edU-6205 research in reading and Language theory 
edU-6210 studies in elementary school reading 
  (prerequisite to edU-6225 and edU-6226)
edU-6225 diagnosis of reading Problems 
edU-6226 remediation of reading Problems 
edU-6230 Content reading in Middle and secondary schools 
edU-6295 Practicum in reading instruction
edU-6300 research in Children’s Literature

Religion 
DEGREE: Master of Arts 33 semester hours 

Program Objectives: 
this online program, with a concentration in Christian studies, is an ideal way 
for those who work within the church to enhance their theological knowledge 
and expertise. the courses and degree also may appeal to laypersons wishing to 
enrich their understanding of the Bible and Christian theology.
the program is taught in cohort groups that study together online as they 
progress through the 11 courses required for the degree. Cohorts are limited to 
15 students, with one cohort scheduled to begin each fall semester.
Admission Requirements 
in addition to regular requirements for admission, applicants must have at least 
12 credit hours at the undergraduate level in theology or pass competency 
exams in old testament, new testament and doctrine as administered by  
the department.
Degree Requirements 
the degree involves 33 semester hours of work, including a Capstone  
experience. Fifteen of those hours are in theological foundations courses, one 
course from each of five categories:
 old testament studies
 new testament studies
 systematic theology
 historical theology
 Church and society or religious education
Areas of Study 
Foundations Courses
Choose one course from each of the following categories:
 historical theology  
 new testament studies 
 old testament studies 
 systematic theology
 religious education 
Concentration (15 hours)

thy-6120 general epistles 
thy-6330 topics in the history of Christianity 
thy-6353 studies in Christian Worship: theology and Music 

Capstone 
thy-6XXX Capstone Project

Reading Education
DEGREE: Master of Arts 30 semester hours 

Program Objectives 
this program prepares educators for reading specialist certification. this  
program will enable candidates to:

• strengthen foundational knowledge of reading and writing processes 
• apply varied instructional practices, methods, and curriculum materials 

to literacy instruction 
• Use assessment to plan and evaluate effective reading instruction 
• Create literate environments that foster literacy instruction 
• view professional development in reading as career-long effort 

Degree Requirements 
to be eligible for the illinois standard special Certificate in reading (K-12) 
type 10, students must meet the following requirements: 

• Complete the reading education program 
• Pass all state of illinois examinations 
• successfully complete two years of teaching experience 
• Complete the Capstone experience 

Program Prerequisites 
to facilitate success in the program, students must have the following  
foundational coursework in place prior to taking courses toward their  
reading program: 

• one course in children’s literature or its equivalent 
• Psy-4410 Psychology and Methods of teaching the  

exceptional Learner or its equivalent
• state-certified teaching certificate

Areas of Study 
Core Courses (30 hours) 

  edU-6200 Beginning reading instruction 
  edU-6210 studies in elementary school reading 
  edU-6225 diagnosis of reading Problems
  edU-6226 remediation of reading Problems 

  (the four courses above are all prerequisites to edU-6295 and edU-6296)
edU-6230 Content reading in Middle and secondary schools 
edU-6295 Practicum in reading instruction (Practicum i/16-weeks)
edU-6296 Practicum in remedial reading (Practicum ii) 
edU-6205 research in Language and reading theory 
edU-6300 research in Children’s Literature 
edU-6290 roles, relationships, and ethics of the reading Professional 

Master’s Capstone Experience 
a master’s capstone is a requirement for the Master of arts in reading. 

Choose option #7: standards-Based Portfolio.

State of Illinois Reading Teacher Designation 
of the 30 semester hours required for the Masters in reading, the following 
courses are needed for a state of illinois reading teacher designation  
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School Counseling
DEGREE: Master of Arts 48 semester hours 

Program Objectives: 
the school Counseling program is designed to prepare graduates who are 
competent to work as school counselors in elementary, middle school and high 
school settings. the program of studies meets certification requirements of the 
state of illinois allowing applicants eligibility to apply for certification (type 73) 
as a school counselor in illinois. the program is designed to enable students to:

• serve as competent elementary, middle school and high school  
counselors in both the public and parochial school settings.

• Understand the school environment and be able to structure programs 
to meet the needs of students, the school and community. 

• appreciate the role of research and theory in the practice of school 
counseling and in the establishment of comprehensive school  
counseling programs. 

• develop a multicultural perspective and be able to demonstrate  
appropriate counseling and consulting skills when working with  
diverse groups of people.

• Clarify the role of the school counselor and counseling programs  
in relation to other roles and services of the educational setting.

• establish a professional identity and become actively involved in  
the counseling and school counseling profession. 

• develop and appropriately incorporate Christian beliefs and values  
into the practice of school counseling. 

Admission Requirement
• have evidence that the illinois Basic test of skills has been passed.
• Completed 12 semester hours of Psychology or sociology with a grade 

of “C” or better.

Degree Requirements 
• Completion of a 48 semester hour program and successful completion 

of the Capstone experience.
• students who do not hold a standard teaching certificate in the state 

of illinois are required to complete the following three courses with 
demonstrated competencies. these courses are required, cannot be used 
towards elective requirements in the 48 hour portion of the program, 
and must be completed prior to starting Ced-6925 internship:  
school Counseling.

edU-4410 Psychology and Methods of teaching the exceptional Learner
Psy-4430 affective education
Psy-6505 Psychological theories and educational Processes

Areas of Study
Human Growth and Development – 3 hours 

Ced-6035 Counseling and human development 

Counseling Theory (3 hours)
Ced-6010 Counseling theory and Practice

Counseling Techniques (3 hours)
Ced-6015 Counseling techniques and interventions
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Group Dynamics (3 hours)
Ced-6240 group Work in schools

Appraisal of Individuals (3 hours)

Ced-6250 Fundamentals of assessment or
Psy-6025 assessment techniques

Research and Evaluation (3 hours)
Ced-6055 Multicultural Counseling

Lifestyle and Career Development (3 hours)
Ced-6020 Career Counseling

Professional Curricular Experience and Maladaptive Behavior (6 hours)
Ced-6210 school Counseling Program development and organization
Ced-6220 Counseling and Consulting in schools

elective (3 hours)
any graduate level course chosen in consult with your advisor.

Clinical Experience (9 hours)
Ced-6920 Practicum: school Counseling
Ced-6925 internship: school Counseling

Capstone Experience 
Capstone option #7: Portfolio and oral defense.
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School Leadership
DEGREE: Master of Arts 30 semester hours 

Program Objectives 
this program prepares educators for administrative responsibility. this program 
is designed to help the student:

• Promote the success of all students through developing and  
implementing a shared vision of learning and programs which  
support this learning. 

• develop basic skills in management of the organization, operations,  
and resources for a safe, efficient and effective learning environment. 

• Collaborate with staff, boards, students, families and community  
members in response to diverse educational and community interests 
and needs, and mobilize community resources. 

• demonstrate integrity, fairness and ethical behavior to help in  
the development of a caring and moral school community. 

• Understand and respond to the larger political, social,  
economical, legal and cultural context. 

students who complete this program and have at least two years of  
teaching experience in a state-recognized school are eligible for the illinois 
state administrative Certificate (type 75). application for this endorsement  
is made through the office of the registrar following graduation. 

Degree Requirements 
• two years of successful teaching experience 
• Completion of the school Leadership coursework 
• Portfolio and oral defense 

Note: While not a degree requirement, candidates seeking this degree will not be considered 
program completers until they have passed the mandated state certification test(s).

Areas of Study 
Instructional Leadership – 12 hours 

edL-6100 research in education 
edL-6120 supervision and improvement of instruction 
edL-6130 school evaluation and Change Processes 
edL-6240 instructional Leadership 

Management of Public Schools – 9 hours 
edL-6210 school Finance and Business Management 
edL-6220 school organization and human resources 
edL-6230 school Law 

School and Public Policy – 3 hours 
edL-6300 ethics of school Leadership 

Capstone Experience – 6 hours 
each student will be required to complete six hours of internship in addition  
to completing the capstone project.
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MAT Early Childhood Education
DEGREE: Master of Arts in Teaching  38 semester hours

Master of Arts in Teaching (Lutheran Teacher Diploma)  58 semester hours

Degree Requirements 
• Complete 38 semester hours of coursework as indicated, including  

the master’s capstone experience and all general education  
competency requirements. Candidates seeking Lutheran teacher  
Certification must complete an additional 20 semester hours in  
prescribed theology coursework. 

• Previous coursework and life experience of the candidate will be  
evaluated to determine if additional hours will be needed. Candidates 
who complete the program will be awarded a Master of arts in teaching 
degree and will be eligible to apply for an initial early Childhood  
(type 04) teaching certificate. 

GPA Requirements 
a grade of ‘“C” or better must be achieved in all courses. Plus, the candidate 
must maintain a minimum cumulative gPa of 3.0 on all coursework taken 
toward the master of arts in teaching. 

all candidates graduating from certification programs must show evidence of 
passing scores on all tests leading to illinois Certification in order to be  
considered a program completer. 

refer to the College of Education Handbook for information related to 
additional program requirements. 

General Education Competencies for the M.A.T. Programs 
Communications Skills 

3 semester hours-english Composition ii or equivalent 
3 semester hours-Fundamentals of speech or equivalent 

Mathematics 
3 semester hours above intermediate algebra 

Natural Sciences (one lab science course required) 
3 semester hours-Biological science 
3 semester hours-Physical science 

Humanities* 
9 semester hours in at least two different areas 

Social Sciences* 
9 semester hours in at least two different areas 

*One of the courses in these two areas must be classified as a Non-Western or  
Third-World course.

the candidate also must complete american history or american government 
from these areas. 

Candidates also may demonstrate completion of advanced work in a specialty 
area common to school curricula. 

Candidates may meet competencies in each of these areas via the successful 
completion of appropriate coursework, through assessment of life experiences, 
i.e. credit for prior learning (CPL) or CLeP exams. 
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CLEP Credit
the University grants credit for the general examination of the College Level 
examination Program (CLeP). students may receive three to twelve semester 
hours of credit based on the score achieved on the exam. in general, a minimum 
score of 50 is required to receive three semester hours of credit. in all cases, 
Concordia University Chicago will follow the aCe recommendation. this 
credit equivalency is granted only after the student successfully has completed 
at least 12 semester hours in residence. in addition, Concordia grants credit for 
the College Level examination Program subject examinations. students  
wishing to substitute CLeP credit for a Concordia course must consult with 
their academic advisor for CLeP/Concordia course equivalencies.

since CLeP credit is considered transfer credit, the University reserves the 
right to determine the number and type of CLeP credits that can be accepted 
toward a student’s degree.

Credit for Prior Learning
Concordia University Chicago recognizes that college level learning and 
subsequent credit can be acquired in both the traditional classroom as well as 
non-traditional settings. Credit for prior learning may be presented in the form 
of aCe (american Council on education) evaluated training/certifications, 
military training, and/or Credit for Prior Learning (CPL) essays.

students wishing to pursue Credit for Prior Learning are required to contact 
the CPL coordinator at Concordia. students with educational experiences 
from service in the army, navy or Marines are encouraged to submit an 
aarts or sMart transcript. Fee: $200/topic.

Areas of Study
a grade of “C” or better must be achieved in all courses.

Prerequisite to Methods Courses (6 hours) 
edU-6140 resources and strategies of teaching eCe 
Psy-6055 developmental Psychology: infancy and early Childhood

Professional Courses (23 hours) 
required 

eng-6100 Language development of the young Child 
edU-6095 Foundations of early Childhood education 
edU-6150 Creative Processes and the young Child 
edU-6201 teaching of reading 
edU-6445 introducation to research for Pre-service teachers

Choose one 
edU-6160 Parent involvement in early Childhood 

Choose one 
edU-6425 Psychology and Methods of teaching the exceptional Learner 
edU-6175 identification and education of young Children with  
                special needs 

Choose one 
thy-6400 the Christian in society 
thy-6500 Moral, ethical, and spiritual development of the Child 

Professional Instructional (Methods) Courses (3 hours) 
edU-6125 teaching science and Math in early Childhood Classroom 

Professional Semester (6 hours) 
edU-6920 Candidate teaching: early Childhood 

Capstone Experience 
standards-based portfolio with an oral defense 

Clinical Experience 
100 hours 

Lutheran Education – all required for Lutheran Teacher Diploma (20 hours) 
thy-2000 the old testament 
thy-2200 Faith of the Christian Church 
thy-3210 Christian Life 
thy-3300 history of Christian Biography 
thy-4410 World religions 
thy-4450 spiritual nurture of the young Child
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Special Education Endorsement
special education endorsement (LBs 1, Limited) may be awarded to  
candidates by entitlement in addition to the teaching Certificate at the time  
of graduation if the following criteria are met:

edU-6425 Psychology and Methods of teaching the exceptional Learner
edU-6350 Characteristics and Learning needs of students with  
 academic and Physical Challenges
edU-6355 instructional strategies for students with academic  
 and Physical Challenges*
edU-6360 Characteristics and Learning needs of students  
 with Learning and Behavior disorders
edU-6365 instructional strategies for student with Learning  
 and Behavior disorders*
edU-6370 Curriculum Based and educational Measurement  
 of exceptional Learners*

Candidates must also pass the illinois Content area test for special education. 
(Learning Behavior specialist 1 test 155).

students apply for endorsement through the illinois state Board of education 
via the regional offices of education. isBe Form 73-52, official transcripts and 
any fees must be submitted before endorsement is given. Upon approval, the 
student will obtain an LBs 1 Limited endorsement. this endorsement allows 
the endorsement holder to teacher special education students within the age 
and grade limits of their teaching certificate.
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Required Field Experience 
the candidate must complete a minimum of 100 clock hours of field  
experience prior to candidate teaching. these 100 hours are structured to 
include guided observation, instructional support, individual tutoring, small 
group instruction and large/whole group instruction. the following courses 
provide a structural framework for clinical experiences: 

edU-6125 teaching science and Math in the early Childhood Classroom 
edU-6140 resources/strategies of teaching eCe 
edU-6150 Creative Processes for the young Child 
edU-6201 teaching of reading 
edU-6055 developmental Psychology: infancy & early Childhood
edU-6425 Psychology and Methods of teaching the exceptional Learner
edU-6175 identification and education of young Children  
         with special needs

Monitoring Candidate Progress 
Checklist for Assessment Transition Points
the state of illinois, the state Board of education, and the state Certification 
Board and accrediting agencies require that recognized institutions must have  
a continuous assessment policy in force to evaluate candidates in teacher  
education programs. Concordia has established four transition points to meet 
these mandates. the transition points and their requirements follow. 

Admission to the University
Current standards, policies, and procedures for admission to Concordia  
University Chicago and the Mat Program must be met by all teacher  
education candidates.

Transition Point One: Admission to the College of Education
Candidates may not take Professional instructional (Methods) courses without 
prior admission to the College of education.

application deadlines for admission to the College of education:

February 15, June 15, October 15

the teacher education admission Committee approves candidates for  
admission into the College of education. to be considered for admission to the 
College of education, the candidate must:

• Pass the illinois test of Basic skills;
• submit the completed application and supporting documentation  

to the office of Field experience in the College of education;
• Complete the following prerequisite courses or their equivalents with  

a grade of C or better:
    eng-6140 resources and strategies of teaching eCe 
    Psy-4101 development Psychology: infancy and early Childhood
• Complete a minimum of 20 hours of the required 100 hours of field 

experience and submit documented proof to the office of Field  
experience for approval on or before deadline date;

• earn a minimum gPa of 3.0 for all coursework taken in  
the Mat program; 

• submit a current program plan to office of Field experience;
• submit three assessment of candidate’s dispositions to the office of 

Field experience;
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• Pass Checkpoint #1 of the Professional Portfolio;
• submit the report of a fingerprint criminal background check  

to the office of Field experience.

Transition Point Two: Admission to the Professional Semester
the Professional semester includes student teaching and coursework.  
Candidates may not student teach without prior admission to the Professional 
semester. application deadlines for admission to the Professional semester:

February 15, June 15, October 15

the teacher education admission Committee approves candidates for  
admission to the Professional semester. to be considered for admission to the 
Professional semester, the candidate must:

• submit the completed application to the Professional semester and 
supporting documentation to the office of Field experience on or 
before the deadline date;

• Pass the appropriate Content area test(s) from the state of  
illinois testing system;

• Complete a minimum of 80 hours of the required 100 hours of field 
experience and submit documented proof to the office of Field  
experience for approval. the entire 100 hours must be completed prior 
to student teaching;

• earn a minimum cumulative gPa of 2.5;
• earn a gPa of 3.0 for all coursework taken in the Mat program;
• submit an updated program plan to the office of Field experience;
• submit four new assessment of candidate’s dispositions to the  

office of Field experience;
• Pass Professional Portfolio Checkpoint #2;
• Complete First aid/CPr Certification training and submit  

documentation of completion to the office of Field experience.

Transition Point Three: Completion of Professional Semester
to successfully complete the Professional semester, the candidate must:

• successfully complete student teaching;
• Complete all required coursework.

the Professional Semester Handbook provides details and guidelines for meeting 
the criteria for successful completion of the professional semester.

Transition Point Four: Completion of Program
to complete the teacher Certification program successfully and be eligible for 
teacher certification in the state of illinois, the candidate who has completed 
all program requirements including student teaching must:

• Pass the illinois assessment of Professional teaching test;
• Pass Professional Portfolio Checkpoint #3 (Capstone experience)
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MAT Elementary Education 
DEGREE: Master of Arts in Teaching 39 semester hours

Master of Arts in Teaching (Lutheran Teacher Diploma) 59 semester hours 

Degree Requirements 
Complete 39 semester hours of coursework as indicated including the Master’s 
Capstone experience and all general education competency requirements. 
students seeking Lutheran teacher Certification must complete an additional 
20 semester hours in prescribed theology courses. 

Previous coursework and life experience of the student will be evaluated to 
determine if additional hours will be needed. students who complete the  
program will be awarded a Master of arts in teaching degree and will be  
eligible to apply for an initial elementary (type 03) teaching certificate. 

GPA Requirements 
a grade of ‘“C” or better must be achieved in all courses.Plus, the candidate 
must maintain a minimum cumulative gPa of 3.0 on all coursework taken 
toward the master of arts in teaching.

all candidates graduating from certification programs must show evidence of 
passing scores on all tests leading to illinois Certification in order to be  
considered a program completer. refer to the College of Education Handbook 
for information related to additional program requirements. 

General Education Competencies for the M.A.T. Programs

Communications Skills 
three semester hours-english Composition ii or equivalent 
three semester hours-Fundamentals of speech or equivalent 

Mathematics 
three semester hours above intermediate algebra 

Natural Sciences (one lab science course required) 
three semester hours-Biological science 
three semester hours-Physical science 

Humanities* 
nine semester hours in at least two different areas 

Social Sciences* 
nine semester hours in at least two different areas 

*One of the courses in these two areas must be classified as a Non-Western or Third-World 
course. Students also must complete American History or American Government from  
these areas.

students also may demonstrate completion of advanced work in a specialty 
area common to the elementary school curriculum. 

students may meet competencies in each of these areas via the successful 
completion of appropriate coursework, through assessment of life experiences, 
i.e. credit for prior learning (CPL) or CLeP exams. 

CLEP Credit
the University grants credit for the general examination of the College Level 
examination Program (CLeP). students may receive three to twelve semester 
hours of credit based on the score achieved on the exam. in general, a  
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minimum score of 50 is required to received three semester hours of credit. in 
all cases, Concordia will follow the aCe recommendation. this credit  
equivalency is granted only after the student has successfully completed at least 
12 semester hours in residence. in addition, Concordia grants credit for the 
College Level examination Program subject examinations. students  
wishing to substitute CLeP credit for a Concordia course must consult with 
their academic advisor for CLeP/Concordia course equivalencies.

since CLeP credit is considered transfer credit, the University reserves the 
right to determine the number and type of CLeP credits that can be accepted 
toward a student’s degree.

Credit for Prior Learning
Concordia recognizes that college level learning and subsequent credit can be 
acquired in both the traditional classroom as well as non-traditional settings. 
Credit for prior learning may be presented in the form of aCe (american 
Council on education) evaluated training/certifications, military training and/or 
Credit for Prior Learning (CPL) essays.

students wishing to pursue Credit for Prior Learning are required to contact 
the CPL coordinator at Concordia. students with educational experiences 
from service in the army, navy or Marines are encouraged to submit an 
aarts or sMart transcript. Fee: $200/topic.

Areas of Study 
a grade of “C” or better must be achieved in all courses. 
Prerequisite to Methods Courses (6 hours) 

edU-6040 Classroom teaching skills 
edU-6045 theories of Learning and Cognition

Professional Courses (21 hours) 
required 

edU-6035 Curriculum and Methods for teaching elementary 
                  and Middle school art, Music, & Pe 
edU-6201 teaching of reading
edU-6425 Psychology and Methods of teaching the exceptional Learner 
edU-6445 research for Pre-service teachers
edU-6510 standards Based education 

Choose one 
edU-6415 Professional responsibility and ethics for teachers 
thy-6400 the Christian in society 

Professional Instructional (Methods) Course (3 hours) 
edU-6025 teaching science and Mathematics in the elementary Classroom 

Professional Semester (9 hours) 
edU-6060 Classroom Management and assessment 
edU-6921 student teaching: elementary education 

Capstone Experience 
standards-based portfolio with an oral defense 
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Clinical Experience     100 hours 
Lutheran Education–all required for Lutheran Teacher Diploma (20 hours) 

thy-2000 the old testament 
thy-2200 Faith of the Christian Church 
thy-3100 the new testament 
thy-3200 Christian Life 
thy-3300 history of Christian Biography 
thy-4410 World religions 
thy-4505 spiritual nurture of the elementary school age Child 

Required Field Experience 
the student must complete a minimum of 100 clock hours of field experience 
prior to student teaching structured to include guided observation, instructional 
support, individual tutoring, small group instruction and large/whole group 
instruction. the following courses provide a structural framework for clinical 
experiences: 

edU-6025 teaching science & Mathematics in the elementary Classroom* 
edU-6040 Classroom teaching skills 
edU-6060 Classroom Management and assessment* 
edU-6201 the teaching of reading 
edU-6425 Psychology and Methods of teaching the exceptional Learner 

* Students must be admitted to the Professional Instructional Courses prior to taking  
these courses.

Middle School Endorsement 
Middle school endorsement in specific content areas may be awarded to 
students by entitlement if at the time of graduation the following criteria  
are met: 

edU-4500: Middle school: assumptions and Curriculum 
Psy-4105: developmental Psychology: Middle Childhood, or
Psy-4110: developmental Psychology: adolescence 

• eighteen semester hours in an approved content area (methods  
courses may not count toward the required 18 semester hours).  
students seeking endorsements after they have received their initial  
certification by entitlement will apply for endorsements directly 
through the state of illinois. 

• Mathematics majors are required to take Mae-4606 teaching  
secondary/Middle school Mathematics. 

Special Education Endorsement
special education endorsement (LBs 1, Limited) may be awarded to  
candidates by entitlement in addition to the teaching Certificate at the time of 
graduation if the following criteria are met:

edU-6425 Psychology and Methods of teaching the exceptional Learner
edU-6350 Characteristics and Learning needs of students with  
 academic and Physical Challenges
edU-6355 instructional strategies for students with  
 academic and Physical Challenges*
edU-6360 Characteristics and Learning needs of students  
 with Learning and Behavior disorders
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edU-6365 instructional strategies for student with Learning  
 and Behavior disorders*
edU-6370 Curriculum Based and educational Measurement  
 of exceptional Learners*

Candidates must also pass the illinois Content area test for special education 
(Learning Behavior specialist 1 test 155).

students apply for endorsement through the illinois state Board of education 
via the regional offices of education. isBe Form 73-52, official transcripts, 
and any fees must be submitted before endorsement is given. Upon approval, 
the student will obtain an LBs 1 Limited endorsement. this endorsement  
allows the endorsement holder to teacher special education students within 
the age and grade limits of their teaching certificate.

Monitoring Student Progress 
Checklist for Assessment Transition Points

the state of illinois, the state Board of education, and the state Certification 
Board and accrediting agencies require that recognized institutions must have  
a continuous assessment policy in force to evaluate candidates in teacher  
education programs. Concordia has established four transition Points to meet 
these mandates. the transition Points and their requirements follow:

Admission to the University
Current standards, policies, and procedures for admission to Concordia  
University Chicago and the Mat Program must be met by all teacher  
education candidates.

Transition Point One: Admission to the College of Education
Candidates may not take Professional instructional (Methods) Courses without 
prior admission to the College of education. application deadlines for  
admission to the College of education: 

February 15, June 15, October 15

the teacher education admission Committee approves candidates for  
admission into the College of education. to be considered for admission to the 
College of education, the candidate must:

• Pass the illinois test of Basic skills;
• submit the completed application and supporting documentation to 

the office of Field experience in the College of education;
• Complete the following prerequisite courses or their equivalents  

with a grade of C or better:
 edU-6040 Classroom teaching skills
 Psy-6505 Psychological theories and the educational Process
• Complete a minimum of 20 hours of the required 100 hours of field 

experience and submit documented proof to the office of Field  
experience for approval on or before the deadline date;

• earn a minimum gPa of 3.0 for all course work taken  
in the Mat program;

• submit a current program plan to office of Field experience;
• submit three assessments of candidate’s dispositions to the  

office of Field experience;
• Pass Checkpoint #1 of the Professional Portfolio;
• submit the report of a fingerprint criminal background check  

to the office of Field experience.
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Transition Point Two: Admission to the Professional Semester
the professional semester includes student teaching and coursework.  
Candidates may not student teach without prior admission to the professional 
semester. application deadlines for admission to the Professional semester: 

February 15, June 15, October 15

the teacher education admission Committee approves candidates for  
admission to the professional semester. to be considered for admission to the 
Professional semester, the candidate must:

• submit the completed application to the professional semester  
and supporting documentation to the office of Field experience  
on or before the deadline date;

• Pass the appropriate content area test(s) from the  
state of illinois testing system;

• Complete a minimum of 80 hours of the required 100 hours of field 
experience and submit documented proof to the office of Field  
experience for approval. the entire 100 hours must be completed  
prior to student teaching;

• earn a minimum cumulative gPa of 2.5;
• earn a gPa of 3.0 for all coursework taken in the Mat program;
• submit an updated program plan to the office of Field experience;
• submit four (4) new assessment of candidate’s dispositions  

to the office of Field experience;
• Pass Professional Portfolio Checkpoint #2;
• Complete First aid/CPr Certification training and submit  

documentation of completion to the office of Field experience.

Transition Point Three: Completion of Professional Semester
to successfully complete the Professional semester, the candidate must:

• successfully complete student teaching;
• Complete all required coursework.

the Professional Semester Handbook provides details and guidelines for meeting 
the criteria for successful completion of the Professional semester.

Transition Point Four: Completion of Program
to successfully complete the teacher Certification program and be eligible for 
teacher certification in the state of illinois, the candidate who has completed 
all program requirements including student teaching must:

• Pass the illinois assessment of Professional teaching test;
• Pass Professional Portfolio Checkpoint #3 (Capstone experience) 
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MAT Secondary Education 
DEGREE: Master of Arts in Teaching 39 semester hours

Master of Arts in Teaching (Lutheran Teacher Diploma) 59 semester hours 

Degree Requirements 
• Complete 39 semester hours of coursework as indicated including  

the Masters Capstone experience and all general education  
competency requirements. students seeking Lutheran teacher  
diploma must complete an additional 20 semester hours in  
prescribed theology courses.

• Previous coursework and experience of the student will be evaluated to 
determine if additional hours will be needed. students who complete 
the program will be awarded a master of arts in teaching degree and  
will be eligible to apply for an initial secondary (type 09)  
teaching certificate. 

GPA Requirements 
a grade of ‘“C” or better must be achieved in all courses.Plus, the candidate 
must maintain a minimum cumulative gPa of 3.0 on all coursework taken 
toward the Master of arts in teaching. 

all candidates graduating from certification programs must show evidence of 
passing scores on all tests leading to illinois certification in order to be  
considered a program completer. 

refer to the College of Education Handbook for information related to 
additional program requirements. 

General Education Competencies for the M.A.T. Programs
Communications Skills 

three semester hours-english Composition ii or equivalent 
three semester hours-Fundamentals of speech or equivalent

Mathematics 
three semester hours above intermediate algebra 

Natural Sciences (one lab science course required) 
three semester hours-Biological science 
three semester hours-Physical science 

Humanities* 
nine semester hours in at least two different areas 

Social Sciences* 
nine semester hours in at least two different areas 

*One of the courses in these two areas must be classified as a Non-Western or Third-World 
course. Students also must complete American History or American Government from  
these areas. 

students may meet competencies in each of these areas via the successful 
completion of appropriate coursework, through assessment of life experiences, 
i.e., credit for prior learning (CPL) or CLeP exams. 
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CLEP Credit
the University grants credit for the general examination of the College Level 
examination Program (CLeP). students may receive three to twelve semester 
hours of credit based on the score achieved on the exam. in general, a  
minimum score of 50 is required to received three semester hours of credit.  
in all cases, Concordia will follow the aCe recommendation. this credit 
equivalency is granted only after the student has successfully completed at  
least 12 semester hours in residence. in addition, Concordia grants credit for 
the College Level examination Program subject examinations. students  
wishing to substitute CLeP credit for a Concordia course must consult with 
their academic advisor for CLeP/Concordia course equivalencies.

since CLeP credit is considered transfer credit, the University reserves the 
right to determine the number and type of CLeP credits that can be accepted 
toward a student’s degree.

Credit for Prior Learning
Concordia recognizes that college level learning and subsequent credit can be 
acquired in both the traditional classroom as well as non-traditional settings. 
Credit for prior learning may be presented in the form of aCe (american 
Council on education) evaluated training/certifications, military training and/or 
Credit for Prior Learning (CPL) essays.

students wishing to pursue Credit for Prior Learning are required to contact 
the CPL coordinator at Concordia. students with educational experiences 
from service in the army, navy or Marines are encouraged to submit an 
aarts or sMart transcript. Fee: $200/topic.

One major area of specialization – 32 hours 
Secondary Education Majors
art Mathematics
Computer science  Physical education
drama and theatre  science (Biology or Chemistry)
english/Language arts/speech  social science-history*

Areas of Study
a grade of “C” or better must be achieved in all courses.
Prerequisite to Methods Courses 

edU-6040 Classroom teaching skills 
edU-6045 theories of Learning and Cognition

Professional Courses 
required 

edU-6425 Psych and Methods of teaching the exceptional Learner
edU-6230 reading in Middle/secondary schools
edU-6570 teaching at the secondary Level
edU-6445 introduction to research for Pre-service teachers
edU-6435 introduction to education

Choose one 
edU-6415 Professional responsibility and ethics for teachers
thy-6400 the Christian in society

Secondary Major 
one graduate Course in the secondary Major 
Professional instructional (Methods) Courses 
Choose the one related to your major:

art-6601 teaching art: Middle and secondary schools
eng-6602 teaching english: Middle and secondary schools
Mat-6606 teaching Mathematics: Middle and secondary schools
Pes-6605 instructional strategies for human Performance
sBs-6619 teaching social sciences at Middle/secondary Level
sCe-6618 teaching science: Middle and secondary schools
thr-6609 teaching theatre: Middle and secondary schools
Cse-6692 teaching Computer science: Middle and secondar

Professional Semester 
edU-6060 Classroom Management and assessment 
edU-6922 student teaching: secondary education 

Capstone Experience 
standards-based portfolio with an oral defense 

Clinical Experience
the student must complete a minimum of 100 clock hours of clinical  
experience, prior to student teaching, which are structured to include guided 
observation, instructional support, individual tutoring, small group instruction, 
and large/whole group instruction. the following courses provide a structural 
framework for clinical experiences:

edU-6040 Classroom teaching skills
edU-6060 Classroom Management and assessment
edU-6425 Psychology and Methods of teaching the exceptional Learner
edU-6570 teaching at the secondary Level

Secondary Methods Courses
Lutheran education – all required for Lutheran teacher diploma (20 hours) 

thy-2000 old testament 
thy-2200 Faith of the Christian Church 
thy-3100 new testament 
thy-3200 Christian Life 
thy-3300 history of Christian Biography 
thy-4410 World religions 
thy-4505 spiritual nurture of the adolescent 
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Middle School Endorsement 
Middle school endorsement in specific content areas may be awarded to  
students by entitlement if at the time of graduation the following criteria  
are met:

• edU-4500: Middle school: assumptions and Curriculum 
• Psy-4105: developmental Psychology: Middle Childhood, or
• Psy-4110: developmental Psychology: adolescence 
• eighteen semester hours in an approved content area (methods  

courses may not count toward the required 18 semester hours). 
• Mathematics majors are required to take Mae-4606 teaching  

secondary/Middle school Mathematics. 

students seeking endorsements after they have received their initial  
certification by entitlement will apply for endorsements directly through the 
state of illinois. 

Special Education Endorsement
special education endorsement (LBs 1, Limited) may be awarded to  
candidates by entitlement in addition to the teaching certificate at the time of 
graduation if the following criteria are met:

edU-6425 Psychology and Methods of teaching the exceptional Learner
edU-6350 Characteristics and Learning needs of students with  
 academic and Physical Challenges
edU-6355 instructional strategies for students with  
 academic and Physical Challenges*
edU-6360 Characteristics and Learning needs of students  
 with Learning and Behavior disorders
edU-6365 instructional strategies for student with  
 Learning and Behavior disorders*
edU-6370 Curriculum Based and educational Measurement  
 of exceptional Learners*

Candidates must also pass the illinois Content area test for special education 
(Learning Behavior specialist 1 test 155).

students apply for endorsement through the illinois state Board of education 
via the regional offices of education. isBe Form 73-52, official transcripts, 
and any fees must be submitted before endorsement is given. Upon approval, 
the student will obtain an LBs 1 Limited endorsement. this endorsement  
allows the endorsement holder to teacher special education students within 
the age and grade limits of their teaching certificate.

Monitoring Student Progress 
Checklist for Assessment Transition Points

the state of illinois, the state Board of education, and the state Certification 
Board and accrediting agencies require that recognized institutions must have  
a continuous assessment policy in force to evaluate candidates in teacher  
education programs. Concordia has established four transition Points to meet 
these mandates. the transition Points and their requirements are listed below.

Admission to the University
Current standards, policies, and procedures for admission to Concordia  
University Chicago and the Mat program must be met by all teacher  
education candidates.

Transition Point One: Admission to the College of Education
Candidates may not take Professional instructional (Methods) courses without 
prior admission to the College of education. application deadlines for  
admission to the College of education:

February 15, June 15, October 15

the teacher education admission Committee approves candidates for  
admission into the College of education. to be considered for admission to the 
College of education, the candidate must:

• Pass the illinois test of Basic skills;
• submit the completed application and supporting documentation  

to the office of Field experience in the College of education;
• Complete the following prerequisite courses or their equivalents  

with a grade of C or better:
• edU-6040 Classroom teaching skills
• Psy-6505 Psychological theories and the educational Process
• Complete a minimum of 20 hours of the required 100 hours of field 

experience and submit documented proof to the office of Field  
experience for approval on or before deadline date;

• earn a minimum gPa of 3.0 for all coursework taken in the  
Mat program;

• submit a current program plan to office of Field experience;
• submit three assessment of candidate’s dispositions to the  

office of Field experience;
• Pass Checkpoint #1 of the Professional Portfolio;
• submit the report of a fingerprint criminal background check  

to the office of Field experience.
Transition Point Two:  Admission to the Professional Semester
the Professional semester includes student teaching and coursework.  
Candidates may not student teach without prior admission to the professional 
semester. application deadlines for admission to the Professional semester: 

February 15, June 15, October 15

the teacher education admission Committee approves candidates for  
admission to the professional semester. to be considered for admission to the 
professional semester, the candidate must:

• submit the completed application to the Professional semester and 
supporting documentation to the office of Field experience on or 
before the deadline date;

• Pass the appropriate content area test(s) from the state of illinois  
testing system;

• Complete a minimum of 80 hours of the required 100 hours of field 
experience and submit documented proof to the office of Field  
experience for approval. the entire 100 hours must be completed prior 
to student teaching;

• earn a minimum cumulative gPa of 2.5;
• earn a gPa of 3.0 for all coursework taken in the Mat program;
• submit an updated program plan to the office of Field experience;
• submit four new assessments of candidate’s dispositions to the  

office of Field experience;
• Pass Professional Portfolio Checkpoint #2;
• Complete First aid/CPr Certification training and submit  

documentation of completion to the office of Field experience.
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Transition Point Three: Completion of Professional Semester
to successfully complete the professional semester, the candidate must:

• successfully complete student teaching;
• Complete all required coursework.

the Professional Semester Handbook provides details and guidelines for meeting 
the criteria for successful completion of the professional semester.

Transition Point Four: Completion of Program
to successfully complete the teacher Certification program and be eligible for 
teacher certification in the state of illinois, the candidate who has completed 
all program requirements including student teaching must:

• Pass the illinois assessment of Professional teaching test;
• Pass Professional Portfolio Checkpoint #3 (Capstone experience) 

secondary education Majors for Mat students 
• each major must include at least nine semester hours at the upper 

college-level including the three hours of graduate coursework required 
in the Mat-secondary Program. 

• the secondary major must carry a grade point average of  
no less than a 3.0 on a 4.0 scale.

• Candidates must pass the appropriate state subject matter test prior to 
admittance to the Professional semester to take either edU-6060 or 
student teaching. 

these requirements are subject to change pending decisions and/or actions of 
the illinois state Board of education. 

Art (Must Total 32 Hours)
specific areas of art content are required for all Master of arts in teaching  
candidates pursuing the secondary education certificate with a major in art.
Required Content Areas 

overview course/introduction to visual arts 
2-dimensional Basics studio 
Painting or Printmaking 
drawing 
3-dimensional Basics studio 
Ceramics or Fiber arts or sculpture or Jewelry 
non-Western art history (candidate is responsible for knowledge  
in all areas of non-Western art) 
Western art history 

Computer Science (Must Total 32 Hours)
specific content areas of computer science are required for all Master of arts  
in teaching candidates pursuing the secondary education certificate with a 
major in computer science qualifying the candidate for the technology  
education endorsement.
Required Content Areas 

Foundations of information systems 
introduction to Programming 
it hardware and system software 
networks and telecommunications 
database Management 
Microcomputers in the Classroom 
data abstraction 

Remaining Hours (may include but are not limited to) 
electronic applications 
analysis and Logical design 
Management information systems 

Drama & Theatre (Must Total 32 Hours)
specific content areas of drama and theatre are required for all Master of arts 
in teaching candidates pursuing the secondary education certificate with a 
major in drama and theatre.
Required Content Areas 

history of theatre 
stage acting 
stage directing 
directing a one-act Play 
stagecraft and/or theatre design 
oral interpretation of Literature and/or readers theatre 
improvisation and/or Creative dramatics 
a minimum of two dramatic literature courses 

Other Accepted Areas of Study 
introduction to theatre 
advanced speech Communication 
interpersonal Communication 
theatre design Practicum 
drama in Christian Worship 

English/Language Arts/Speech (Must Total 32 Hours)
specific areas of english/language arts/speech content are required for all  
Master of arts in teaching candidates pursuing the secondary education  
certificate with a major in english/language arts/speech. expertise needed in:

Linguistics 
Literary theory 
american Literature 
British Literature 
World Literature (including non-western literature) 
non-print media-related studies 
adolescent Literature (may use edU-4400) 
speech beyond the basic public speaking course required in general studies 

Mathematics (Must Total 32 Hours)
specific areas of math content are required for all Master of arts in teaching 
candidates pursuing the secondary education certificate with a major in math.
Required Content Areas 

Calculus i 
Calculus ii (including series and sequences) 
Calculus iii (including multivariable vector calculus) 
Linear algebra 
geometry (beyond analytic geometry) 
statistics or Probability 
history of Math 
group, ring, or number theory or Proof 
discrete Math or Computer science (excluding data processing) 

Master of arts in teaching ProgramsMaster of arts in teaching Programs
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Physical Education (Must Total 32 Hours)
specific areas of physical education content are required for all Master  
of arts in teaching candidates pursuing the secondary education physical 
education major.
Required Content Areas 

Knowledge and skill acquisition (at least one course in each of the following 
for a total of at least six semester hours) 
health-related fitness 
(e.g. condition, aerobic fitness exercise, stress management) 
rhythm and dance 
individual sports/activities 
team sports

Scientific Foundations (at least nine semester hours distributed as follows) 
three semester hours earned in at least one of the following 

human anatomy 
human Physiology 

six semester hours from at least two of the following 
exercise Physiology 
Kinesiology or Biomechanics 
Motor Learning, Motor Behavior, or Motor development 

Curriculum and Instruction 
(at least one course in each of the following, all of which must explicitly 
include an emphasis on both regular and special populations)

Curriculum design in physical education 
instruction strategies/methodology in physical education 
assessment/evaluation of physical education 
(learning assessment and program evaluation)

Science: Biology 
specific areas of science content are required for all Master of arts  
in teaching candidates pursuing the secondary education science major:  
biology designation.

Required Content Areas (Must include a minimum of 32 hours.)
general Biology i 
general Biology ii 
general Chemistry i 
general Chemistry ii 
introduction to Physics 
introduction to earth science 
Microbiology 
Cell & Molecular Biology 
general ecology 
genetics 

note: Most science courses are four hours each.

Science: Chemistry  
specific areas of science content are required for all Master of arts in  
teaching candidates pursuing the secondary education science major:  
chemistry designation.

Required Content Areas (Must include a minimum of 32 hours.)
general Chemistry i 
general Chemistry ii 
general Biology i 
general Biology ii 
introduction to earth science 
introduction to Physics 
organic Chemistry i 
organic Chemistry ii 
Biochemistry (3 hours) 
analytical Chemistry 
inorganic Chemistry 

note: Most science courses are four hours each.

Social Sciences 
specific areas of science content are required for all Master of arts in teaching 
candidates pursuing the secondary education social science major.

Core Content Areas 
(Must include a minimum of 32 hours, including core courses. required for all 
social science education majors) 

introduction to economics or Macroeconomics 
geography of north america or World geography 
World history since 1350 
developmental Psychology of the adolescent 
introduction to sociology 
history designation (preferred designation for illinois teachers) 
the World to 1350 
history of illinois 
survey of american history 
an upper level american history course 
early national & antebellum america
Contemporary america 
american religious experience 
alternative Perspectives in american history 
an upper level european history course 
age of reform, 1400-1650 
age of reason/revolution, 1650-1914 
twentieth Century europe 
non-Western history 
twentieth Century World history 
non-Western historical studies 
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Political Science Designation 
state and Local government 
international relations 
Modern Political theory 
Political Parties and elections or the american Presidency 
american Legal Process or american Law of Civil Liberties or
american Law of Civil rights 
Public Policy 

Sociology/Anthropology Designation 
Cultural anthropology 
Minority group relations or Class/status/Power 
Juvenile delinquency or social deviance or Criminology 

the remaining courses must be within the discipline of sociology (including 
any not taken above) excluding any methods courses, soC-4905 directed 
research and soC-4990 internship in sociology. 

Geography Designation 
elements of earth science 
geography of north america 
World geography: Cultural Patterns 
the developing World
(one of the above will be taken in the social science core) 
economic geography 
Map Making and design 

Psychology Designation 
group theory and Leadership 
research Methods 
Physiological Psychology 
abnormal Psychology 
theories of Personality 

Please note:
any deficiencies noted may be met by completing the appropriate Concordia 
University Chicago coursework and/or approved transfer coursework and/or 
credit for prior learning if the experience of the student warrants it as  
evaluated by the department chair. 

Master of arts in teaching ProgramsMaster of arts in teaching Programs
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Master of Business Administration
Program Description
the MBa program is designed to develop students both personally and  
professionally into well-educated, ethical, competent business leaders. the 
curriculum ensures that students are prepared to deal effectively with critical 
issues in a changing, global business environment.

Program Objectives
students will develop skills to allow them to effectively communicate in a 
variety of situations, including but not limited to, the following areas:

1. group work
2. Presentation format
3. Written based forum
4. technology based forums

students will develop skills to make excellent decisions in an environment of 
complex problems and situations, including:

1. reflective analysis
2. Critical thinking
3. research methodology
4. assess global and cultural influences
5. evaluate ethical implications
6. handling uncertainty

students will develop management and leadership skills, including:
1. Use social structure around them to identify opportunities to create 

value, mobilize resources and organize to deliver successful results.
2. Manage and lead through high performance teams, corporate culture, 

strategic change, informal organization and across business units.
3. assess influences of globalization and diversity.

Degree Requirements
Completion of 39 hours (with the exception of accountancy, which is  
48 hours) of coursework including the Capstone experience. Courses are three 
credit hours unless otherwise noted.

Conceptual Framework (18 hours)
aCC-6200 Financial accounting and analysis
eCo-6100 Managerial economics (two credit hours)
eCo-6200 Macroeconomic analysis
Mgt-6200 global Managerial and organizational Behavior
  (school Business Management does not include this course.)
Mgt-6400 ethical strategic Leadership
Mgt-6600 seminar in descriptive statistics (one credit hour)
MKt-6100 Marketing design and strategy

MBA Concentrations
choose one (21 hours, unless otherwise noted):

Accountancy (30 hours)
Depth Courses

aCC-6300 Managerial accounting & analysis
Mgt-6300 Corporate Finance

Breadth Courses
Mgt-6510 Management of human resources
Mgt-6520 Managers and the Legal environment

Concentration Courses
aCC-6xxx intermediate accounting i
aCC-6xxx intermediate accounting ii
aCC-6xxx audit
aCC-6xxx individual tax
aCC-6xxx Corporate tax
aCC-6xxx advanced tax

Capstone
Mgt-6990 Cases in Financial analysis

Banking and Financial Institutions
Depth Courses

aCC-6300 Managerial accounting & analysis
Mgt-6300 Corporate Finance

Breadth Courses
Mgt-6100 operations Management
Mgt-6510 Management of human resources

Concentration Courses
Mgt-6310 investments
Mgt-6320 entrepreneurial Finance

Capstone
Mgt-6110 Competitive strategy

Comprehensive 
Depth Courses

aCC-6300 Managerial accounting & analysis
Mgt-6300 Corporate Finance

Breadth Courses
Mgt-6100 operations Management
Mgt-6510 Management of human resources
Mgt-6520 Managers and the Legal environment

Concentration Courses
Mgt-6110 Competitive strategy

Capstone
Mgt-6990 Cases in Financial analysis

Master of Business Programs in the College of BusinessMaster of Business Programs in the College of Business
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Health Care
Breadth Courses

Mgt-6100 operations Management
Mgt-6510 Management of human resources

Concentration Courses
haL-6100 health Care systems i
haL-6150 health Care systems ii
haL-6400 health Care Finance and economics
haL-6500 Public Policy in health Care

Capstone
Mgt-6990 Cases in Financial analysis

Leadership and Change Management
Breadth Courses

Mgt-6100 operations Management
Mgt-6510 Management of human resources

Concentration Courses
oLdr-6800 the Leader as trainer, Mentor, & Coach
oLdr-6810 Leader development
oLdr-6830 Leadership Communication & decision Making
oLdr-6840 agents of Change

Capstone
Mgt-6990 Cases in Financial analysis

Not-for-Profit/Church Management
Breadth Courses

Mgt-6100 operations Management
Mgt-6510 Management of human resources

Concentration Courses
aCC-6500 Financial Management of nFP organizations
Mgt-6500 Fund development and Management
Mgt-6530 introduction of nFP organizations
Mgt-6540 Board governance/Management of volunteers

Capstone
Mgt-6990 Cases in Financial analysis

Master of Business Programs in the College of BusinessMaster of Business Programs in the College of Business

School Business Management (24 hours)
Depth Courses

aCC-6300 Managerial accounting and analysis
Breadth Courses

Mgt-6100 operations Management
Mgt-6510 Management of human resources

Concentration Courses
edL-6130 school evaluation & Change Processes
edL-6211 Principles in Business Management
edL-7230 educational Finance
edL-7250 Legal issues for school districts

Capstone
Mgt-6990 Cases in Financial analysis

Sports Management
Breadth Courses

Mgt-6100 operations Management
Mgt-6510 Management of human resources

Concentration Courses
sPML-6010 the essentials of the Law in sports
sPML-6020 the economics of sports
sPML-6040 sports Finance
sPML-6060 diversity in sports

Capstone
Mgt-6990 Cases in Financial analysis
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Post-Masters Programs
Type 73 Certification
SCHOOL SERvICE PERSONNEL CERTIFICATE  

WITH GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING ENDORSEMENT

Program Objectives: 
the purpose of this program is to enable students with a master’s degree  
to enroll in a certification program and meet certification/endorsement  
requirements. the objective of the Certification/ endorsement program is 
to enable individuals to meet specific certification requirements not possible 
within their Master’s program. 

Admission Requirements 
• a master’s degree from a regionally-accredited college or university of 

higher education in school, counseling, another counseling or related 
field or an educational field.

• a transcript evaluation by Concordia University Chicago.
• evidence that the illinois test of Basic skills recently has been passed. 
• Completion of 12 semester hours of psychology or sociology with a 

grade of  “C” or better.

Certification and Endorsement Requirements 
• a minimum of 21 semester hours of required coursework specifically 

selected to meet state Certification/endorsement or program 
requirements must be completed at Concordia University Chicago. 

• a minimum 3.0 gPa and Portfolio Checkpoint 1 are required before 
admittance into the Practicum.

• a transcript evaluation for the Certification/endorsement. 
• successful completion of Portfolio Capstone. 

Areas of Study
Human Growth and Development (3 hours)

Ced-6035 Counseling and human development 

Counseling Theory (3 hours) 
Ced-6010 Counseling theory and Practice

Counseling techniques
Ced-6015 Counseling interventions and techniques

Group Dynamics (3 hours)
Ced-6240 group Work in schools

Appraisal of Individuals (3 hours)
Ced-6250 Fundamentals of assessment or 
Psy-6025 assessment techniques

Research and Evaluation (3 hours)
Ced-6230 evaluation and research for Counselors or  
Psy-6030 research in Psychology

Professional, Legal and Ethical Responsibilities (6 hours)
Ced-6000 introduction to the Counseling Profession
Ced-6045 ethics, Law and Morality for Counselors

Social and Cultural Foundations (3 hours)
Ced-6055 Multicultural Counseling

Lifestyle and Career (3 hours)
Ced-6020 Career Counseling and education

Professional Curricular (6 hours)
Ced-6210 school Counseling: Program development and organization
Ced-6220 Counseling and Consulting in schools

Elective (3 hours)
any graduate level course chosen in consult with your advisor.

Practicum/Internship (9 hours)
Psy-6982 Practicum
Psy-6992 internship

Capstone Experience
option #7: Portfolio and oral defense

Post Masters Programs
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Type 75 Certification 
TyPE 75: General Administrative Certificate

Program Objectives 
the purpose of this program is to enable students with a master’s degree  
to enroll in a certification program and meet certification/endorsement  
requirements. the objective of the Certification/ endorsement program is 
to enable individuals to meet specific certification requirements not possible 
within their master’s program. 

Admission Requirements 
• a master’s degree from a regionally accredited college or university. 
• a transcript evaluation by Concordia University Chicago. 
• evidence that the illinois test of Basic skills recently has been passed. 

Certification and Endorsement Requirements 
• a minimum of 50 percent of the semester hours of  

required coursework specifically selected to meet state  
Certification/endorsement requirements must be completed at  
Concordia University Chicago. once coursework has been specified, it 
cannot be changed without the approval of the program coordinator 
and the registrar. 

• a minimum 3.0 gPa and Portfolio Checkpoint 1 are required before 
admittance into the Practicum. a transcript evaluation for the  
Certification/ endorsement will be completed upon student request. 

• successful completion of Portfolio Capstone. 
Note: While not a degree requirement, candidates seeking this degree will not be considered 
program completers until they have passed the mandated state certification test(s).

Time Limit 
all credit toward the Certification/endorsement program must be completed 
within five calendar years after registration for the first course. a petition for 
time extension may be filed with the dean of the College of education.

Program Procedures 
• after transcripts have been evaluated, students will be assigned an  

advisor. students are responsible for meeting with their advisor to lay 
out the timing of their program. 

• Course registration is the responsibility of the student. 
• Upon completion of coursework, the student is responsible for  

scheduling his/her state of illinois examination. 
• once all certification/endorsement requirements have been met, the 

student is to make application for endorsement through the office  
of the registrar. 

Type 75 Areas of Study for General School Administration 
Instructional Leadership (12 hours) 

edL-6100 research in education 
edL-6120 supervision and improvement of instruction 
edL-6130 school evaluation and Change Processes 
edL-6240 instructional Leadership 

Post Masters ProgramsPost Masters Programs

Management of Public Schools (9 hours) 
edL-6210 school Finance and Business Management 
edL-6220 school organization and human resources 
edL-6230 school Law 

School and Public Policy (6 hours) 
edL-6300 ethics of school Leadership 
edL-6984 internship in school Leadership and Public Policy;  
Portfolio defense

Capstone Experience (3 hours) 
edL-6983 internship in school Leadership  
Capstone option #7: standards-Based Portfolio and  
oral defense for type 75 Certification 

the capstone for this program also requires that all candidates complete and 
successfully defend the portfolio related to this program. 

Internship Guidelines
• Concurrent enrollment in the two internships is not permitted. 
• edL-6981 must be completed in a school apart from where the  

candidate is employed and in a context that offers an experience  
diverse from the candidate’s experience.

• edL-6982 can be completed in the school where the internship  
candidate is employed.

• the first internship may be done after the first semester of enrollment at 
Concordia University Chicago. the second internship may be done after 
the completion of 21 semester hours. 
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Superintendent Endorsement 
TyPE 75 Certification with Superintendent Endorsement
described below are the courses required for the superintendent endorsement 
attached to a type 75 Certificate. the 30 semester hours of credit listed below 
must be beyond the master’s degree level.

Admission Requirements 
• have a regionally-accredited master’s degree. 
• have a type 75 general administrative Certificate. 
• have a minimum graduate gPa of 3.5. 
• have a minimum of two years of supervisory or  

administrative experience in a school. 
• supply evidence that the illinois test of Basic skills  

has been passed recently. 

Areas of Study for Superintendent Endorsement 
Governance of Public Schools (6 hours) 

edL-7100 the superintendency 
edL-7210 Policy analysis 

Management of Public Schools (9 hours) 
edL-7220 human resource administration and Bargaining 
edL-7230 educational Finance 
edL-7240 supervisory theory and Practice 

Educational Planning (6 hours) 
edL-7120 research-based decision Making 
edL-7140 organizational Change 

Departmental Electives – Select two (6 hours)
(one of these must be an ethics course if an ethics course was not taken 
previously at the master’s degree level) 

edL-7300 ethics for educational Leaders or
thy-6400 the Christian in society
edU-7100 Curriculum theory and design
edL-6250 special education Law and Policy
edL-7110 strategies of educational Leadership
edL-7250 Legal issues for school districts

Clinical Experience – 3 hours
edL-7891 Professional Career training-superintendent track

Capstone
the capstone experience in the superintendent endorsement program is the 
completion of an internship as part of edL-7891.

Note: While not a degree requirement, candidates seeking this degree will not be considered 
program completers until they have passed the mandated state certification test(s).

Post Masters ProgramsPost Masters Programs

Doctoral Programs – Education 

Early Childhood Specialization 
DEGREE: Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)   63 semester hours

DEGREE: Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)  69 semester hours

the on-campus doctor of education degree is offered with specializations  
in early Childhood education, educational Leadership-Public school and  
educational Leadership-non-Public school. Coursework toward the  
superintendent endorsement of the state of illinois may also be taken within 
the educational Leadership-Public school specialization.

the doctorate in education is offered in partnership with Concordia  
University, irvine, California. 

Academic Information 

Transfer of Credit 
all graduate work beyond the master’s degree satisfactorily completed  
at a Concordia University system institution may be transferred toward  
meeting the requirements of the doctoral program to the extent that they 
satisfy specific course and/or experience requirements or electives for specific 
doctoral specializations.

Up to 12 semester hours of post-master’s work at another regionally accredited 
institution may be accepted toward doctoral degree programs upon  
approval of the student’s advisor and the dean of the College of education.  
graduate courses transferred must have a grade of B or better and must have 
been earned no more than seven years prior to admission to the doctoral  
program. Credits for transfer may not have been applied to a previous degree.

Residency 
there is no specific residency requirement for the doctoral program. each 
student should consult with her/his faculty advisor to decide if a concentrated 
course of study would best meet the student’s own academic and/or  
professional needs. 

Time Limits 
Completion of the doctorate is expected within seven years of the date of 
entrance into coursework. extensions on this time limit may be requested by 
the student through the advisor and are subject to approval by the dean of the 
College of education. 

applicants for the doctoral program who desire more information regarding 
specific course requirements, comprehensive examinations, portfolio,  
dissertation, etc., should consult the Doctoral Program Handbook. 

Program Procedures for Doctoral Students 

1. Advisor 
students will be assigned a faculty advisor by the dean of the College of  
education. it is recommended strongly that the student meet with his/her 
advisor before registering for courses to plan for appropriate coursework to be 
taken. it is important to make frequent contact with the advisor, who will serve 
as a mentor and assist the student in an orderly progression from enrollment  
to graduation. 
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2. Satisfactory Progress
all students will be monitored for satisfactory academic progress at the  
following points: portfolio checkpoints, comprehensive examination,  
dissertation proposal defense and dissertation defense. students are considered 
to be making satisfactory progress if the grade point average is 3.0 or higher, 
all deficiencies have been removed, and appropriate progress is being made 
toward meeting the standards. students not making satisfactory progress will 
be placed on academic probation. 

3. Comprehensive Examination 
application for the exam occurs upon completion of at least 42 hours of 
coursework with a minimum g.P.a. of 3.5, and in consultation with the faculty 
advisor. Please consult the Doctoral Program Handbook for specific procedures 
related to the comprehensive examination. 

4. Doctoral Candidacy 
doctoral candidacy occurs upon successful completion of the comprehensive 
examination. students must have candidacy status before the dissertation  
proposal defense and before enrollment in dissertation hours (diss-7990). 

5. Capstone Experiences 
there are two capstone experiences in the doctoral program: 

• a written comprehensive exam;
• the dissertation defense. 

6. Dissertation 
students must complete dissertation research as approved by the dissertation 
committee. once dissertation work is begun, candidates must be continuously 
enrolled until program completion. after the completion of the required nine 
semester hours of diss-7990, candidates enroll in diss-7991 to maintain 
continuous enrollment in the program. Please consult the Doctoral Program 
Handbook for specific procedures related to the dissertation. 

7. Graduation 
Candidates must apply for a graduation audit at least one semester prior to 
graduation. this form is available from the College of education. an “intent to 
graduate” form must be submitted to the office of the registrar at least one 
semester prior to the anticipated conferral of the degree. deadlines for filing for 
graduation are listed on the “intent to graduate” form. 

Program Components for the Doctor of Education Degree 
(students may begin their coursework upon acceptance into the program.) 

Doctoral Program Core (30 hours) 
Research and Statistics (9 hours) 

edL-6105 research design 
edL-6110 Quantitative analysis 
edL-6115 Qualitative analysis 

Additional Research requirements for Ph.D. (6 hours)
edL-7500 Mixed Methods research

one of the following
edL-6116 survey/instrument development
edL-7510 advanced topics in statistics
edL-7520 advanced topics in Qualitative analysis

Theology/Philosophy (6 hours) 
Phi-7000 Ways of Knowing 

select one 
edL-6300 ethics of Leadership, or 
thy-6400 Christian in society (or other relevant course approved by advisor)

Dissertation* (9 hours) 
diss-7990 dissertation 
diss-7991 dissertation supervision (no credit) 

Foundation Courses – select two (6 hours) 
Psy-7400 advanced Learning theories 
edU-7400 history and Culture of education 
edU-7890 Comprehensive seminar 

*Upon completion of the nine required hours of DISS-7990, candidates must maintain 
continuous enrollment with DISS-7991 until program completion. 

Early Childhood Education Specialization (33 hours)
select eight courses from a minimum of four of the seven areas (24 hours)
Child Growth and Development 

edU-6130 Play theory in Child development and education 
Psy-6500 Cognitive development: theory and implication 
soC-6110 socialization Process 
Pes-6400 Psychomotor development in early Childhood 
thy-6500 Moral, ethical, and spiritual development of the Child 

Leadership and Advocacy 
edL-6120 supervision and improvement of instruction 
edL-6220 school organization and human resources 
edL-6330 advocacy of Children’s rights 
edL-6500 administration of early Childhood education Programs 
edL-7210 Policy Formation and governance 
edU-6190 Practicum in early Childhood education 

Curriculum Implementation and Change 
edL-6130 school evaluation and Change 
edU-6100 development, implementation and  
                evaluation of early Childhood Curriculum
edU-6500 Curriculum Construction 
edU-7100 Curriculum theory and design 

International and Comparative Education 
edL-6440 history of Western education 
edU-6170 international Perspectives on early Childhood education 
edU-6410 Comparative education 

Collaboration, Interagency and Interdisciplinary Relationships 
edL-6220 school organization and human resources 
edL-6310 schools, Parents and Community relations 
edU-6160 Parent involvement in early Childhood education 
soC-6300 Contemporary Family Patterns 
soW-6200 interagency and interdisciplinary Collaboration 
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Educational Leadership Specialization
DEGREE: Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) 60 semester hours

DEGREE: Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) 66 semester hours

the on-campus doctor of education degree is offered with specializations  
in early Childhood education, educational Leadership-Public school and 
educational Leadership-non-Public school. Coursework toward the  
superintendent endorsement of the state of illinois also may be taken within 
the educational Leadership-Public school specialization 

the doctorate in education is offered in partnership with Concordia  
University, irvine, California. 

Academic Information 

Transfer of Credit 
all graduate work beyond the master’s degree satisfactorily completed at  
a Concordia University system institution may be transferred toward  
meeting the requirements of the doctoral program to the extent that they 
satisfy specific course and/or experience requirements or electives for specific 
doctoral specializations. 

Up to 12 semester hours of post-master’s work at another regionally-accredited 
institution may be accepted toward doctoral degree programs upon approval 
of the student’s advisor and the dean of the College of education. graduate 
courses transferred must have a grade of  “B” or better and must have been 
earned no more than seven years prior to admission to the doctoral program. 
Credits for transfer may not have been applied to a previous degree. 

Residency 
there is no specific residency requirement for the doctoral program. each 
student should consult with her/his faculty advisor to decide if a concentrated 
course of study would best meet the student’s own academic and/or  
professional needs. 

Time Limits 
Completion of the doctorate is expected within seven years of the date of 
entrance into coursework. extensions on this time limit may be requested by 
the student through the advisor and are subject to approval by the dean of the 
College of education.

applicants for the doctoral program, who desire more information regarding 
specific course requirements, comprehensive examinations, portfolio,  
dissertation, etc., should consult the Doctoral Program Handbook. 

Program Procedures for Doctoral Students 

1. Advisor 
students will be assigned a faculty advisor by the dean of the College of  
graduate and innovative Programs. it is recommended strongly that the 
student meet with his/her advisor before registering for courses to plan for 
appropriate coursework to be taken. it is important to make frequent contacts 
with the advisor, who will serve as a mentor and assist the student in an orderly 
progression from enrollment to graduation. 

Methodology and Appropriate Practices 
edU-6115 infant and toddler Program 
edU-6120 Kindergarten Programming 
edU-6140 resources and strategies for teaching early Childhood education
edU-6200 Beginning reading instruction 
edU-6205 Language and reading theory 
edU-6285 seminar in emergent reading and Writing 
edU-6310 thematic approaches to Children’s Literature 

Assessment and Special Needs of Young Children 
edL-6250 special education Law and Policy 
edU-6105 observation and assessment of young Children 
Psy-6025 assessment techniques 
Psy-6115 Counseling through the expressive arts 
soW-6210 specialized services for exceptional Children 

Required Courses
Field Experiences Requirements (both courses required). generally, these courses 
are taken toward the end of the doctoral course of study.

edU-7180 Field Work in early Childhood education 
edU-7185 Field Work in early Childhood Leadership 

Evaluation Research Requirements (select one) 
edL-6130 school evaluation and Change Processes 
soC-6100 Methods of evaluation research 

Portfolio 
Portfolio preparation is infused throughout the program and is designed as an 
assessment of student progress toward meeting the professional standards  
appropriate to their specialization. Please consult the Doctoral Program 
Handbook for specific procedures related to the portfolio. 

Comprehensive Examination 
the comprehensive examination is a major step that leads to candidacy in the 
doctoral program. successful completion of the Comprehensive examination 
leads to doctoral candidacy. Please consult the Doctoral Program Handbook for 
specific procedures related to the comprehensive examination. 

Dissertation 
students must complete dissertation research as approved by the dissertation 
committee. once dissertation work is begun, candidates much be continuously 
enrolled until program completion. after the completion of the required nine 
semesters hours of diss-7990, candidates enroll in diss-7991 to maintain 
continuous enrollment in the program. Please consult the Doctoral Program 
Handbook for specific procedures related to the dissertation.

doctoral Programsdoctoral Programs
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Theology/Philosophy (6 hours) 
Phi-7000 Ways of Knowing 

select one:  
(this must be an ethics course if an ethics course was not  taken previously at 
the master’s degree level)

edL-7300 ethics for educational Leaders or 
thy-6400 Christian in society (or other relevant course approved by advisor)

Dissertation* (9 hours) 
diss-7990 dissertation 
diss-7991 dissertation supervision (no credit) 

Foundation Courses, select two (6 hours) 
Psy-7400 advanced Learning theories 
edU-7400 history and Culture of education 
edU-7890 Comprehensive seminar 

*Upon completion of the nine required hours of DISS-7990, candidates must maintain  
continuous enrollment with DISS-7991 until program completion. 

Educational Leadership Specialization – Public School (30 Hours) 
Leadership Core (6 hours) 

edL-7110 strategies of educational Leadership 
edL-7140 organizational Change* 

Governance of the Public School (6 hours) 
edL-7210 Policy analysis* 

select one:
edL-6250 special educational Law and Policy 
edL-6270 Contemporary Legal issues 
edL-6310 schools, Parents, and Community relations 
edL-6340 Politics and Policies of Urban schooling 
edL-7100 the superintendency* 

Management of Public Schools – (9 hours) 
edL-7220 human resource administration and Bargaining* 

select two:
edL-6210 school Finance and Business Management 
edL-6215 Budgeting, grant Writing and third source Funding 
edL-7230 educational Finance* 
edL-7240 supervisory theory and Practice* 

Educational Planning – (3 hours) 
select one:

edL-6120 supervision and improvement of instruction 
edL-7120 research Based decision-Making*
edU-7100 Curriculum theory and design 

Elective – (3 hours) 
select one:

edL-6130 school evaluation and Change Processes or 
edL-7250 Legal issues for school districts or 

select any of the courses from the above lists that have not already been selected.

2. Satisfactory Progress 
all students will be monitored for satisfactory academic progress at the  
following points: comprehensive examination, dissertation proposal defense 
and dissertation defense. students are considered to be making satisfactory 
progress if the grade point average is 3.0 or higher, all deficiencies have been  
removed, and appropriate progress is being made toward meeting the  
standards. students not making satisfactory progress will be placed on  
academic probation. 

3. Capstone Experiences 
there are two capstone experiences in the doctoral program: 

• a professional portfolio defense;
• the dissertation defense 

4. Comprehensive Examination
application for the exam occurs upon completion of at least 42 hours of 
coursework with a minimum g.P.a. of 3.5, and in consultation with the faculty 
advisor. Please consult the Doctoral Program Handbook for specific procedures 
related to the comprehensive examination. 

5. Doctoral Candidacy 
doctoral candidacy occurs upon successful completion of the comprehensive 
examination. students must have candidacy status before the dissertation  
proposal defense and before enrollment in dissertation hours (diss-7990). 

6. Dissertation 
students must complete dissertation research as approved by the  
dissertation committee. once dissertation work is begun, candidates must be 
enrolled continuously until program completion. after the completion of the 
required nine semester hours of diss-7990, candidates enroll in diss-7991 
to maintain continuous enrollment in the program. Please consult the Doctoral 
Program Handbook for specific procedures related to the dissertation. 

7. Graduation 
Candidates must apply for a graduation audit at least one semester prior to 
graduation. this form is available from the College of graduate and  
innovative Programs. 

an “intent to graduate” form must be submitted to the office of the registrar 
at least one semester prior to the anticipated conferral of the degree. deadlines 
for filing for graduation are listed on the “intent to graduate” form. 

Program Components for the Doctor of Education Degree 
(students may begin their coursework upon acceptance into the program.) 
Doctoral Program Core (30 hours) 
Research and Statistics (9 hours) 

edL-6105 research design 
edL-6110 Quantitative analysis 
edL-6115 Qualitative analysis 
additional research requirements for Ph.d. (6 hours)
edL-7500 Mixed Methods research

Choose one of the following:
edL-6116 survey/instrument development
edL-7510 advanced topics in statistics
edL-7520 advanced topics in Qualitative analysis

doctoral Programsdoctoral Programs
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Online Programs

Concordia University Chicago offers multiple online degrees through  
partnerships with other organizations and centers: Center for integrated 
teacher education (Cite), standards-aligned instructional Leadership  
(saiL) and sports Management Worldwide (sMWW). the programs listed 
below are programs offered at the time of printing. detailed program  
information can be found in the online catalog at 
www.CUChicago.edu /catalogs/graduate/index
 Master of arts
  teacher Leadership
  sports Leadership

Professional Career Training – (3 hours) 
select one:

edL-7891 Professional Career training: superintendent track* 
edL-7892 Professional Career training: Professional track 

*Students seeking the Superintendent’s Endorsement of the State of Illinois must complete the 
courses in the program marked by an asterisk. 

Educational Leadership Specialization – Nonpublic School (30 Hours)
Leadership Core (6 hours) 

edL-7110 strategies of educational Leadership 
edL-7140 organizational Change 

Governance (6 hours) 
edL-7210 Policy analysis 

select one:
edL-6310 schools, Parents, and Community relations 
edL-7130 nonpublic school organization and Leadership 

Management (9 hours) 
select three:

edL-6120 supervision and improvement of instruction 
edL-6215 Budgeting, grant Writing and third source Funding 
edL-6250 special education Law and Policy 
edL-6260 Legal issues for nonpublic education 
edL-6970 independent research 
edL-7240 supervisory theory and Practice 

Educational Planning (3 hours) 
select one:

edL-6970 independent research 
edL-6980 Practicum in school Leadership 
edL-7120 research Based decision-Making 
edU-7100 Curriculum theory and design 

Elective (3 hours) 
any of the courses from the above lists that have not already been selected. 

Professional Career Training (3 hours) 
edU-7892 Professional Career: training-Professional track

doctoral Programs
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Accounting Courses
ACC-6200 Financial Accounting & Analysis  (3 hours)
introduction of key financial accounting concepts. translate those concepts into 
an analysis of a firm’s historical, current and prospective financial condition 
and performance. emphasizes investment and credit decision-making based on 
financial statement information.

ACC-6300 Managerial Accounting & Analysis  (3 hours)
the use of accounting information to effectively plan and control company 
operations. emphasis on the use of financial information to make good business 
decisions. Cost concepts, measurement, allocation and analysis. Budgeting and 
control functions, cost of quality and capital investment decisions. 

ACC-6500 Financial Management of Not-for-Profit Organizations  (3 hours)
Financial accountability and internal controls. accounting for basic transactions 
and events and generation of financial statements. analysis of financial  
statements to understand the financial health of an organization. Financial 
management tools for decision making such as operational forecasts, budgets 
and incremental analysis.

Art Courses
ART-6100 Western Art: Pre-History through Renaissance  (3 hours)
the study of Western art from Prehistoric time through the renaissance.  
Field trips. Fee required.

ART-6105 Western Art: Post-Renaissance through Contemporary  (3 hours)
the study of Western art post-renaissance through Contemporary. Field trips. 
Fee required.

ART-6140 Non-Western Art  (3 hours)
survey of visual art forms from non-Western areas including india, China, 
Japan, african, oceania, and art of the pre-Columbian american and the native 
north american. Field trip. Fee required.

ART-6210 Painting Studio II  (3 hours)
advanced study of paint in the context of realism, abstraction and/or  
non-objective. some larger scale and development of consistent imagery and/or 
work in a series. variety of paints and mixed media will be explored.  
Prerequisite: art-3210 or permission of instructor. Field trips. Fee required.

ART-6232 Printmaking Studio II  (3 hours)
an advanced study of fine art printmaking. historical, aesthetic and  
technical knowledge will be acquired with special emphasis on the  
development of consistent imagery through series, color, multiple plate, some 
larger scale and independent work will be included. various media such as 
monotype, monoprint, intaglio, relief and mixed media will be explored.  
Prerequisite: art-4231 or consent of instructor. Field trip. Fee required.

ART-6245 Digital Photography II  (3 hours)
advanced theory and procedure of digital photography as an art and commercial 
form are studied. instruction includes advanced digital camera usage, advanced 
computer editing, and advanced photo presentation. students supply their own 
digital camera. Prerequisite: art-3245 or permission of instructor. Field trips. 
Fee required.

Course Descriptions
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ART-6310 Ceramic Studio II  (3 hours)
advanced techniques in ceramic construction and experiments in both hand 
building and wheel throwing, firing techniques and introduction to glaze  
calculation. Prerequisite: art-3310 or permission of instructor. Field trips.  
Fee required.

ART-6320 Sculpture Studio  (3 hours)
exploration and advancement of the three-dimensional form, utilizing a variety 
of material. techniques of construction, modeling and casting. Field trips.  
Fee required.

ART-6330 Jewelry Studio  (3 hours)
techniques in the design and execution of jewelry including beading, metal 
working and enameling. Field trips. Fee required.

ART-6350 Artists’ Books  (3 hours)
emphasis is placed on the book as an expressive art format. students work in 
their chosen media to create one-of-a-kind, editions, and/or altered books.  
Book structures, paper, text, and imagery are explored as well as the book as a 
metaphor. Fee required. Field trips.

ART-6430 Fiber Arts Studio  (3 hours)
Creation, processes, manipulation and surface design of cloth and paper to 
produce two- and three-dimensional surfaces will be considered. historical, 
gender, and cultural content of fiber works covered. Field trips. Fee required.

ART-6450 Administration & Management: Visual Arts  (3 hours)
examination and integration of issues and practices of visual arts administration 
and management. Field trips. Fee required.

ART-6601 Teaching Art--Middle/Secondary  (3 hours)

ART-6910 Topics in the Visual Arts  (3 hours)
exploration of a specific range of issues, topics and/or media in visual art.  
emphasis is on the investigation of visual art through an understanding of 
innovative concepts, historic or contemporary, as may be expressed through 
individuals and materials in the art-making experience. the course may  
emphasize a lecture or studio format depending on the topic. Maximum of  
six hours of credit. Field trip. Fee required.

ART-6950 Independent Study  (1-6 hours)
Laboratory fee is determined by type of study.

ART-6970 Independent Research  (1-3 hours)

ART-6990 Thesis  (3-6 hours)

Biology Courses
BIO-6720 ACCA Seminar in Biology  (3 hours)
Biology courses on selected topics as offered by the associated Colleges of  
the Chicago area (aCCa). Consult the department chair for details on  
specific courses.

BIO-6950 Independent Study in Biology  (1-6 hours)

Course descriptions Course descriptions 

Chemistry Courses
CHE-6720 ACCA Seminar in Chemistry  (3 hours)
Chemistry courses on selected topics are offered by the associated Colleges of 
the Chicago area. Consult the department of natural sciences and geography 
for details on specific courses.

Communication Courses
COM-6100 Media and Cultural Studies  (3 hours)
an overview of critical media theory with focus on how media shape our 
cultural landscape.

COM-6110 Advanced Speech Communication  (3 hours)
Public speaking as persuasion and dialogue. application of communication 
theory to the public speaking situation. Prerequisite: a basic speech course.

COM-6220 Interpersonal Communication  (3 hours)
theoretical knowledge of interpersonal (family, business, intimate,  
friendship) relationships. develop skills for listening, conversation, and conflict 
management.

COM-6230 Organizational & Team Communication  (3 hours)
Principles and techniques of communication as applied to interactions within 
work, volunteer, and information organizations and teams.

COM-6240 Public Relations  (3 hours)
study and practice of public relations as a management function used to  
communicate with relevant internal and external public in order to fulfill  
organizational goals. Field trips.

COM-6250 Intercultural Communication  (3 hours)
Principles and practices of communication as applied to interactions between 
people from different cultures. Field trips.

COM-6331 International Film History  (3 hours)
history of international cinema from World War ii to the present. Field trips.

COM-6350 Administration & Management: Media Arts  (3 hours)
examines and integrates issues and practices of media arts administration and 
management. Field trips. Fee required.

COM-6910 Topics in Communication  (3 hours)
selected current topics in communication as they relate to various settings. 
topics vary each time the course is taught. Field trip.

COM-6950 Independent Study  (1-6 hours)

Computer Science Education Courses
CSE-6120 Technology,Society & Education  (3 hours)
technology as a tool to support development of computer literacy and learning 
across the curriculum for all students. selection, development, use and  
evaluation of technology in the classroom and laboratory.

CSE-6692 Teaching Computer Science-Secondary  (3 hours)
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Counselor Education Courses
CED-6000 Introduction to the Counseling Profession  (3 hours)
training, role and professional identity of counselors and other professions in 
the helping profession. Professional organizations, publications, certification 
and licensing. roles and functions of counselors in various settings. ethical and 
legal issues in counseling.

CED-6010 Counseling Theory & Practice  (3 hours)
individual, couple and systems theories of counseling/psychotherapy.  
examination of the helping process, client and counselor characteristics that 
influence the process consistent with current professional research and practice 
in the field allowing the development of a personal model of counseling.

CED-6015 Counseling Techniques and Interventions  (3 hours)
this course addresses the competencies, attitudes, and skills essential to  
developing the character and identity of a professional counselor. Foundational 
and advanced counseling skills and therapeutic interventions examined as they 
apply to the personal, social, and academic realms. Counseling techniques from 
the major schools and orientations including crisis intervention, multicultural 
and ethical issues. this course will use role playing and videotaping to fortify 
burgeoning skills and interventions.

CED-6020 Career Counseling & Education  (3 hours)
Career counseling approaches through the lifespan. developmentally  
appropriate career programming in educational and agency settings.  
occupation information sources and self-awareness emphasized.

CED-6035 Counseling and Human Development  (3 hours)
students are provided with an understanding of the nature and needs of persons 
throughout the lifespan including developmental and multicultural domains. 
Counseling approaches and issues are discussed in relation to developmental 
stages. resiliency factors and ethical issues are applied across the lifespan.

CED-6045 Ethics, Law and Morality for Counselors  (3 hours)
addresses the competencies, attitudes and skills essential to the developing the 
character and identity of a professional counselor. this course is designed to 
give the student an understanding of ethics and applicable laws in the  
profession of counseling as well as allowing them to examine their own moral 
values. Prerequisite: Ced-6000.

CED-6055 Multicultural Counseling  (3 hours)
assessment and therapeutic treatment of diverse populations with special 
emphasis on understanding of the cultural context of relationships, issues, and 
trends in a multicultural society. emphasis on specific problems associated  
with age, race, disability, religious preferences, etc., and how these affect the 
counseling relationships.

CED-6080 Group Counseling  (3 hours)
group development, dynamics, counseling theories, group counseling  
methods and ethical issues. includes an experiential group and videotaped 
practice. Prerequisite: Ced-6010 or consent of instructor.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 

CED-6210 School Counseling Program Development & Organization  (3 hours)
examination of the role and function of the school counselor in a  
comprehensive school counseling program. emphasis on developmental  
counseling and the components of an effective developmental school  
counseling program. discussion of school counseling, historical roots, present 
and future trends. role of counseling in total education program.

CED-6220 Counseling and Consulting in Schools  (3 hours)
Counseling and consulting strategies used by counselors in the school setting 
for academic, career and personal/social issues. examination of specific  
problems of children and adolescents.

CED-6225 College Counseling: Preparation, Planning, & Admission  (3 hours)
addresses the college counseling role of the high school counselor. College 
admission counseling, ethical considerations, research on college choice, and 
operation and responsibilities within a high school college counseling office. 
Culturally responsive college counseling and special populations.

CED-6230 Evaluation & Research for Counselors  (3 hours)
introduces students to the importance of research methods and program  
evaluation in advancing the counseling profession. identifying and reading  
research, critically evaluating results, analyzing and using data to enhance  
program quality.

CED-6240 Group Work in Schools  (3 hours)
Will provide an understanding, both theoretical and experiential, of school 
counseling groups for grades K-12. the purpose, development, dynamics,  
theories, methods, skills, ethics, and other group approaches in a multicultural 
society will be covered. students will experience and participate as group 
members in small group activities. Prerequisite: Ced-6010 and Ced-6015.

CED-6250 Fundamentals of Assessment  (3 hours)
historical, current and expected uses of testing and assessment procedures 
in educational settings. statistical concepts, ethics, and ethical factors in the 
appropriate use of various assessment techniques and tools with emphasis on 
benefits and limitations.

CED-6300 Clinical Mental Health Counseling  (3 hours)
history and trends in community mental health. Program development and 
service delivery to diverse clientele. intake and treatment plan interventions 
emphasizing current psychological criteria.

CED-6310 Clinical Mental Health Counseling Profession  (3 hours)
this course provides a knowledge base for understanding the history and 
trends in clinical mental health counseling as well as the political systems  
and interventions for change. students will obtain a perspective on clinical 
mental health counseling program development and delivery of services to 
diverse clienteles.

CED-6340 Clinical Group Counseling  (3 hours)
Will provide an understanding, both theoretical and experiential, of group  
purpose, development, dynamics, theories, methods, skills, ethics, and other 
group approaches in a multicultural society. students will experience and 
participate as group members in small group activities. Prerequisite: Ced-6010 
and Ced-6015.
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CED-6350 Brief Therapy  (3 hours)
identification and application of brief therapy models to a variety of disorders 
with individuals, groups and families. develop an understanding of techniques, 
assessment instruments and ethical issues. issues and models of crisis  
intervention. Prerequisite: Ced-6010.

CED-6420 Substance/Alcohol Abuse & Treatment  (3 hours)
the addictive process and implications; societal attitudes, research and  
legislation; support systems and treatment strategies.

CED-6430 Counseling Persons With Addictions  (3 hours)
students will be introduced to the history of substance abuse and attempts at 
social control. Pharmacology, signs and symptoms, screening and assessment, 
treatment models and the profession of substance abuse counseling and ethics 
will be introduced and processed. students will be required to attend an  
out-of-class support meeting. Prerequisite: Ced-6010.

CED-6550 Family Systems Theory & Therapy  (3 hours)
Psychotherapy from a systems perspective focusing on the competencies,  
cognitions, and skills to developing the orientation of a family systems  
counselor. strategic and systems theories of family therapy are examined in 
light of multicultural and ethical issues. Family systems counseling techniques 
and interventions are described and demonstrated including crisis interventions, 
multicultural and multigenerational considerations related to the family life 
cycle. Prerequisite: Ced-6010.

CED-6920 Practicum: School Counseling  (3 hours)
on-site and campus-based experiences in school counseling designed to  
introduce the student to the various functions of school counseling. students 
should consult the school Counseling Practicum and internship manual for 
additional information and requirements. Prerequisite: Completion of 24 
semester hours in the program.

CED-6925 Internship: School Counseling  (3 or 6 hours)
supervised experience in one or more schools to acquire competence in the 
full range of counseling and guidance services, integrated with an on-campus 
classroom component designed to synthesize theory and practice. students 
should consult the school Counseling Practicum and internship Manual for  
additional information and requirements. Prerequisites: Ced-6920 and all 
other specifically required courses.

CED-6930 Practicum: Clinical Mental Health Counseling  (3 hours)
on-site and campus-based experiences to introduce the student to various 
functions of clinical mental health counselors. students will be applying prior 
classroom knowledge to working with clients under the supervision of a  
university or community supervisor. supervision will be provided by video/
audio taping of professional interventions with clients and live and/or group 
supervision. Prerequisite: Ced-6035, Ced-6045, Ced-6055, Ced-6080, 
Ced-6300, Psy-6040.

CED-6935 Internship: Clinical Mental Health Counseling  (6 hours)
on-site and campus-based experiences to introduce the student to various  
functions of clinical mental health counselors. students will be applying prior 
classroom knowledge to working with clients under the supervision of a university 
or community supervisor. Prerequisite: Completion of all required coursework.

Curriculum, Language & Literacy Courses
CCL-6320 Foundations & Ethics in Early Childhood Education  (3 hours)
historical, philosophical, sociological, and theological foundations and ethics  
of current thought and practice in early childhood education. Critical  
examination of a variety of current models. issues of mainstreaming, inclusion 
and cultural pluralism as they relate to the education of children from birth 
through grade three.

Director of Christian Education Courses
DCE-6320 Administration of Parish Education  (3 hours)
Basic principles of administration and supervision as they apply to the parish’s 
education program. Practical implications for organization, operation and  
evaluation of sunday school and midweek programs, youth and adult Bible 
classes, vacation Bible school, small group ministry, preschool and day-care 
programs and the recruitment and training of lay teachers. Field work required.

DCE-6330 Youth Ministry Theory & Practice  (3 hours)
Philosophical and theological foundation underlying youth work in a Christian 
congregation; emphasis on a relational orientation. specific skills for parish 
ministry with junior and senior high school youth. Peer caring, program  
development and administration, training of adult counselors, planning and 
leading youth events. Field work required.

DCE-6340 Church Leadership & Development  (3 hours)
developing the servant leader role related to the vision, mission, and goals of a 
local congregation’s education and youth ministries.

DCE-6350 Parish Teaching I  (3 hours)
Principles, organization, materials and practices of teaching the Christian faith 
to early childhood students through junior high school youth; special attention 
to sunday school and confirmation instruction and programs. students will gain 
experience in actual teaching situations and in structuring lessons. Field work 
required. Prerequisite: dCe-2300.

DCE-6351 Parish Teaching II  (3 hours)
Principles, organization, materials and practices of teaching the Christian faith 
to senior high school youth and adults; special attention to Bible class and small 
group ministry. students will gain experience in actual teaching situations and 
in structuring lessons. Field work required. Prerequisite: dCe-2300

DCE-6630 Parish Education Leadership  (3 hours)

DCE-6950 Independent Study  (1-6 hours)

DCE-6985 Practicum in Christian Education  (3 hours)

DCE-6990 Internship in Christian Education  (6 hours)

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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Dissertation Courses
DISS-7990 Dissertation  (3 hours)
scholarly work on a dissertation as approved by the dissertation committee. 
taken on a pass/fail basis.

DISS-7991 Dissertation Supervision  (0 hours)
this course will be taken by doctoral candidates who have completed the nine 
required semester hours of diss-7990. doctoral candidates must use this 
course to maintain continuous enrollment while working on their dissertation. 
taken on a pass/fail basis.

Economics Courses
ECO-6100 Managerial Economics  (2 hours)
essential microeconomic concepts such as supply, demand, costs and optimal 
pricing. study of how firms behave in the environments of competitive through 
monopolistic markets. Focus on applications. how economists think about 
business problems and the ability to apply economic tools to these problems.

ECO-6200 Macroeconomic Analysis  (3 hours)
theory of modern macroeconomics. determination of macroeconomic 
variables including aggregate demand and supply, output, employment, prices 
and the interest rate. in the short and long run. examples of macroeconomics 
policy in stabilizing the business cycle and promoting growth.

Educational Leadership Courses
EDL-6100 Research in Education
see FPr-6600.

EDL-6105 Research Design
see FPr-7900.

EDL-6110 Quantitative Analysis
see FPr-7610.

EDL-6115 Qualitative Analysis
see FPr-7700.

EDL-6116 Survey/Instrument Development
see FPr-7600.

EDL-6120 Supervision and Improvement of Instruction  (3 hours)
a study and application of various educational supervisory models with  
emphasis on the instruction process.

EDL-6130 School Evaluation and Change Process  (3 hours)
examination and application of school program and curricular evaluation 
processes to school improvement. examination and application of change 
processes and interventions.

EDL-6135 Organizational Development, Innovation, and Change  (3 hours)
the examination and application of organizational development processes 
leading to change and innovation in educational organizations. an examination 
of leadership and entrepreneurship as it relates to building school systems and 
other learning institutions worldwide.

EDL-6210 School Finance and Business Management  (3 hours)
Financing of public and nonpublic schools and its relationship to government 
and other sponsoring agencies. introduction of methods used in business and 
financial management of schools.

EDL-6211 Principles of School Business Management  (3 hours)
introduces students to the role of school business management including key 
concepts, skills and aptitudes. Provides a basis from which students can connect 
and apply key school business management concepts to their graduate business 
education in the MBa program.

EDL-6215 Budgeting, Grant Writing, and Third Source Funding  (3 hours)
Principles of budgeting as it relates to program and educational needs.  
Writing grants and identifying and securing additional program funding from 
government and third-party sources.

EDL-6220 School Organization and Human Resources  (3 hours)
Leadership theory and its impact on educational organization, culture,  
leadership skills and processes.

EDL-6230 School Law  (3 hours)
analysis of legal issues as they affect teachers, students, programs and  
tort liability.

EDL-6240 Instructional Leadership  (3 hours)
elements of instruction leadership are examined emphasizing parent, staff and 
community collaborations including advanced curriculum and instruction.

EDL-6250 Special Education Law & Policy  (3 hours)
impact of special education policies and implementation as related to public 
and nonpublic schools. analysis of legal guidelines, litigation, individualized 
education programs, inclusion and characteristics of exceptional learners.

EDL-6260 Legal Issues for Nonpublic Education  (3 hours)
analysis of legal issues as they affect governance and management of  
nonpublic schools.

EDL-6300 Ethics of School Leadership  (3 hours)
analysis and application of normative ethical theories and the perspectives of 
care and the Christian life to moral issues.

EDL-6310 Schools, Parent, Community Relations  (3 hours)
Processes and skills needed to develop effective communication programs  
linking schools, parents and community.

EDL-6320 Current Problems and Issues in Education  (3 hours)
issues and problems in public and nonpublic education; impact on classroom 
practices; exploration of policy arguments and strategies; individual  
research projects.

EDL-6340 Politics and Policies of Urban School  (3 hours)
theory and research of the interrelations of politics and policies and their  
influence on urban schooling. emphasis is placed on the process of  
neighborhood ethnic, class, racial, economic and political identities. an  
exploration and analysis of social policy issues and their impact on  
urban schooling.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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EDL-6500 Administration of Early Childhood Programs  (3 hours)
analysis of professional standards in the field and implications for program 
practice. Provision for children with special needs.

EDL-6700 Assuming Leadership Roles  (3 hours)
Understanding and applying the knowledge, skills, and practices of effective 
school leadership.

EDL-6705 Leading Change  (3 hours)
applying leadership knowledge, skills, and dispositions in addressing problems 
impacting student learning.

EDL-6710 Using Data to Inform Practice  (3 hours)
analyzing data to inform professional practice and lead school  
improvement efforts.

EDL-6715 Providing Instructional Support  (3 hours)
examining school and teacher practices that enhance student achievement.

EDL-6720 Influencing the School Culture  (3 hours)
developing and sustaining a school culture that supports student achievement.

EDL-6725 Building Collaborative Relationships  (3 hours)
developing and sustaining collaborative relationships for effective  
school reform.

EDL-6730 Leading from Within  (3 hours)
Understanding and applying the knowledge, skills, and dispositions of effective 
teacher leadership.

EDL-6740 Increasing the Capacity of All Learners  (3 hours)
examining school and teacher practices that enhance student achievement.

EDL-6745 Leadership Roles in Educational Organizations  (3 hours)
explores theories, research, policies, and practices that support effective  
school leadership.

EDL-6750 Leading Change for School Improvement  (3 hours)
the analysis of school-wide change from different theoretical perspectives.

EDL-6755 Utilizing Data for School Success  (3 hours)
the administrator’s role and responsibility in analyzing data to inform  
professional practice and lead school reform efforts.

EDL-6760 Leadership Strategies that Enhance Teaching & Learning  (3 hours)
theories, research, and best practices that support effective  
instructional practices.

EDL-6765 Creating the Culture to Lead Effective School Reform Efforts  (3 hours)
Factors that impact a school culture and the affect of human behavior  
on organizations.

EDL-6770 Leadership in Educational Organizations  (3 hours)

EDL-6775 Leading School Based Professional Learning Communities  (3 hours)
Leading school based learning communities and their role in student  
achievement and school improvement.

EDL-6780 Leadership for School Improvement  (3 hours)
examines the accountability role of the school leader in facilitating school 
improvement processes.

EDL-6785 Role of Measurement & Assessment in School Improvement  (3 hours)
the administrator’s role and responsibility in continuous school improvement, 
accountability, assessment, evaluation, and measurement initiatives to enhance 
student achievement.

EDL-6790 Responsive School Leadership  (3 hours)
the importance of responsive school leadership in continuous improvement 
initiatives, curricula development, standards based instruction and  
instructional supervision.

EDL-6795 Advanced Leadership for School Improvement  (3 hours)
integration of educational theory into practice through examination,  
critique, and modification of school improvement plans to provide staff and  
stakeholders with the assurance of continuous school improvement, ongoing 
internal review using a cycle of inquiry, and action based leadership by the 
school improvement team.

EDL-6800 Creating a Sense of Urgency for Student Expectations  (3 hours)
amplifying the urgency for high expectations for all students.

EDL-6805 Accomplished Teachers as Leaders  (3 hours)
examining leadership styles, behaviors, and paradigms as they related to  
professional roles and responsibilities.

EDL-6810 Creating Connections for Meaningful Learning  (3 hours)
Understanding collaboration as a means for meeting the needs of all learners.

EDL-6815 Exploring Leadership Strategies that Promote  
  Collaborative Relationships with School Administrators  (3 hours)
developing effective collaborative relationships between teacher leaders and 
school administrators.

EDL-6820 Reflecting on Systemic Teacher Practice  (3 hours)
Professional inquiry and action research as a systemic means of professional 
growth and improved classroom practice

EDL-6825 Building Collaborative Relationships with Peers, Colleagues,  
   and External Stakeholders  (3 hours)
Collaboration as a means of engaging all stakeholders in continuous improvement.

EDL-6950 Independent Study in Educational Leadership  (1-6 hours)

EDL-6970 Independent Research  (3 hours)

EDL-6983 School Leadership Internship I  (3 hours)
an academic, year-long clinical experience at the K-12 level, requiring  
extensive, intensive and diverse assignments and administrative activities.

EDL-6984 School Leadership Internship II  (3 hours)
an academic, year-long clinical experience at the K-12 level, requiring  
extensive, intensive and diverse assignments and administrative activities.

EDL-7100 The Superintendency  (3 hours)
administrative techniques and interrelationships of the district administrator 
with other administrators, school staff, school boards and different  
governmental agencies.

EDL-7110 Strategies of Educational Leadership  (3 hours)
analysis of management and supervisory skills and behavior that lead to the 
improvement of instruction in public and private schools.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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EDL-7120 Research-Based Decision Making  (3 hours)
the analysis of the methodological and statistical components of existing 
research data to enhance and facilitate the educational decision making process. 
Particular attention is given to applications regarding issues of educational policy.

EDL-7130 Nonpublic School Organization and Leadership  (3 hours)
analysis of models and strategies of effective nonpublic school leadership.

EDL-7140 Organizational Change  (3 hours)
application of change theory to large and small organizations. Leadership  
strategies for successful change implementation.

EDL-7200 Principal as Instructional Leader  (3 hours)
this course will address the role of the principal as the instructional leader. 
Particular emphasis will be on school improvement as it relates to curriculum, 
instruction, assessment, technology, and 21st century learning skills.

EDL-7210 Policy Analysis  (3 hours)
educational policy-making at the macro (national, regional and state) and 
micro (local and institutional) levels. selected educational policies.

EDL-7220 Human Resource Administration and Bargaining  (3 hours)
Functions of human resource planning, recruitment, selection, placement, 
development and related legal issues and human relations.

EDL-7230 Educational Finance  (3 hours)
Public values, policy issues, specialized terminology and practical problems  
associated with the generation, distribution and internal allocation and control 
of education revenues and expenditures.

EDL-7240 Supervisory Theory and Practice  (3 hours)
examine administrative and supervisory behaviors that foster the  
development of a positive organizational culture to facilitate and enable  
various constituencies to contribute to the development and realization of 
organizational goals. Provide candidates with the opportunity to develop  
supervisory skills for personnel, including those from diverse backgrounds.

EDL-7250 Legal Issues for School Districts  (3 hours)
this course examines legal issues affecting school districts in illinois. Federal 
and state case law will be reviewed and applied to legal problems that confront 
school administrators. Prerequisite: edL-6230.

EDL-7260 School/District Improvement Data Analysis  (3 hours)
this course addresses school district and building leadership roles in  
creating an infrastructure and systems that focus on school/district  
improvement. Particular emphasis is on school improvement as it relates to 
accountability demonstrated through assessment design, data gathering and 
analysis. Candidates will learn how to utilize data to improve curriculum, 
instruction, multiple forms of assessment, and incorporate technology to meet 
the needs of the 21st century learner.

EDL-7300 Ethics for Educational Leaders  (3 hours)
ethical theories and practice of school district leadership.

EDL-7500 Mixed Methods Research  (3 hours)
see FPr-7800.

EDL-7510 Advanced Topics in Statistics  (3 hours)
see FPr-7620.

EDL-7520 Advanced Topics in Qualitative Analysis  (3 hours)
see FPr-7710.

EDL-7891 Professional Career Training: Superintendent Track  (3 hours)
students complete and internship to fulfill a requirement for the state of  
illinois superintendent endorsement.

EDL-7892 Professional Career Training: Professional Track  (3 hours)
students complete a career-oriented, field-based experience.

EDL-7990 Dissertation  (3 hours)

EDL-7991 Dissertation Supervision  (0 hours)

Educational Technology Courses
EDT-6010 Integrating Technology Across the Curriculum  (3 hours)
an overview of current instructional technologies and their applications.  
the role of instructional design in the development of curriculum and the  
identification of strategies and pedagogical approaches to the integration of 
technology in the educational setting.

EDT-6020 Critical Education Practice and the Internet  (3 hours)
introduction of contemporary online practices found in today’s classroom and 
outside of it as well. online learning environments and the “digital divide” 
between what students do, have access to, in and out of school. the significance 
of the “gender gap” in computer science and the sociotechnical practices.

EDT-6030 Using Technology to Build Learning Communities  (3 hours)
examination and evaluation of the use of technologies in the design and  
building of learning communities and development of community-based  
outreach and engagement.

EDT-6040 Visual Literacy in the Classroom  (3 hours)
Pedagogical concepts and design strategies underlying the use of an image-rich 
curriculum to enhance instruction. examination and evaluation of the use of 
visual technology tools and techniques to build visual literacy and meet  
 learning objectives.

EDT-6050 Technology for Effective Decision Making in Teaching and Learning  (3 hours)
examination of the decision-making process and the role of technology in  
supporting data-driven decision-making to enhance teaching and learning.

EDT-6060 Trends and Future of Technology in Education  (3 hours)
an overview of current and emerging innovative technologies in teaching 
and learning. an examination of the historical and evaluative framework for 
assessing the effectiveness of technology interventions and future educational 
technology developments and applications.

EDT-6070 Educational Technology Leadership  (3 hours)
Leadership theories and practices to improve professional practice and exhibit 
leadership in the community by promoting the use of digital resources to 
improve student learning.

EDT-6080 Applied Project in Educational Technology  (3 hours)

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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EDT-6100 Introduction to Educational Technology  (3 hours)
introduction to and examination of the field of educational technology, laying 
a foundation for digital literacy within a school setting, theory, and practice of 
instructional design for technology integration.

EDT-6205 Educational Technology Hardware and Software  (3 hours)
Planning, configuring and maintaining computer/technology systems,  
including basic networks, for school laboratories, classroom clusters and other 
appropriate instructional arrangements. Primary focus in on K-12 schools.

EDT-6950 Independent Study in Educational Technology  (1-6 hours)

Education Courses
EDU-6000 Classroom Discipline  (3 hours)
theological basis, legal ramifications and practical applications of classroom  
disciplinary techniques. Prominent current approaches will be examined in 
light of research. application to the participants’ classrooms through  
problem-solving techniques.

EDU-6025 Teaching Science and Mathematics in the Elementary Classroom  (3 hours)
Curriculum, methods and materials for the teaching of mathematics and 
science in the elementary school classroom. application of subject area and 
teaching standards to curriculum, assessment and planning. Field experiences 
required. Prerequisite: admission to the College of education.

EDU-6027 Assessment: Bilingual Students  (3 hours)

EDU-6035 Curriculum and Methods of Teaching Elementary/Middle  
   School P.E., Music and Art  (3 hours)
Methods and materials for teaching art, music and physical education at the 
elementary school level. emphasis on appropriate activities, instructional 
strategies, and the significance of these subject areas within the elementary 
school curriculum. open to teacher candidates who have been accepted into 
the professional instructional courses or to in-service teachers. Field experience 
hours required.

EDU-6040 Classroom Teaching Skills  (3 hours)
discovery of a variety of instructional strategies for teaching and the beginning 
of the electronic portfolio process for initial certification for the College of 
education. enrollment is limited to graduate students working toward initial 
certification. required for admission to the College of education.

EDU-6045 Introduction to Theories of Learning & Cognition  (3 hours)
this course will introduce pre-service teachers to learning theory and the 
research on cognition. emphasis will be placed on connecting principles of 
learning theory to classroom practice and on the concept of developmentally 
appropriate instruction.

EDU-6060 Classroom Management and Assessment  (3 hours)
a methods course that focuses on appropriate classroom management  
strategies and provides an introduction to classroom assessment and evaluation. 
Full-day course experience required with on-site field experience. enrollment 
limited to graduate students working toward initial teacher certification.

EDU-6095 Foundations of Early Childhood Education  (3 hours)
historical, philosophical, sociological, and theological foundations and ethics  
of current thought and practice in early childhood education. Critical  
examination of program models. issues of mainstreaming, inclusion, cultural 
diversity, ethics and professionalism as they relate to the education of children 
birth through age eight.

EDU-6100 Development, Implementation, and Evaluation of  
   Early Childhood Curriculum  (3 hours)
Programs, standards, materials, resources for early childhood curriculum.  
analysis of issues, trends, and current practices related to national and  
international models and programs. experiences in curriculum design,  
development, implementation and evaluation.

EDU-6105 Observation and Assessment of Young Children  (3 hours)
the various methods of child study, observation, portfolio development and 
other assessment strategies are studied as a way to assess children’s growth and 
the development of knowledge and skills. in addition, current classroom  
practices and learning environments are explored to identify changes that benefit 
children, their families and communication between program and home.

EDU-6115 Infant and Toddler Programs  (3 hours)
Programs for infants and toddlers in centers, homes and part-time agencies. 
issues related to program provision for normal and exceptional children in a 
pluralistic society. an overview of early intervention services and issues.  
Field trips.

EDU-6125 Teaching Science and Math in the Early Childhood Classroom  (3 hours)
Curriculum, methods and materials for the teaching of mathematics and  
science in the early childhood classroom. application of subject area and 
teaching standards to curriculum, assessment and planning. Field experiences 
required. Course fee. Prerequisite: admission to the College of education.

EDU-6130 Play Theory in Child Development & Education  (3 hours)
the study of play theory and stages. examination of cultural, socioeconomic, 
age and gender differences in play. emphasis on the value of play in childcare 
and education from birth through age eight. the role of adults in the support 
of children’s play and its application to educational settings.

EDU-6135 Fundamentals of Learning Theory  (3 hours)
Learning facilitators will develop an understanding of cognitive development  
in K-12 children and adult learners. this course will focus on cognitive  
functioning, brain research, and critical thinking as they relate to  
research-based, best practices for teaching and learning.

EDU-6140 Resources/Strategies of Teaching ECE  (3 hours)
Curriculum materials, teaching methodologies and teaching environments 
to support optimal growth and development of young children from birth 
through grade three. analysis of practice in light of current theories and  
cultural issues. integrating technology into instruction and the beginning of the 
electronic portfolio process. required for admission into the College of  
education for initial certification candidates.

EDU-6150 Creative Processes for the Young Child  (3 hours)
the study of and experiences in drama, music, creative movement and the 
visual arts. teaching methods and their application in the early childhood  
classroom. Field trips. Fee required.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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EDU-6160 Parent Involvement in Early Childhood Education  (3 hours)
analysis of issues, trends and current practices related to parent involvement in 
schools and child care programs.

EDU-6170 International Perspectives on Early Childhood Education  (3 hours)
trends, issues and emerging research in early childhood programs  
internationally. Comparison of educational philosophies and practices in 
selected countries. overview of international early childhood organizations, 
models and movements.

EDU-6175 Identification & Education of Young Children with Special Needs  (3 hours)
identification of characteristics of young children with disabilities or at risk for 
developmental delays. applicable laws, policies, and guidelines. assessment, 
programming, and intervention techniques. emphasis on collaboration with 
parents and professionals.

EDU-6180 Seminar in Early Childhood Education  (3 hours)
Problems, challenges and issues confronting the early childhood professional. 
individual and group study. Prerequisites: edL-6100 and 21 hours of graduate 
work in early childhood education or permission of instructor.

EDU-6190 Practicum in Early Childhood Education  (3 hours)
supervised field experience. exposure to the total range of services to young 
children and their families including administration and supervision of  
programs. Prerequisite: 24 hours of graduate work in early childhood education.

EDU-6200 Beginning Reading Instruction  (3 hours)
an examination of the factors involved in the beginning literacy process. Focus 
on current theory and research relating to issues in literacy development in 
grades K-3.

EDU-6201 Teaching of Reading  (3 hours)
the reading process, the commercial reading programs available, the needs  
and interests of children, the methods and procedures for instruction and  
the organizational patterns for effective reading motivation. Clinical  
reading required.

EDU-6205 Language and Reading Theory  (3 hours)
Linguistic factors that influence the reading process, language acquisition, 
components of written discourse, bilingual education, the language arts and 
learning theory related to language. implications for reading instruction based 
on current theory and research.

EDU-6210 Studies in Elementary School Reading  (3 hours)
Principles, practices and problems in elementary school reading programs.  
emphasis on application of current theory and research. Prerequisite:  
Undergraduate course in reading instruction or permission of instructor.

EDU-6211 Studies in Literacy  (3 hours)
this survey course examines the correlates of effective literacy instruction.  
emphasis on application of current theory and research to P-12 classrooms. 
(not open to candidates in the Ma: reading program.)

EDU-6212 Studies in Literacy and Multiliteracies  (3 hours)
examination of the correlates of effective literacy instruction. emphasis on 
application of current theory and research in literacy and multiliteracies as it 
applies to P-12 classrooms.

EDU-6225 Diagnosis of Reading Problems  (3 hours)
Causes and types of reading retardation, procedures for working with problem 
readers, experiences in administering and interpreting standardized and  
informal tests. Prerequisite: edU-6210 or equivalent.

EDU-6226 Remediation of Reading Problems  (3 hours)
Focus on current research relating to common reading problems and their  
correction. Prerequisite: edU-6225.

EDU-6230 Reading in Mid/Sec Schools  (3 hours)
the reading process; selection and evaluation of classroom materials; and  
assessment of students. Prerequisite: admission to the College of education.

EDU-6285 Seminar in Emergent Reading & Writing  (3 hours)
exploration of reading and writing development theories. development and 
implementation of ethnographic and/or action research with emergent readers 
and writers. Program development for children and classrooms.

EDU-6291 Roles, Relationships, and Ethics of the Reading Professional  (4 hours)
the role of the reading professional in program development, implementation, 
supervision and assessment. Focus on ethics, censorship and vocation from a 
Christian perspective.

EDU-6295 Practicum in Reading Instruction  (3 hours)
Field experiences in reading program selection, implementation, supervision 
and evaluation. ordinarily, this should be the final course in the program. this 
course should be taken near the end of the program. Prerequisite: edU-6226.

EDU-6296 Practicum in Remediate Reading II  (3 hours)
application of remedial techniques in a supervised, clinical situation.  
Prerequisite: edU-6295. Limited to graduate students with a minimum of 
one-year teaching experience or consent of department chair.

EDU-6300 Research in Children’s Literature  (3 hours)
examination of selected research in children’s literature. in-depth study into 
children’s literature. research and implications for instruction.

EDU-6310 Thematic Approaches to Children’s Literature  (3 hours)
Contemporary children’s literature explored through study of specific themes 
such as family crisis, death, minorities and changing roles.

EDU-6350 Characteristics & Learning Needs of Students with Academic  
   and Physical Challenges  (3 hours)
this course is designed to identify the characteristics of individuals ages 3-21 
with moderate and severe developmental, physical, and multiple disabilities. 
the course will examine the impact of language disorders, processing deficits, 
behavioral/emotional and sensory disabilities on the development of  
individuals with cognitive and physical disabilities. the course will examine 
opportunities to support learning social, personal daily living, and vocational 
needs of students.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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EDU-6355 Instructional Strategies for Students with Academic and  
   Physical Challenges  (3 hours)
this course is designed to examine the curriculum, instruction, and  
materials for teaching students with moderate and severe developmental  
disabilities and students with physical disabilities. the course will also examine 
strategies for activities of daily living and the use of adaptive technology.  
Prerequisites: admission to College of education for degree-seeking students 
and edU-6350. Field experience required.

EDU-6360 Characteristics & Learning Needs of Students with Specific Learning 
   Disabilities and Emotional Disabilities  (3 hours)
this course is designed to identify the characteristics of individuals ages 3-21 
with specific learning disabilities and emotional disabilities. the impact of 
characteristics on the cognitive, academic, language, and social development of 
individuals will be examined.

EDU-6365 Instructional Strategies for Students with Specific Learning Disabilities 
   and Emotional Disabilities  (3 hours)
this course is designed to examine the organization and implementation of 
curriculum, materials and management to facilitate acquisition, maintenance, 
and generalization of skills for students with learning disabilities. the course 
also examines the organization of the classroom and school environment for 
teaching and facilitating social, behavioral, and emotional needs to students 
with emotional disorders. also included are instructional planning and design, 
instructional and community goals. Field experience required. Prerequisites: 
admission to College of education for degree-seeking students and edU-6360.

EDU-6370 Curriculum Based and Educational Measurements of  
   Exceptional Learners  (3 hours)
this course is designed to examine the diagnostic procedures that guide  
instruction of exceptional learners within the least restrictive environment. the 
course will also include use and analysis of standardized and curriculum based 
assessment and assessment techniques to support the learning of students. Field 
experience required. Prerequisites: admission to the College of education for 
degree-seeking students; edU-6360 and edU-6350.

EDU-6400 Literature-Children/Adolescent  (3 hours)
general survey of literature for children birth through adolescence; criteria for 
evaluation; trends and issues.

EDU-6410 Comparative Education  (3 hours)
educational systems in selected nations of the world. historical background 
and economic, political, cultural and social conditions, which affect the  
educational system.

EDU-6415 Professional Responsibility and Ethics for Teachers  (3 hours)
this course is an introduction to school law, professional responsibility, and 
ethics for pre-service teachers.

EDU-6425 Psychology & Methods of Teaching the Exceptional Learner  (3 hours)
identification of characteristics of exceptional learners; applicable laws and 
policies; response to intervention; educational program development based on 
empirically-supported instructional techniques; assessment and ieP procedures; 
transition planning. Field experience required.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 

EDU-6435 Introduction to Education  (3 hours)
this course explores the origins of standards-based education in our american 
educational system. it introduces students to the knowledge, skills, attitudes 
and behaviors of effective teachers. the course also provides background to 
the context of contemporary education through an examination of historical, 
philosophical and political influences.

EDU-6445 Introduction to Research for Pre-service Teachers  (3 hours)
this course will introduce pre-service teachers to the purpose, value and  
processes of educational research. an emphasis will be placed on how teachers 
will use research in their classroom practice.

EDU-6450 Adult Learning  (3 hours)
addresses the adult learner’s development, learning styles, conditions of  
learning, and life circumstances. also examines the adult educator’s role,  
methodology, learning theory and evaluation techniques.

EDU-6460 Foundations and Ethics in American Education  (3 hours)
analysis and application of ethical principles to historical issues in american 
education, including the relationship of Christian life to educational issues.

EDU-6500 Curriculum Construction  (3 hours)
educational objectives and the selection and organization of learning  
experiences. Contemporary types of curriculum organization, factors affecting 
curriculum, pertinent research.

EDU-6510 Standards-Based Education  (3 hours)
a study of the standards movement in education with an emphasis on  
curriculum construction. Content standards with methodology of social studies 
education is also included.

EDU-6515 Contemporary Issues in Curriculum and Practice  (3 hours)
Contemporary educational issues in the United states. obstacles and  
challenges faced by educators. Basic assumptions and social forces that  
influence current educational policy making and reform.

EDU-6520 Research Based Instructional Strategies  (3 hours)
reviews of research that support effective instructional strategies.

EDU-6525 Teacher as Practitioner  (3 hours)
Knowledge and skills regarding effective teaching and instruction. analysis of 
current and emerging research in pedagogy.

EDU-6526 Social and Cultural Linguistics/Diverse Student  (3 hours)
this course takes a fundamental approach to enable teachers to develop 
competency for teaching diverse and/or marginalized students. this course 
will explore issues of language, culture and social class involved in teaching in 
american schools. this course aims to develop the necessary knowledge, skills, 
attitudes and awareness that are crucial for teachers to possess in order to meet 
the social and academic needs of diverse students in american schools.

EDU-6530 Curriculum Change & Development  (3 hours)

EDU-6535 Teacher as Leader  (3 hours)
effective teacher leadership in classrooms, schools and other social institutions. 
Comparative educational systems, organizational theory and school change and 
reform processes.
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EDU-6540 Special Education Curriculum & Pedagogy  (3 hours)

EDU-6545 Action Research  (3 hours)
Understanding of action research in educational settings. Focus on  
development of basic action research skills for improved teacher practice.  
skills for interpreting published research also are emphasized.

EDU-6550 Brain Research & Classroom Learning  (3 hours)

EDU-6555 Seminar in Reflective Practice  (3 hours)
a capstone seminar that explores teaching as a reflective practice. reflection on 
one’s own beliefs and assumptions as they relate to teaching and learning.

EDU-6560 Technology & Effective Classroom  (3 hours)
application and use of educational technology to enrich and enhance  
instructional experiences for both the teacher and the learner.

EDU-6570 Teaching at the Secondary Level  (3 hours)

EDU-6600 Theoretical Foundations Teaching Bilingual  (3 hours)
examination of issues related to multilingual and multicultural education in 
the U.s. and other parts of the world with respect to its impact on classroom 
practices. Critical issues related to multilingualism and multiculturalism in the 
contexts of language, culture, race, ethnicity, identity, social class and political 
power between majority and minority cultures.

EDU-6610 Language and Linguistics  (3 hours)
analysis of the symbolic systems and the cultural bases of english in  
relationship to other languages through exploration of structure and history, 
language development and variation and communicative competence in the 
context of language use.

EDU-6620 Teaching English Language Learners  (3 hours)
exploration of psychological, linguistic and cultural foundations in teaching 
english as a second or additional language. examination of current trends in 
esL teaching and instructional strategies that accommodate students in all 
levels of esL/eFL settings.

EDU-6635 Methods & Materials for Teaching Bilingual Students  (3 hours)
exploration of principles and methodology for planning, selecting,  
implementing, and evaluating materials used for instructing LeP students in a 
bilingual classroom. issues of first and second language development, effective 
primary language teaching strategies and acculturation matters.

EDU-6700 Assessment Theory & Practice  (3 hours)
introduction to psychometrics including reliability and validity theory and  
evaluation. development, implementation and scoring of effective  
measurement instruments including authentic assessments and tests across  
the disciplines. interpretation of results and instructional planning.

EDU-6920 Student Teaching: Early Childhood Education  (6 hours)
supervised experience in a Pre-K–3 school setting for a minimum of 12 weeks 
on a full-time basis under the guidance of a cooperating teacher and a  
University supervisor. seminars required. open only to students admitted to 
the Mat early Childhood education program who have been approved for 
student teaching.

EDU-6921 Student Teaching: Elementary/Middle School Education  (6 hours)
supervised experience in a K-9 school setting for a minimum of 12 weeks on 
a full-time basis under the guidance of a cooperating teacher and a University 
supervisor. seminars required. open only to students admitted to the Mat 
elementary education program who have been approved for student teaching.

EDU-6922 Student Teaching: Secondary Education  (6 hours)
supervised experience in a grade 6-12 school setting for a minimum of  
12 weeks on a full-time basis under the guidance of a cooperating teacher  
and a University supervisor. seminars required. open only to students  
admitted to the Mat secondary education program who have been approved 
for student teaching.

EDU-6950 Independent Study in Education  (1-3 hours)

EDU-6970 Independent Research  (3 hours)

EDU-6982 Practicum in Staff Development  (3 hours)
a capstone fieldwork experience in staff development allowing prospective 
specialists to put into practice what has been learned throughout the course 
of study. the practicum may extend for more than one semester. Prerequisite: 
Completion of coursework in the program.

EDU-6990 Thesis (3-6 hours)

EDU-7100 Curriculum Theory & Design (3 hours)
exploration and analysis of curriculum theory and design for educational 
programs, early childhood through high school. analysis, trends and current 
practices in the light of national and international models and educational  
programs. study of curriculum theory in relationship to the processes of  
curriculum design, development, implementation and evaluation.

EDU-7180 Field Work in Early Childhood Education  (3 hours)
supervised field experience. structured experiences in the role of the early 
childhood professional in classroom settings. varied individualized experiences 
based on the personal needs and interests of the doctoral student. Prerequisites: 
admission to the doctoral program and 30 semester hours of graduate work in 
the program.

EDU-7185 Field Work in Early Childhood Leadership  (3 hours)
supervised field experience. structure experiences in the role of the early 
childhood professional in leadership settings. varied individualized experiences 
based on the personal needs and interests of the doctoral student. Prerequisites: 
admission to the doctoral program and 30 semester hours of graduate work in 
the program.

EDU-7400 History and Culture of American Education  (3 hours)
a seminar that examines historical and current issues of democracy,  
meritocracy and diversity in education. influences of historical decisions about 
education on modern education. normative, technical and political issues 
involved in reform of public education.

EDU-7890 Comprehensive Seminar  (3 hours)
students demonstrate understanding of key concepts taught in the courses they 
have completed in their doctoral program. Candidates will lead seminars that  
review basic core content and emphasize practical applications. at the  
completion of the course, candidates will present a professional portfolio.  
Prerequisite: Completion of all but three or fewer courses in the doctoral program.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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English Courses
ENG-6100 Language Development of the Young Child  (3 hours)
normal patterns of native language acquisition of young children.

ENG-6150 Literature and Related Media for Adolescents  (3 hours)
general survey of adolescent literature and related media materials for grades 
six through twelve including criteria for evaluation and study of trends  
and issues.

ENG-6380 Literary Theory & Criticism  (3 hours)
various contemporary critical approaches to the study of literature and to 
research tools and methods used in literary studies.

ENG-6520 20th Century American Fiction  (3 hours)
Forms and themes in american fiction from World War i to the present.  
Writers include Fitzgerald, hemingway, Faulkner, Morrison.

ENG-6540 Modern Drama  (3 hours)
development of Western modern drama. dramatists include ibsen, Chekov, 
shaw, o’neill, Pirandello, Williams, and Beckett.

ENG-6602 Teaching English in the Middle & Secondary School  (3 hours)
theories and methods for teaching english in the middle and secondary school. 
Practice in developing plans and materials.
ENG-6950 Independent Study  (1-3 hours)

Foreign Language Courses
FOL-6110 Methods/Materials for Teaching Limited English-Proficient  
  Students/Bilingual Programs  (3 hours)
Principles and methodology for planning, selecting, implementing and  
evaluating materials used for instructing LeP students. First and second  
language development and acculturation. Philosophy considering the learner, 
the general purpose of the instructional program, the content or subject matter 
and the learning process.

FOL-6120 Theoretical Foundations for Teaching Bilingual Students  (3 hours)
exploration of the theoretical aspects of teaching english to non-english  
speaking students through bilingual approaches. historical background and 
current status of bilingual programs.

FOL-6603 Methods for Teaching Foreign Language –  
  Middle/Secondary Schools  (3 hours)
rationale, objectives, content, materials, strategies and evaluation of foreign 
language instruction on the middle and secondary level; observational and 
practical experiences.

Foundations, Policy and Research Courses
FPR-6000 Ethics & Foundations of American Education  (3 hours)
analysis and application of ethical principles to historical issues in american 
education, including the relationship of Christian life to educational issues.

FPR-6010 Theoretical, Ethical, and Practical Foundations  
  of Educational Technology  (3 hours)
study of the theoretical, historical, contemporary and ethical foundations of 
educational technology. debates social and ethical issues surrounding  
integrated technologies as they are designed and implemented for an academic 
environment. examines how technology is embedded within policies and  
practices in curriculum and instruction.

FPR-6050 Philosophies of Education  (3 hours)
development of educational thought and practice on the basis of writings 
reflecting the philosophies and philosophical theories of past and present  
educational leaders. evaluation in the light of contemporary trends in  
american education.

FPR-6150 History of American Educational Experience  (3 hours)
interpretation of the role of educational forces, processes and institutions as 
part of the historical development of america. trends in the development of 
the american school are isolated and analyzed.

FPR-6200 Comparative Education  (3 hours)
educational systems in selected nations of the world. historical background 
and economic, political, cultural and social conditions, which affect the  
educational system.

FPR-6300 Foundations of Bilingual/Bicultural Education  (3 hours)
Critical issues related to bilingualism and biculturalism in the contexts of  
language, culture, race, ethnicity, identity, social class, and political power  
between majority and minority cultures. Programmatic considerations in K-6 
and 7-12 education.

FPR-6350 Cross Cultural Studies: Teaching the  
   Limited English Proficient  (3 hours)
analysis of the cultural, social, psychological, structural and sociopolitical  
processes effecting cross-cultural learning in schools and the larger society.

FPR-6400 Contemporary Issues in Curriculum & Practice  (3 hours)
Contemporary educational issues in the United states. obstacles and  
challenges faced by educators. Basic assumptions and social forces that  
influence current educational policy making and reform.

FPR-6410 Problems & Issues in Education  (3 hours)

FPR-6440 History of Western Education  (3 hours)
development of Western education from an historical perspective. education 
and schooling is viewed in relationship to cultural, social, economic and  
political trends in various historical periods. attention to theories and practices.

FPR-6500 Social and Cultural Linguistics of the Diverse Student  (3 hours)
this course takes a fundamental approach to enable teachers to develop 
competency for teaching diverse and/or marginalized students. this course 
will explore issues of language, culture and social class involved in teaching in 
american schools. this course aims to develop the necessary knowledge, skills, 
attitudes and awareness that are crucial for teachers to possess in order to meet 
the social and academic needs of diverse students in american schools.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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FPR-6550 Politics & Policies of Urban Schooling  (3 hours)
theory and research of the interrelations of politics and policies and their  
influence on urban schooling. emphasis is placed on the process of  
neighborhood ethnic, class, racial, economic and political identities. an  
exploration and analysis of social policy issues and their impact on  
urban schooling.

FPR-6600 Research in Education  (3 hours)
Understanding of education research. emphasis on interpretation of research 
and development of basic research skills for school improvement.

FPR-6620 Evaluation & Research for Counselors  (3 hours)
introduces students to the importance of research methods and program  
evaluation in advancing the counseling profession. identifying and reading  
research, critically evaluating results, analyzing and using data to enhance  
program quality.

FPR-6640 Teacher as Researcher  (3 hours)
Principles of teacher research. Focus on development of basic research skills to 
carry out action research, self study, or other practitioner research projects 
with the goal of improved teacher practice. skills for interpreting published 
research are also emphasized.

FPR-6650 Action Research  (3 hours)
Understanding of action research in educational settings. Focus on  
development of basic action research skills for improved teacher practice.  
skills for interpreting published research are also emphasized.

FPR-7000 History & Culture of American Education  (3 hours)
a seminar that examines historical and current issues of democracy,  
meritocracy and diversity in education. influences of historical decisions about 
education on modern education. normative, technical and political issues 
involved in reform of public education.

FPR-7010 Philosophical and Theoretical Foundations of Education  (3 hours)
study of the philosophical and theoretical foundations of education, including 
analysis of the aims and goals of education, processes of attainment, content 
and curriculum, and the socialization function of education and schooling.  
develop an understanding of the intersections between theory/philosophy, 
ethical perspectives and the development of policy, practice and institutions.

FPR-7100 Political & Social Contexts of Education  (3 hours)
study of selected political and social theories of education. examine the  
complex relationships that have and will continue to manifest between schools 
and society such as power structures, stakeholder groups and competing 
interests in educational practice and policy making at multiple levels. study of 
how such theories and perspectives affect school and system organization and 
control. Consider ethical perspectives.

FPR-7210 Social Justice in Education Contexts  (3 hours)
study theories of social justice and practical implications for teachers,  
administrators, and other educational professionals. introduction to dynamics 
of oppression, privilege and social power, culturally relevant and critical  
pedagogies and social identity.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 

FPR-7300 Philosophy of Scientific Knowledge  (3 hours)
this course provides an orientation to the nature, uses and limitations of  
science with the aim of achieving and understanding of the variety of  
approaches to research design and developing conceptual frameworks. With 
regard to the metatheory of knowledge, particular attention will be paid to the 
following topics: the relationship between theory and observations, the role of 
the researcher’s values in knowledge generation, how the research conceptualizes 
the relationship between researcher and subjects, the standards that are used to 
appraise theories, the theory of reality (ontology) and of how to know that reality 
(epistemology) that underlies critical theories, and how different methods of data 
gathering and data analysis influence the generation of scientific knowledge.

FPR-7400 Policy Analysis  (3 hours)
educational policy-making at the macro (national, regional and state) and 
micro (local and institutional) levels. selected educational policies.

FPR-7450 Assessment in Educational Settings  (3 hours)
assessment theory and practice in micro and macro school contexts.  
introduction to psychometrics, including reliability and validity. data analysis 
and data-based decision-making. Creating, application and/or critique of  
international, national, state, district, school, and classroom assessments to  
improve student achievement, evaluate programs, and inform policymaking.

FPR-7600 Survey/Instrument Development  (3 hours)
this course introduces students to survey and instrument development  
including issues related to operationalizing variables, construction, sampling, 
coding, analysis and validation.

FPR-7610 Quantitative Analysis  (3 hours)
an introduction to the quantitative analysis of data; including data coding  
and entry of data. PasW statistics will be used to explore descriptive and  
inferential statistics: using both non-parametric and initial parametric  
techniques. Formerly edL-6110.

FPR-7620 Advanced Topics in Statistics  (3 hours)
an introduction to advanced statistical concepts including multivariate analysis, 
linear models, hierarchical linear models, factor analysis and meta-analysis.  
students will use published software packages and will learn to write basic 
syntax for custom analysis.

FPR-7700 Qualitative Analysis  (3 hours)
an examination of qualitative research approaches used in educational and 
social settings, with a focus upon research design, field relations, data collection 
and analysis and writing from a qualitative perspective.

FPR-7710 Advanced Topics in Qualitative Analysis  (3 hours)
this course will prepare students to utilize naturalistic inquiry in their own 
research, most immediately, the dissertation experience. students will be able 
to reflect on choices of inquiry paradigms, the goodness of fit between the 
problem and the approach chosen to explore it, the selection of appropriate 
instruments and the role of the writer in the presentation of findings.

FPR-7800 Mixed Methods Research  (3 hours)
this course explores the theory and practice of mixed methods research in 
program evaluation and applied educational research.
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FPR-7900 Research Design  (4 hours)
Principles of research theory, methods, inquiry, problem formulation, data 
collection, literature searches and ethical considerations. emphasis on how to 
design a doctoral-level research study.

FPR-7910 Methods of Action Research Inquiry in Schools  (3 hours)
Principles and application of action research planning, implementation and 
reflection in educational environments. exploration of collaborative,  
participatory and individual approaches to action research methods that can  
be utilized to improve schools.

Greek Courses
GRE-6110 Greek I  (4 hours)
the first semester of Koine greek grammar. Preparation for reading the new 
testament and septuagint in greek.

GRE-6120 Greek II  (4 hours)
the second semester of Koine greek grammar. Preparation for reading the 
new testament and septuagint in greek. Prerequisite: gre-6110.

GRE-6513 Readings in Greek  (1 hours)
readings from the greek new testament, septuagint, and non-canonical 
Jewish and Christian texts. review of basic vocabulary, morphology, and 
syntax. selections change from year to year. Course may be repeated for credit. 
Prerequisites: gre-6110 and gre-6120 or demonstrated competency as 
determined by either a placement exam or undergraduate transcript.

GRE-6514 Greek Readings  (2 hours)
readings from the greek new testament, septuagint, and non-canonical  
Jewish and Chrsitian texts. review of basic vocabulary, morphology, and 
syntax. selections change from year to year. Course may be repeated for credit. 
Prerequisites: gre-6110 and gre-6120

GRE-6950 Independent Study in Greek  (1-3 hours)

Health Care Administration & Leadership Courses
HAL-6100 Health Care Systems I  (3 hours)
an overview of health care systems focusing on the role of values, assessment 
of health status and analysis of need, access and use of services, supply,  
demand, and distribution of health resources, analysis of health care costs  
and expenditures.

HAL-6150 Health Care Systems II  (3 hours)
examination of the private and public financing of health service, quality of 
care assessment, control of quality and costs of care, professional self-regulation 
and compliance, leadership and administration approaches, and government 
regulations and system reform. Prerequisite: haL-6100.

HAL-6200 Leading People in Health Care Organizations  (3 hours)
Knowledge and skills for understanding and effective leadership of people in 
health care organizations (human resources). strategies for dealing with  
culture, diversity, teams, cross training, critical issues. Prerequisite: haL-6100 
and haL-6150.

HAL-6300 Legal & Ethical Considerations in Health Care  (3 hours)
examination of the major legal issues encountered in the health care industry. 
topics are principles of liability, contract negotiations, legal aspects of medical 
ethics, access to health care and legislative, regulatory and compliance  
protocols. Prerequisites: haL-6100 & haL-6150.

HAL-6400 Health Care Finance & Economics  (3 hours)
issues in health finance, particularly as these impact health care administration, 
health policy, policy formation, and population health. Microeconomic and 
macroeconomic considerations. Prerequisites: haL-6100 & haL-6150.

HAL-6500 Public Policy in Health Care  (3 hours)
issues related to U.s. Public health and allocation of resources. Local, state, 
regional, and national public health funding and policy. examination of health 
policy on health education and promotion, medical service and practice.  
Prerequisite: haL-6100 & haL-6150.

HAL-6600 Epidemiology for Heath Care Organizations  (3 hours)
Principles and practices of epidemiology, including descriptive epidemiology, 
outbreak investigation, analytic methods, surveillance with focus on field  
epidemiology. Prerequisites: haL-6100 & haL-6150.

HAL-6700 Marketing & Consumer-Driven Healthcare  (3 hours)
Current trends in healthcare marketing. strategies for consumer-driven  
marketing plans. advantages of technology for marketing opportunities, such 
as branding, blogs, stealth ads, podcasts, websites, and corporate participation in 
social e-networks. Prerequisites: haL-6100 & haL-6150.

HAL-6800 Health Information Management  (3 hours)
strategic planning, implementation and management of information systems 
in the health care industry. terminology, management strategies and utilization 
of information systems as key components in the delivery and assessment of 
health care. Prerequisites: haL-6100 & haL-6150.

HAL-6900 Health Care Administration Leadership Capstone  (3 hours)
opportunity to demonstrate professionalism as well as integration and  
application of health care leadership knowledge, competencies and skills sets 
through identification and in-depth analysis of contemporary health care  
research issues. Prerequisite: Completion of 30 hours of coursework of  
degree program.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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Hebrew Courses
HEB-6101 Hebrew I  (4 hours)
the first semester of biblical hebrew grammar. Preparation for reading the old 
testament in hebrew.

HEB-6102 Hebrew II  (4 hours)
the second semester of biblical hebrew grammar. Preparation for reading the 
old testament in hebrew. Prerequisite: heB-6101.

HEB-6500 Hebrew Readings  (3 hours)
readings from the hebrew text of the old testament. review of vocabulary, 
morphology, and syntax. selections change from year to year. instruction  
in aramaic and exposure to other northwest semitic languages as  
appropriate given specific student competence in hebrew. Course may be 
repeated for credit. Prerequisites: heB-6101 and heB-6102 or basic  
competency in Biblical hebrew as determined by a placement examination or 
undergraduate transcript.

HEB-6501 Readings in Hebrew  (1 hours)
readings from the hebrew text of the old testament. review of vocabulary, 
morphology, and syntax. selections change from year to year. Course may be 
repeated for credit. Prerequisites: heB-6101 and heB-6102 or basic  
competency in Biblical hebrew as determined by a placement examination or 
undergraduate transcript.

Journalism Courses
JOU-6100 Magazine Journalism  (3 hours)
the speciality of magazine article writing; understanding strategies for  
becoming published, and examining the national marketplace. emphasis is  
on long-form writing, editing and magazine design and layout.  
Prerequisite: JoU-2100.

JOU-6910 Topics in Journalism  (3 hours)
selected current topics in journalism as they relate to various settings. topics 
vary each time the course is taught.

Knowledge Information Management Courses
KMIL-6000 Knowledge Audits, Measurements, and Analysis  (3 hours)
this course incorporates an overview of the various methods and techniques 
for evaluating an organization’s utilization of possessed knowledge;  
benchmarking and measurement practices that assist a company’s assessment 
of knowledge management efficiency, functionality, and potential. auditing 
processes, the importance of developing and altering current efforts, with the 
allowance for contingency concerns.

KMIL-6010 Information Knowledge Technology and Applications  (3 hours)
software and techniques designed to acquire information pertinent to the  
organization and generate reports and suggestions for future objectives.  
selecting or designing systems that are functional and accommodate an  
organization’s operational, customer and internal requirements and  
compliance factors.

KMIL-6020 Knowledge Management for Higher Education Leadership  (3 hours)
application of knowledge management principles to a university environment, 
including how to apply information regarding learners, faculty, staff, state and 
national legislature, and competing institutions to improve the academic quality 
and educational conditions of the organization. the process of acquiring  
knowledge from a learning institution and developing a system to assist with 
future strategies that correspond with the current requirements, industry  
preferences and objectives of an institution.

KMIL-6030 Knowledge System Strategy and Development  (3 hours)
strategic development of applications and information retrieval methods and 
analysis, including implementation, testing and contingency planning.  
techniques and principles necessary for leading a project development scenario 
and varying methods utilized by the knowledge management industry for 
creating an information system approach that accommodates an organization’s 
requirements and compliance concerns.

KMIL-6040 Legal & Ethical Considerations in Knowledge Management  (3 hours)
an evaluation of government policy, previous and current litigation involving  
information storage, and ethical concerns regarding the dissemination of  
personal information through information systems and the internet. ethical  
consideration involving knowledge management to current utilization of  
collaborative software, customer retention methods, promotions, inter-business 
applications and information retrieval efforts.

KMIL-6050 Organizing Knowledge for Collaboration and Competition  (3 hours)
Use of information mining techniques to improve the interaction and  
knowledge among, and within organizations to improve industry advantages 
and potential profitability of companies. to recognize the importance of 
continually monitoring industry drivers and consumer preferences to assure 
competitiveness and currency with product and service offerings.

KMIL-6060 Personalization and Customization  (3 hours)
various methods of tailoring content for specific purposes which corresponds 
with recognized and isolated derived business knowledge of customers,  
employees’ preferences, and departmental functions of a company.  
Functionality of various knowledge mining applications and how they derive 
specific information about end-users and business partners to provide unique 
and pertinent assumptions.

KMIL-6070 Public/Private Education (K-12) Knowledge Management  (3 hours)
the utilization of primary schooling data and how knowledge management 
techniques are applicable for benefiting program generation, faculty  
interaction with learners and parents and administrative functions. recognize 
the attributes necessary for establishing initiatives, planning efficiencies and 
the development of pertinent policies or approaches through the use of stored 
knowledge. available applications that allow for information to be collaborated, 
acquired analyses and utilized for future strategic purposes involving  
institutional objectives and K-12 administrative concerns.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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KMIL-6080 Knowledge Administration  (3 hours)
the various administrative responsibilities of knowledge workers and how the 
efficiency of information query and decision systems could be improved to 
allow for a larger amount of potential, ergonomics and end-user satisfaction; 
leadership techniques associated with administration and the varying  
approaches for structuring a knowledge Management department, including 
information acquisition, customer representatives, data storage, system design 
and the presentation of reports.

Leadership Courses
LDR-6105 Research Design  (3 hours)

LDR-6110 Quantitative Analysis  (3 hours)

LDR-6115 Qualitative Analysis  (3 hours)

LDR-6116 Survey/Instrument Development  (3 hours)

LDR-7500 Mixed Methods Research  (3 hours)

LDR-7991 Dissertation Supervision  (0 hours)

Management Courses
MGT-6100 Operations Management  (3 hours)
Business processes, procedures and strategies used to transform various inputs 
into finished goods and services. intensive study of the strategy, design and 
operation of productive systems.

MGT-6110 Competitive Strategy  (3 hours)
Formulation and analysis of business strategy. objectives and policies that  
collectively determine how a business positions itself to create economic value. 
a study of strategy models, competitive advantage, above average returns and 
the strategic management process. analyze an industry’s competitive landscape 
and how globalization and technological changes shape it. Prerequisite:  
Completed 27 hours of MBa coursework.

MGT-6200 Global Managerial and Organizational Behavior  (3 hours)
examine interpersonal behavior related to organizational performance.  
Behavioral science motivation, social perception, group decision making, ethical 
leadership and multicultural behavior.

MGT-6300 Corporate Finance  (3 hours)
develop a framework for analyzing a firm’s investment and financing  
decisions. topics covered include discounted cash flow, capital budgeting  
techniques, portfolio analysis and the Capital asset Pricing Model, security 
market efficiency, corporate financing and optimal capital structure; familiarity 
with accounting and statistical tools.

MGT-6310 Investments  (3 hours)
Foundation for understanding a firm’s access to funding and markets, financial 
theory and techniques used in quantitative analysis of financial asset prices and 
their application to investment decisions. Portfolio allocation and models of 
capital market equilibrium.

MGT-6320 Entrepreneurial Finance & Private Equity  (3 hours)
Challenges and opportunities involved in creating and managing a new  
enterprise. recognition and evaluation of business opportunities. development, 
preparation and presentation of a business plan, including short-term and  
long-term financial plans. sources for funding and managing an  
entrepreneurial organization.

MGT-6400 Ethical Strategic Leadership  (3 hours)
decision making, negotiations and ethics. Cultural impact on management 
strategy. Create value, motivate resources, leading and creating high  
performance teams. integrating performance across business units.

MGT-6500 Fund Development and Management  (3 hours)
development of current and long-range strategic plans. research and  
development of actual grant application. Presentation and communication of 
strategic plan and grant application. exploration of partnerships and social  
networks to further an organization’s mission. sources of funding beyond 
grants, project management and discussions of industry best practices.

MGT-6510 Management of Human Resources  (3 hours)
the strategic role of human resource management in an organization. hire, 
evaluate, train and manage employees to achieve organizational objectives.  
the impact of economic and legal issues on human resource management. 
globalization and diversity in the workplace.

MGT-6520 Managers and the Legal Environment  (3 hours)
the study of law from the perspective of current and future leaders.  
Practical knowledge of legal issues and principles. strategies to minimize risk, 
create value and manage legal disputes.

MGT-6530 Introduction to Not-for-Profit Organizations  (3 hours)
not-for-profit organizations and the environment they operate in. a profile of 
the industry and an introduction to a not-for-profit’s organizational purpose, 
governance and funding structures. emphasis on ethics and social-economic  
issues and the difficult task of transforming an organization’s purpose into action. 
a service learning project will incorporate theories into real-world applications.

MGT-6540 Topics in Board Governance and Management of Volunteers  (3 hours)
importance of volunteers to a not-for-profit enterprise or church. recruiting 
and motivation of volunteers. Proper role of the board of directors. Leadership 
issues and topics. study best practices in industry, identify industry weaknesses 
and recommend process improvements.

MGT-6600 Seminar in Descriptive Statistics  (1 hour)
statistical concepts and analytical tools for data driven decision making. Basic 
statistics, terminology and applications. data collection and presentation 
methods. Measures of central tendency and variability. Probability distributions. 
introduction to regression and correlations.

MGT-6990 Cases in Financial Analysis  (3 hours)
Capstone experience. integrate knowledge and skills gained from the MBa 
program and apply them in a real business environment. Learn how to use 
teamwork to solve authentic business challenges. students must have  
completed 30 hours of MBa coursework.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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Marketing Courses
MKT-6100 Marketing Design and Strategy  (3 hours)
Provides an understanding of marketing as the basis for general management 
decision-making and as a framework for analyzing business situations.  
Covers concepts, activities and techniques related to the planning and  
coordination of marketing functions, marketing policies and the analysis of 
marketing administration.

MKT-6500 Communications and Public Relations  
   in a Not-for-Profit Organization  (3 hours)
the role of public relations as it pertains to not-for-profit organizations.  
advanced public relations skills, including research and analysis and strategic 
planning. effective media relations; crisis communications. Promoting the  
organization through media plans, promotional events and strategic  
partnerships with government, corporations and the community.

Mathematics Courses
MAT-6200 Topics in Statistics  (3 hours)
introduction to basic statistical concepts and applications to the classroom.

MAT-6220 Topics in the History of Mathematics  (3 hours)
Major trends in mathematics from earliest times to the 17th century with a 
focus on the outstanding contributions and applications to the classroom.

MAT-6230 Topics in Problem Solving with Number Theory  (3 hours)
Problem solving techniques with applications to natural phenomena, games 
and puzzles. Use of principles of number theory to solve problems.  
Prerequisite: Mat-1810.

MAT-6370 Topics in College Geometry  (3 hours)
an introduction to the development of euclidean and non-euclidean  
geometries and their axiomatizations with applications to the classroom.

MAT-6500 Topics in Math for Teachers  (1 hour)

MAT-6606 Teaching Math in Middle and Secondary Schools  (3 hours)
Curriculum, methods, and materials in mathematics at the secondary and 
middle school levels. Philosophy, structure, and operation of comprehensive 
american secondary and middle schools. Prerequisite: admission in the College 
of education and at least 9 hours of undergraduate mathematics passed with a 
“C” or better.

MAT-6950 Independent Study: Math  (1-3 hours)

Mathematics Education Courses
MAE-6230 Seminar in Elementary School Mathematics  (3 hours)
recognition and solutions of children’s difficulties in elementary school  
mathematics, the content of the new programs and the methods for reaching 
them. Prerequisite: one year of teaching experience.

MAE-6606 Teaching Math in the Middle & Secondary Schools  (3 hours)
Curriculum, methods, and materials in mathematics at the secondary and 
middle school levels. Philosophy, structure, and operation of comprehensive 
american secondary and middle schools.

MAE-6616 Teaching Middle School Mathematics  (3 hours)
Methods, materials, sequencing and planning for the teaching of mathematical 
concepts, skills, applications, and problem solving to child in grades 6-8.  
Prerequisite:  6 semester hours of college mathematics. acceptance to the  
College of education.

MAE-6950 Independent Study in Math Education  (1-3 hours)

MAE-6970 Independent Research in Math Education  (3 hours)

Music Courses
MUS-6133 Analysis and Compositional Techniques  (3 hours)
identification and description of musical forms and analytic techniques. 
investigation into techniques used by composers of various historical periods. 
appropriate application of different analytical techniques for discussion of 
repertoire from each of these periods. Prerequisite: admission to MCM or Ma 
in Music program.

MUS-6143 Composing for the Liturgy  (3 hours)
Choosing text, writing original music and arranging existing music for use in a 
variety of worship settings. Prerequisites: MUs-4133 and MUs-4153  
or equivalent.

MUS-6153 Music Theory: Form & Analysis  (3 hours)
Writing and analyzing aspects of late 19th century chromatic harmony.  
introduction to musical forms and analytic techniques. Prerequisite:  
acceptance into MCM or Ma in Music program.

MUS-6163 Orchestration & Arranging  (3 hours)
study of the basic techniques in writing for instruments, scoring for both  
instrumental families and larger ensembles, and arranging music from one  
medium to another. Preparation of score and parts and reading sessions  
included. Prerequisite: acceptance into MCM or Ma in Music program.

MUS-6173 Music Theory: Counterpoint  (3 hours)
introduction to fundamentals of contrapuntal thought and species  
counterpoint; writing 16th century vocal counterpoint; analysis of  
18th-century keyboard counterpoint; principles of 20th century  
instrumental counterpoint.

MUS-6213 The Literature of the Organ  (3 hours)
organ music from the renaissance to the present and its relationship to  
general music history. research project required. Prerequisite: MUsa-6621.

MUS-6223 Johann Sebastian Bach and the Baroque  (3 hours)
investigation of Western european art music from 1650 to 1750,  
culminating in representative works by J.s. Bach. Critical analysis of musical 
styles for church, chamber and theater in light of the prevailing theological, 
social, political and cultural climates. Prerequisite: MUs-3213 or equivalent.

MUS-6243 Music Research and Bibliography  (3 hours)
study and practice of the primary research methodology, techniques and  
materials in musicology, especially church music.

MUS-6253 Choral Literature  (3 hours)
survey of choral literature according to historical period and musical form.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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MUS-6263 Twentieth-Century Music Literature and Techniques  (3 hours)
history, literature, principal composers, and related compositional techniques 
of Western art music, as well as introductory studies in composition.  
Prerequisites: acceptance into MCM or Ma in music program, passing grade on 
music history entrance exam.

MUS-6313 Baptism & Eucharist  (3 hours)
Cross-listed with thy-6313.

MUS-6322 Service Playing and Liturgical Leadership  (2 hours)
Foundations, practice, and skills of providing musical leadership to the  
congregation’s song and accompanying at the keyboard. discernment of how 
best to lead congregational song of various sources and styles. Co-requisite: 
MUsa-6621.

MUS-6323 Music for the Contemporary Church  (3 hours)
Planning music for the services of the church year. study of the liturgical  
traditions and contemporary considerations.

MUS-6333 The Traditions of Christian Hymnody  (3 hours)
the scope and historical patterns of hymnody from the early Christian era to 
the present with a focus on those movements that contributed most  
significantly to the current literature.

MUS-6343 Music in the Age of Reformation  (3 hours)
Major development in Western european art music from 1520-1650 in  
light of theological, social, political and cultural climates. Critical analysis of  
musical styles with an emphasis on sacred repertoires of the Protestant church 
in germany, France and england. Prerequisite: MUs-3213 or MUs-4362  
or equivalent.

MUS-6353 Studies in Christian Worship: Theology and Music  (3 hours)
Cross-listed with thy-6353.

MUS-6372 Musical Heritage of the Church  (2 hours)
survey of the history of music within the Christian church from the  
background of old testament times to the present day. emphasis on how  
music developed in response to the needs of each age. research into the music 
of a particular period/genre of the student’s choice.

MUS-6383 Current Issues in Church Music  (3 hours)
Consideration of current issues and practice affecting worship and music in the 
Church. identification and evaluation of concepts, procedures, techniques and 
materials related to these issues.

MUS-6391 Church Music Practicum  (1 hour)
directed and supervised experience in planning for a balanced parish music 
program and presenting such music in the congregation. Prerequisite: six hours 
of graduate study in MUs courses must be completed before practicum  
is undertaken.

MUS-6412 Methodologies of Music Learning  (2 hours)
exploration of methodologies for musical learning with emphasis on dalcroze, 
orff, Kodály, and suzuki. organized around the basic areas of singing, rhythm, 
listening, instruments, creative activity and music literacy. research into one 
or more of the methodologies as it pertains to the emphasis and interest of the 
student. Field experience required.

MUS-6452 Children’s Choir: Techniques & Materials  (2 hours)
discussion and demonstration of techniques and approaches to working with 
children’s voices, organization of choirs, and appropriate literature. emphasis 
on involvement of children in the church music program. development of a 
choral plan based on recent research into the child voice. Clinical experience. 
Field trips. Co-requisite: MUsa-6631.

MUS-6482 The Choral Program and Repertoire  (2 hours)
a study of various choral programs at the elementary, middle and secondary 
school levels. a survey of techniques and materials in performance ensembles, 
co-curricular and extracurricular. evaluation of repertoire and programming 
appropriate for each level. assessment of musical learning. research project. 
Prerequisite: MUs-3883 Basic Conducting and acceptance into the  
College of education.

MUS-6483 Graduate Choral Conducting  (3 hours)
refinement of conducting techniques and the study of musical style.  
exploration of choral ensemble issues as well as repertoire and materials.  
Choral Literature research. Prerequisite: grade of “C” or higher in MUs-3883.

MUS-6520 Graduate Recital  (1 hour)
a musical recital in fulfillment of degree requirement. this course is chosen as 
a performance option for the Master’s Capstone experience in either the Ma 
or the MCM programs.

MUS-6521 Graduate Composition  (1 hour)
submission of original composition in fulfillment of degree requirement. this 
course is chosen as a performance option for the Master’s Capstone experience 
in the Ma program.

MUS-6543 Organ Design & Registration  (3 hours)
the tonal and physical properties of the pipe organ. discussion of families of 
sound and individual voices. Principles of registration appropriate to various 
schools and historical periods of organ literature. Field trip. Presentation of 
research project. Prerequisite: MUsa applied organ at 2000 level.

MUS-6643 Literature of the Piano  (3 hours)
a study of piano literature from the eighteenth century to the present with 
an emphasis on teaching the literature. research in at least one style period. 
Prerequisite: MUsa-3601.
MUS-6652 Piano Pedagogy & Literature I  (2 hours)
Methods and music materials used in beginning levels of piano study.  
observation, participation in, and evaluation of individual and group  
instruction. Presentation of materials project. Field trips. Prerequisite:  
MUsa-3601.
MUS-6661 Practicum in Piano Pedagogy I  (1 hours)
Practical application of methods covered in MUs-6652 through observation 
and supervised teaching in the Preparatory & Community Piano program.  
Preferably taken concurrently with MUs-6652. May not be taken without 
prior or concurrent credit for MUs-6652.
MUS-6672 Piano Pedagogy & Literature II  (2 hours)
Methods and music materials used at the intermediate levels of piano study. 
observation, participation in, and evaluation of individual and group  
instruction. Presentation of intermediate level materials project. Field trips. 
Prerequisite: MUs-6652.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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MUS-6681 Practicum in Piano Pedagogy II  (1 hours)
Practical application of methods covered in MUs-6672 through observation 
and supervised teaching in the Preparatory & Community Piano Program.  
Preferably taken concurrently with MUs-6672. May not be taken without 
prior or concurrent credit for MUs-6672.

MUS-6882 Instrumental Program and Repertoire  (2 hours)
in-depth look at the structures of various instrumental programs in  
elementary, middle, and secondary school settings. areas include both wind 
and string programs, individual instruction, chamber music, and performance 
ensembles, both the co-curricular and extra-curricular. evaluation of repertoire 
and programming appropriate for each level. assessment of musical learning. 
Prerequisite: MUs-3883.

MUS-6883 Graduate Instrumental Conducting  (3 hours)
refinement of conducting techniques and the study of musical style,  
conducting experiences with various instrumental ensembles. Prerequisites: 
grade of “C” or higher in MUs-3883 and 1 semester hours MUsa  
(instrumental) at the 2000 level.

MUS-6950 Independent Study in Music  (1-3 hours)

MUS-6970 Independent Research  (3 hours)

Applied Music Courses
applied music lessons on the graduate level are available for the following: 
piano, organ, harpsichord, voice, instruments, composition, improvisation and 
conducting. applied music courses are numbered MUsa-6000 (graduate 
level). one hour of credit for 13 half-hour lessons is assigned to applied music 
courses except in composition for which the same credit requires one-hour  
lessons. application of this credit to the Master of Church Music and M.a. 
degree in Music is delineated in the requirements for the degree program.

MUSA-6621: Applied Organ - 4-6 hours 
Prerequisite: MUsa-0600 applied Piano at 3000 level.

MUSA-6631: Voice - 4-6 hours 
Prerequisite: MUs-1661 Class voice or MUs-2402 vocal techniques for the 
Music educator.

Music Ensembles Courses
MUSE-6900 Kapelle
MUSE-6905 Women’s Chamber Choir
MUSE-6910 Chamber Choir
MUSE-6925 Men’s Chamber Choir
MUSE-6930 Schola Cantorum
MUSE-6940 Wind Symphony
MUSE-6950 Jazz Band
MUSE-6960 University Band
MUSE-6970 Flute Ensemble
MUSE-6980 Chamber Orchestra

MUSE-6990 University Handbell Choir

Course descriptions Course descriptions 

Organizational Leadership Courses
OLDR-6000 Leadership & Excellence  (3 hours)
overview of leadership theories and leadership concepts; systems and  
organizational perspectives, organizational performance and effectiveness, 
learning organization concepts and strategies.

OLDR-6002 Ethical & Social Leadership  (3 hours)
examine and explore ethical dilemmas of leadership, the context and  
foundations of moral choice, moral implications of decisions and ramifications 
of leader choices. ethical challenges and decision making criteria, stewardship 
and social responsibility in an age of increased organizational accountability 
and transparency.

OLDR-6003 Knowledge Management Information Leadership  (3 hours)
strategic planning, implementation and management of information systems  
in the organizations. terminology, management strategies and utilization of 
information systems as key components in the delivery and assessment of  
organizational issues and trends.

OLDR-6004 Leadership Capstone  (3 hours)
this course serves a culminating experience in which students are expected to 
apply knowledge and insights gained from their graduate course experience. 
the course is designed to provide a final experience in which students  
demonstrate mastery of content and allow an opportunity for closure and  
connection between courses. the purpose of this capstone course is to facilitate 
the integration and synthesis of content through critical thinking; it is also a 
turning point for the student from education to professional practice.

OLDR-6800 The Leader as Trainer, Mentor and Coach  (3 hours)
Best practices in training, coaching and mentoring as means of creating and 
sustaining organization culture and climate.

OLDR-6810 Leader Development: Cultivating, Sustaining  
     and Renewing the Organization  (3 hours)
the leader as the lead learner in the organization: promoting, cultivating and 
sustaining organizational and personnel development, leadership legacy and 
professional renewal initiatives.

OLDR-6820 Leadership: Politics, Power and Applied Ethics  (3 hours)
Complexity of organizational politics, power, influence and ethical and moral 
implications identified through critical analysis and application.

OLDR-6830 Leadership Communication and Decision-Making  (3 hours)
effective communication skill sets and competencies used in organizational 
communication and decision-making in global and in real-world and  
virtual environments.

OLDR-6840 Agents of Change ( 3 hours)
the roles and processes in organizational intervention in relation to  
organizational culture, climate, communication, mental models, constructivism, 
diagnostic interaction, change theories.
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Human Performance Courses
PES-6123 Nutrition for Human Performance  (3 hours)
Presentation and application of appropriate foundational nutrition relative to 
exercise, the reduction of disease, body composition, and weight control with 
emphasis on developing a comprehensive literature review. Prerequisites:  
Pes-3400, Pes-4101/Bio-4100, or permission of instructor.

PES-6210 Fitness Testing and Exercise Prescription  (3 hours)
techniques for conducting fitness assessments and developing exercise  
prescriptions. Prepares the practitioner to develop personal fitness programs 
based on the results of fitness assessments and other relevant information and 
apply those techniques to clients during the course of the semester.  
Computer applications. Prerequisite: Pes-3400 or equivalent.

PES-6410 Biomechanics  (3 hours)
Function of the skeletal, articular, and neuromuscular systems in producing 
efficient movement. application of mechanical principles in performing sport 
skills, dance, and adaptive activities with an emphasis on developing a  
comprehensive literature review. Prerequisite: Pes-3400 or consent of  
instructor.

PES-6420 Physiology of Exercise  (3 hours)
scientific basis for the development of physical fitness and conditioning  
programs. Bioenergetics of human movement; physiological adaptations during 
and following exercise with emphasis on developing a comprehensive literature 
review. Prerequisite: Pes-3400 or consent of instructor.

PES-6431 Physical Growth and Motor Development  (3 hours)
Physical growth, motor skill acquisition and learning and motor performance 
primarily from infancy through adolescence with emphasis on developing a 
comprehensive literature review on the principles of motor development.

PES-6605 Instructional Strategies for Human Performance  (3 hours)
Learning theories, instructional styles and strategies for directing motor  
learning experiences with an emphasis on developing a comprehensive  
literature review of instructional strategies for physical education. this course 
satisfies the K-12, middle and secondary school methods requirement in  
human Performance. Prerequisites: Pes-4620, Pes-4630, Pes-4640 or  
permission of instructor; admission to College of education.

PES-6660 Curriculum Design  (3 hours)
theories and processes of curriculum development, implementation, and 
assessment for the middle and secondary school setting with an emphasis on 
developing a comprehensive review of current health curricula.

PES-6740 Measurement and Evaluation in Human Performance  (3 hours)
theory, practice, and analysis of tests and evaluation procedures related to the 
study of human performance with emphasis on developing a comprehensive 
literature review.

PES-6950 Independent Study  (1-3 hours)

PES-6970 Independent Research  (3 hours)

Philosophy Course
PHI-7000 Ways of Knowing  (3 hours)
an analysis of the dominant practices of idea formation in society, particularly 
in the areas of natural sciences, social and behavioral sciences and religion. 
Course content will focus on the underlying assumptions of these practices 
with specific attention given to the compatibility of these assumptions and 
practices across these different paradigms.

Psychology Courses
PSY-6025 Assessment Techniques  (3 hours)
history, purpose, principles and methods of assessment; techniques and  
instruments employed in measuring abilities, achievement, interests, and  
personality; statistical procedures, limitations of measurement, especially 
among children. relationship of assessment to the objectives of the school  
and counseling procedures.

PSY-6030 Research in Psychology  (3 hours)
introduces the purpose, methods, and ethics for conducting and interpreting 
research in psychology and behavioral sciences. emphasis on understanding 
research methods, statistical analysis, needs assessment and program evaluation 
allowing the development of necessary knowledge to critique research studies.

PSY-6040 Applied Psychopathology & Diagnosis  (3 hours)
this course addresses the principles of diagnosis of normalcy and  
psychopathology through the use of current diagnostic tools, including the 
current edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (dsM) and the 
current edition of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and 
Related Health Problems (iCd). introduction to principles and models of 
bio-psycho-social-spiritual assessments, case conceptualizations, and theories 
of human development.

PSY-6050 Adult Development & Aging  (3 hours)
this course promotes integrity as students acquire attitudes and skills that  
promote the understanding of adult development with special attention paid  
to the aging process. it further promotes integrity as students learn to suspend 
judgment and draw various fields together in order to understand and provide  
quality care services to the aging population with sensitivity to cultural  
differences. students obtain the knowledge of techniques and research while 
attaining competency in the timely use of various person-centered interventions. 
as knowledge and competency develop, a sense of confidence and leadership  
is cultivated.

PSY-6055 Developmental Psychology: Infancy and Early Childhood  (3 hours)
Cognitive, emotional, physical, social, and spiritual growth during infancy 
and early childhood. developmental theories and educational implications of 
developmental patterns.

PSY-6495 Administration of Human Services  (3 hours)
Focus on structure of programs, financial and legal concerns, agency  
management, evaluation of services and planning.

PSY-6500 Cognitive Development: Theory and Implications  (3 hours)
Major perspectives of cognitive development throughout the lifespan,  
including the developmental and information processing approaches.  
implications for work with various age groups in educational and other settings.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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PSY-6505 Psychological Theories and Educational Processes  (3 hours)
Psychological theories and their impact on the learning process. Focus on 
theories of learning, motivation and intelligence. review of current research in 
educational psychology.

PSY-6800 Advanced Research in Psychology  (3 hours)
Provides students opportunities to demonstrate comprehension and  
implementation of research methodology by conducting a study in  
collaboration with a sponsoring faculty member. Participate in an ongoing 
study or construct a novel design. Literature review, research methodology in 
practice, sample selection, data collection, selection of appropriate statistics, 
data entry, analysis of results, development of discussion sections. Preparation 
for doctoral work in psychology and careers in academic or research settings.

PSY-6950 Independent Study: Psychology  (1-3 hours)

PSY-6970 Independent Research  (3 hours)

PSY-6990 Master’s Thesis  (0 hours)

PSY-6993 Internship: Psychology  (3 hours)
supervised involvement in a work experience which utilizes psychology in a 
meaningful manner. requires approval by the department.

PSY-6994 Internship: Human Services  (3 hours)
supervised experience (300 clock hours) in a community human services agency. 
site to be approved by Concordia prior to semester. on-campus classroom  
component required. Consult internship manual for further information.

PSY-6995 Internship: Human Services Administration  (3 hours)

PSY-7400 Advanced Learning Theory  (3 hours)
in-depth examination of significant past and relevant current theory in  
cognitive development and processing. application and critique of theory in 
learning environments is emphasized. admission to doctoral program required. 
Prerequisite: Psy-6500 or Psy-6505 or equivalent master’s level course in 
learning theory.

Reading, Language and Literacy Courses
RLL-7000 Trends & Issues in Literacy Research  (3 hours)
a historical and philosophical study of the major theories and the empirical 
research that describes the cognitive, linguistic, motivation, and sociocultural 
foundations of reading and writing processes, components, and development. 
Prerequisite: admission to an approved terminal degree program or consent  
of instructor.

RLL-7010 Instructional Approaches in Reading, Writing and Language  (3 hours)
this course examines the major perspectives, theories, and their impact on  
the learning process related to cognitive, physiological, and psychological  
development of reading and writing in P-adult educational settings.  
Candidates will explore, analyze, and evaluate new instructional models and 
related assessment systems for reading, writing and language development. 
Prerequisite: admission to approved terminal degree or consent of instructor.

RLL-7020 Development and Evaluation of Literacy Programs  (3 hours)
standards, curriculum, research, materials, and resources for state-of-the-art 
literacy programs. analysis of issues, trends and current practices related to 
models and programs in diverse settings. experiences in curriculum  
construction, program design, development, implementation, and evaluation. 
Prerequisite: rLL-7010 and consent of instructor.

RLL-7030 Policy & Politics of Reading, Language and Literacy  (3 hours)
a study of the connections between policy, politics and reading and literacy  
is the focus of the course. Candidates will explore the empirical evidence 
related to foundational theories. Practices for communication with policy 
makers, public officials and community members will be an integral part of 
this course. Prerequisite: admission to the ed.d. in reading, Language and 
Literacy program.

RLL-7040 Cultural and Socioeconomic Perspectives of  
  Literature and Literacy  (3 hours)
an exploration of the historic, current, and changing demographic factors that 
impact and influence literacy practices. examination of literature and literacy 
successes as seen through the eyes of diverse learners (culturally, ethnically, 
economically, socially, gender, and linguistically). Prerequisite: admission to the 
ed.d. in the reading, Language and Literacy program.

RLL-7050 Multiliteracies  (3 hours)
examination and comparison of theories and research in new literacies to  
create a literate environment that fosters reading, writing, information and 
communicative competencies in diverse contexts. this course will explore  
literacies in schools and in the wider scope of the world. Prerequisite:  
admission to the ed.d. in reading, Language and Literacy program.

Social and Behavioral Sciences Course
SBS-6619 Teaching Social Science in Middle & Secondary Schools  (3 hours)
Curriculum, methods, and materials in social science at the middle and  
secondary school levels. Philosophy, structure, and operation of comprehensive 
american secondary and middle schools. Prerequisite: acceptance into the  
College of education.

Science Education Course
SCE-6618 Teaching Science in Middle & Secondary Schools  (3 hours)
Curriculum, methods and materials in science at the middle and secondary 
school levels. Philosophy, structure, and operation of comprehensive american 
secondary and middle schools. Prerequisite: acceptance into the College  
of education.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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Servant Leadership Courses
SL-7000 Case Studies in Servant Leadership  (3 hours)
a contemporary, biographical analysis of the impact of servant leaders in  
for-profit and not-for-profit organizations, including a personal, reflective,  
self-study of servant leadership strengths and developmental goals.

SL-7010 Developing Human and Communal Capacity for  
 Servant Leadership  (3 hours)
examination of how to be a healing influence in the lives of individuals and  
institutions; building communities in the workplace, commitment to the 
growth of self and others; the development of individual and communal  
service orientations.

SL-7020 Diversity Issues in Servant Leadership  (3 hours)
Building networks, communities and organizations that highlight and  
emphasize relationships that are grounded in mutual respect, reciprocity,  
understanding and appreciation for differences.

SL-7030 Introduction to Servant Leadership Principles and Practices  (3 hours)
an introductory exploration of the philosophical, religious, and spiritual beliefs 
underlying servant leadership as well as the meaning of service and applications 
of servant leadership in contemporary society. required prerequisite to other 
servant leadership specialization courses.

SL-7040 Issues in Leadership Calling & Transformation  (3 hours)
an in-depth exploration of the individual initiative and call to prepare as a 
servant to become a leader. issues of intentionality, empathy, awareness, justice, 
forgiveness, personal commitment, and ongoing personal growth are  
investigated in the context of servant leadership.

SL-7050 Listening, Learning & Speaking as a Servant Leader  (3 hours)
an exploration in the development of effective communication skills,  
including active listening and effective speaking with and to individuals and 
groups as a servant leader; development and persuasive communication of 
vision, purpose, direction, and accomplishments based on ongoing self and 
organizational assessments.

SL-7060 Purpose, Choice & Reflection in Servant Leadership  (3 hours)
an examination of the meaning and practice of visioning, values, goal  
articulation, reflection, and choice as well as applications in the context of  
personal and professional servant leadership practices, mission and  
vision development.

SL-7070 Service through Stewardship  (3 hours)
an exploration of the meaning of stewardship in organizational contexts, 
including issues in balancing caring, cognition and emotional intelligence, 
accountability, the availability of organizational resources and developmental 
needs in service of the greater good, assess human capacity, collaboratively 
grow relationships, anticipate consequences, develop, implement and sustain a 
leadership agency.

SL-7080 Spirituality in Servant Leadership  (3 hours)
the meaning of spirituality and service in specific religious and spiritual  
developmental contexts in relationship to one’s personal beliefs, convictions, and 
practices for the greater good. Finding one’s place and purpose in the world.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 

SL-7090 Using Technology to Advance Servant Leadership  (3 hours)
an exploration and application of current technological tools, innovative uses, 
and dissemination strategies locally and globally to serve others in need  
agriculturally, educationally, medically, and organizationally.

Social Work Courses
SOW-6100 Ethical Issues in the Helping Professions  (3 hours)
an analysis of ethical, legal, and professional concerns in the human services 
field, with special emphasis on developing an ethical decision making framework.

SOW-6310 Special Topics: Loss & Mourning  (3 hours)
examination of selected topics relative to losses experienced over the life cycle. 
special emphasis on physical, emotional, social, and spiritual dimensions.  
discussion of skills and strategies for counseling and support.

SOW-6400 Marital and Family Counseling  (3 hours)
Principles and concepts in marital and family counseling; specific strategies and 
techniques in the interview process. examination of ethical issues and relevant 
research in the field.

SOW-6500 Public Policies and Aging  (3 hours)
analysis of the policy making process and policy initiatives as these affect the 
elderly in society. Cross-listed with soC-6500.

SOW-6510 Social Services for the Elderly  (3 hours)
special needs and problems of the elderly. the role of the professional helper 
in various services and levels of care.

SOW-6950 Independent Study  (0.5-3 hours)

Sociology Courses
SOC-6100 Methods of Evaluation Research  (3 hours)
Purposes, formulation, design, context, issues, constraints and uses of  
evaluation research. illustrations from business, education, religious and social 
service studies.

SOC-6110 Socialization Processes  (3 hours)
theories and research pertaining to the processes by which an individual becomes 
a social being and participant in this society. groups and institutions and the  
context of the acquisitions of motives, attitudes and functional role skills.

SOC-6120 Social Thought and Contemporary Issues  (3 hours)
an examination of selected social theories and their application to  
contemporary issues of inequality, educational practices, religious belief, the self.

SOC-6140 Sociology of Health Care  (3 hours)
sociological analysis of health and illness. Meaning of health and illness. health 
care structures and processes. health care systems and ethics.

SOC-6160 Sociology of Aging  (3 hours)
examination of aging on individuals and societies-including social, cultural, and 
individual reactions to the aging in the society and the diversity of reactions 
to aging. theoretical frameworks for aging and involvement will be presented, 
examined, and integrated. Field trips may be required.
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SOC-6300 Contemporary Family Patterns  (3 hours)
Patterned differences among families in the United states, including ethnic,  
racial, religious and class differences; variation in socialization practices;  
relationship between families and other agents of socialization.

SOC-6330 Death & Dying  (3 hours)
attitudes, customs, and beliefs regarding death; psychological, social, physical 
and spiritual issues; ministry to the dying and grieving.

SOC-6500 Public Policies & Aging  (3 hours)
Cross-listed with soW-6500.

SOC-6510 Diversity in Aging  (3 hours)
Part of the Masters in gerontology courses that focuses on the differences and 
diversity of the aging population from a national perspective. topics include 
race, ethnicity, gender, social class, spiritual and economic issues.

SOC-6600 Sociology of Education  (3 hours)
sociological analysis of formal educational structures, their relationship to other 
social institutions, their internal functioning and effect on student-life chances.

SOC-6620 Cross-Cultural Studies: Teaching Limited English  
   Proficient Students  (3 hours)
analysis of the cultural, social, psychological, structural and sociopolitical  
processes affecting cross-cultural learning in schools and the larger society.

SOC-6900 Seminar in Gerontology  (3 hours)
observation of and supervised practice in a community agency. Literature 
review and applied research. Prerequisite: 18 semester hours of graduate credit 
in the program, including soC-6160.

SOC-6950 Independent Study in Sociology  (0.5-3 hours)

SOC-6970 Independent Research  (3 hours)

SOC-6980 Practicum in Gerontology  (0-3 hours)
observation of and supervised practice in a community agency that serves  
the elderly.

Sports Management & Leadership Courses
SPML-6000 Organization & Administration of Recreation &  
     Leisure Programs  (3 hours)
this course provides an overview of principles and practices related to  
effectively managing a recreation and leisure program. issues of branding,  
marketing, media, and personnel selection and development are considered.

SPML-6010 The Essentials of the Law in Sports  (3 hours)
the law, legal issues and professional ramifications in the field of  
sports management.

SPML-6020 The Economics of Sports  (3 hours)
the role of economics in the sports industry. specifically, economics related to 
the business of sports, revenue sharing, profit margins and marginal revenue 
product. economic theory and the tools of quantitative analysis used in  
management decision making.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 

SMPL-6030 Sports Leadership and Ethics  (3 hours)
Leadership and ethical practices in business decision-making in the field of 
sports management.

SPML-6040 Sports Finance  (3 hours)
Fiscal responsibility and financial stewardship in the field of sports management.

SPML-6050 Leading in a Time of Change  (3 hours)
Change theory, change processes, change agency in the field of sports  
leadership and management.

SPML-6060 Level the Playing Field: Diversity in Sports  (3 hours)
diversity in the field of sports in general and specifically in relationship to 
gender, race and various cultures.

SPML-6070 Sports Promotion  (3 hours)
explore and examine the relationship between the mass media and the  
sports industry. topics include sports broadcasting, print media and the 
development of public relation tools such as media guides and press releases, 
effective principles, theories, practices and methods involved with all aspects of 
sports communications.

SPML-6080 Sports Communications  (3 hours)
explores and examines the core concepts and fundamental theories of effective 
communication and best practices in sports domain.

SPML-6090 Sports Administration  (3 hours)
emphasis on practical application of concepts, principles and practices between 
sports organizations and community associations and the role of sport leader 
and administrator.

SPML-6100 Sports Leadership Master’s Project  (3 hours)
students propose, develop and write a master’s project demonstrating research 
skills and understanding of sports leadership.

SPML-6110 Facilities and Events Management  (3 hours)
examines the principles and practices necessary to plan, develop, promote, 
operate and maintain sporting events, athletic centers and recreational facilities. 
emphasis is on issues concerning personnel, finance, profitability, security,  
concessions, convention centers, event scheduling, equipment management, 
facilities maintenance and topics related to liability and risk management.

SPML-6120 Dynamics of Coaching  (3 hours)
Focuses on the major coaching theories and models, methods, practices and 
outcomes. topics include study of first principles in coaching, coaching cases and 
analyses, great coaches, coaching decision-making and other contemporary issues.

SPML-6130 Social and Historical Foundations of Modern Sport  (3 hours)
examines the social, political, cultural, philosophical, psychological, historical 
and practical aspects of sport history and evolution. role of sport in  
contemporary society nationally and internationally.

SPML-6140 Research in Sports Studies  (3 hours)
explores and examines the different methodological approaches to researching 
contemporary issues in sports; research design and reporting; bibliography.
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SPML-6150 Philosophy & Educational Value of Sport  (3 hours)
this course will build on Foundations & theoretical Perspectives and provide 
students academic opportunities to identify and establish their personal and 
professional ideals and dispositions in relation to the academic literature and 
the mission/vision of their educational, recreational, and professional setting. 
academic/co-curricular connectivity of sport and society.

SPML-6160 Assessment & Evaluation of Recreation & Leisure Programs  (3 hours)
this course explores and examines the purpose and added value of assessment 
and evaluation in the recreation/leisure settings. Basic procedures and designs 
are used to develop a professional program evaluation/assessment plan. Cycle 
of evaluation/assessment, needs assessment, program planning and design,  
outcomes, objectives, findings, reporting for data driven decision-making.

SPML-6170 Current Issues in Recreation & Leisure  (3 hours)
trends in recreation and leisure sport industry of the 21st century are  
examined in order to facilitate effective planning and implementing of  
programs designed to meeting the recreational needs of the general public  
from 5-85 years of age. Critical review and analysis of sport as a social  
phenomena and the impact on delivery of and participation in recreation and 
leisure activities.

SPML-6180 Foundations & Theoretical Perspectives of Recreation  
     & Leisure  (3 hours)
this course will provide the framework for the specialization by reviewing  
and applying recreation/leisure theory to the private, public, and/or  
entrepreneurial setting. theoretical and conceptual foundations of recreation 
and leisure, sports, play. a review of historical ideas and practices in the  
recreation and leisure with an examination to the relationship to present day 
professional and social sports issues.

Theatre Courses
THR-6201 History of Theatre: Greek through Renaissance  (3 hours)
study of Western theatre from ancient greek and roman societies through the 
renaissance. reading of significant play scripts in the context of their original 
productions. attendance at plays as available. student is responsible for the cost 
of the ticket.

THR-6202 History of Theatre: 18th Century to Contemporary  (3 hours)
study of Western theatre from 18th century societies to contemporary  
theatre and non-Western theatre as it influenced Western theatre. reading of 
significant play scripts in the context of their original productions. attendance 
at plays as available. the student is responsible for the cost of the ticket.

THR-6210 Contemporary Theatre  (3 hours)
theatrical trends of the past two decades as seen through scripts and play  
productions. attendance at area plays. student is responsible for ticket cost.

THR-6240 The American Musical  (3 hours)
study of the growth and influence of the musical as a form of theatre and 
music. study of representative scripts and music. Possible field trips. student is 
responsible for ticket cost.

THR-6302 Advanced Acting  (3 hours)
equips the actor with advanced techniques and familiarizes them with major 
acting theories. Prerequisite: a beginning acting course.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 

THR-6304 Directing  (3 hours)
introduces the student to directing for the stage. Prerequisite: a beginning  
acting course.

THR-6310 Directing a One-Act  (3 hours)
selection and production of a one-act play under supervision. Prerequisite: a 
directing course and consent of department chair.

THR-6400 Stagecraft  (3 hours)
Familiarize the student with the broad technical aspects of theatre, focusing 
on stage safety, set construction techniques, scenic painting techniques, special 
effects, lighting, wiring, and rigging.

THR-6401 Theatre Design  (3 hours)
overview and actual application of all major elements of theatrical design with 
particular focus on set, lights, properties, sound, and costume. Prerequisite: 
thr-6400 or permission of instructor.

THR-6609 Teaching Theatre in Middle &Secondary Schools  (3 hours)
Curriculum, methods, and materials in theatre at the middle and secondary 
school levels. Philosophy, structure, and operation of comprehensive american 
secondary and middle schools. Prerequisite: acceptance into the College  
of education.

THR-6700 Playwriting  (3 hours)
the art of dramatic writing for the stage. turning personal and creative  
narratives into performable scripts with production in mind. Learning the 
major parts of a well-constructed play including effective exposition, plot as 
event, character development, and theatrical writing. numerous opportunity to 
workshop plays.

THR-6710 Creative Dynamics  (3 hours)
Potential uses of dramatic activity in the classroom, rehearsals and workshops, 
including the use of puppets.

THR-6810 Administration & Management: Theatre  (3 hours)
examination and integration of issues and policies specific to theatre  
administration. Field trips. Fee required.

THR-6910 Topics in Theatre  (3 hours)
selected current topics in theatre as they relate to various settings. topics vary 
each time the course is taught.

Theology Courses
THY-6020 Psalms (B-OT)  (3 hours)
the hymnal of ancient israel and its interpreters. historical context, enduring 
liturgical and theological value.

THY-6021 Wisdon Writings (B)  (3 hours)
an examination of the wisdom literature of the old testament: Job, Proverbs, 
ecclesiastes and the song of songs. Biblical poetry, devotional literature and the 
major questions of life. a writing intensive course. Prerequisite: thy-1100 or 
thy-2000 or consent of instructor.
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THY-6030 Messianic Prophecies (B-OT)  (3 hours)
the development of the old testament faith in the coming Messiah. Principles 
of interpretation and sources of alternate viewpoints. detailed examination of 
selected prophecies.

THY-6031 The Pentateuch  (3 hours)
an examination of the major themes and events in the foundational books of 
the old testament including creation, sin, divine mercy, the messianic promise, 
the patriarchs, the early history of the people of israel, the covenant and the  
Levitical priesthood and sacrificial system. Prerequisite: thy-1100 or  
thy-2000 or consent of instructor.

THY-6040 The Intertestamental Period (B)  (3 hours)
Covers the political, cultural and religious forces which molded Judaism in 
Palestine and in the diaspora in the greek and roman periods. includes  
reading primary sources in the apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha, talmud and dead 
sea scrolls.

THY-6050 History of Israel (B)  (3 hours)
the origin and development of the old testament nation of israel. historical 
methodologies, the ancient near eastern context, recurrent themes. Field trip. 
Prerequisite: thy-1100 or thy-2000 or consent of instructor

THY-6100 The Parables of Jesus (B-NT)  (3 hours)
the synoptic parables in their cultural context, their use in Jesus’ teaching, 
their interpretation and their application in contemporary Christian education.

THY-6110 New Testament and Early Christian Worship (B-NT, CS, H)  (3 hours)
the new testament in the light of the influence of early Christian worship on 
the form and content of the various writings.

THY-6120 The General Epistles (B-NT)  (3 hours)
study of theology and theological method found in the Catholic epistles  
including hebrew; James; 1 & 2 Peter; 1, 2, & 3 John; and Jude, within the 
wider context of the history and the theology of the early church.  
Prerequisite: thy-3100.

THY-6125 Mediterranean Perspectives  (3 hours)
a two-week field trip outside the United states. investigation of historical,  
geographical, artistic, and theological aspects of the lands surrounding the 
Mediterranean sea. May serve independent studies in history, geography, art  
or music.

THY-6150 The Four Gospels  (3 hours)
the structure, purpose, and perspective of each of the new testament gospels. 
the portrayal of Jesus by each evangelist. the literary relationship of Matthew, 
Mark, and Luke. the distinctive features of John.

THY-6160 Paul the Apostle  (3 hours)
study of Paul’s life, apostleship, theology, and theological method on the  
basis of one or a group of Paul’s letters, particularly galatians, romans and  
1 and 2 Corinthians, within the wider context of the history and the theology 
of the early church.

THY-6170 Studies in New Testament Writings  (3 hours)
the historical context, literary features, and theological perspectives of a  
variable group of new testament writings outside the major Pauline letters, the 
four gospels and acts, e.g., the letters from prison, catechetical documents and 
the Johannine writings.

THY-6210 Lutheran Confessional Theology (S)  (3 hours)
the study of the discipline of systematic theology with a special focus on 
the “Confessing” approach of the Lutheran tradition. exploration of differing 
approaches to the task of theology along with the different approaches to holy 
scripture and the questions of faith and reason. emphasis will be given to the 
formation and function of the three ecumenical creeds, the augsburg  
Confession and its apology, and the two catechisms of Luther.

THY-6220 Baptism and Eucharist (S & CS)  (3 hours)
study of the theology and practice of the sacraments of Baptism and the 
eucharist. emphasis on how the differences between the major Christian 
traditions in understanding these two sacraments reflect their differences in 
theological methodology and worldview and on how these differences reflect 
differences in understanding the gospel of Jesus Christ.

THY-6240 The Church and its Ministry (S)  (3 hours)
examination of the nature of the Church and its Ministry with particular 
attention to its offices and their duties in relationship to the vocation of the 
Church and Christian service in the world.

THY-6313 Baptism and Eucharist (S, CS)  (3 hours)
study of the rites and practice of the sacraments of Baptism and eucharist 
from a biblical, theological and liturgical perspective. emphasis on the  
development of an appropriate parish practice for the goal of an enriched  
congregational life. Cross-listed with MUs-6313.

THY-6320 Early Christian Fathers (H)  (3 hours)
theological and historical analysis of the doctrines and practices of select early 
Christians such as ignatius of antioch, irenaeus and tertullian.

THY-6330 Topics in the History of Christianity (H)  (3 hours)
selected persons, themes or problems in the history of Christianity.  
Prerequisite: thy-3300 or thy-4300; or consent of instructor.

THY-6350 Martin Luther (H, S)  (3 hours)
historical introduction to Luther as theologian, churchman, and polemicist 
for 16th century evangelicalism. enduring images of Luther inside and outside 
Protestantism. Luther’s significance to contemporary theology.  
readings from primary sources.

THY-6353 Studies in Christian Worship: Theology and Music (CS, S)  (3 hours)
study of the interrelationship between theology and music as it has developed 
in Christian worship, thought and practice from the early church to the  
present. Cross-listed with MUs-6353.

THY-6360 Women in the History of Christianity (H)  (3 hours)
a study of the contributions of select female agents to the Christian tradition, 
typically including such diverse figures as Mary, the early Christian martyrs  
and ascetics, hildegard of Bingen, Julian of norwich, Katherina von Bora, 
teresa of avila, Madame guyon and elizabeth Cady stanton. readings from 
primary sources.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 
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THY-6400 The Christian in Society (CS)  (3 hours)
Christian vocation in contemporary, pluralistic culture. the role of faith, ethical 
decision-making and the life of service in the diverse social structures of the 
world and Church. Particular attention given to education and the helping 
professions. this course may not be taken to fulfill requirements in section a, 
theological Foundations or the Master of arts in religion program.

THY-6410 World Religions  (3 hours)
exploration into the nature of religion providing a survey of history, teachings, 
and practices of selected religious groups, with attention to ethnic and cultural 
features associated with major world religions.

THY-6420 Worship and Witness (CS)  (3 hours)
the historical and theological foundations of worship and witness, the  
inter-connection of worship and witness and the influences of sociological and 
cultural change.

THY-6490 Research in Theology  (3 hours)
a study of the objectives, procedures and bibliographical resources for research 
and writing in the discipline of theology. emphasis upon library resource  
orientation and the actual process of committing theological research to  
formal writing.

THY-6500 Moral, Ethical, and Spiritual Development of the Child (RE)  (3 hours)
development of spiritual formation and its relation to the life of the child. 
Principles and means involved in the process.

THY-6515 Spiritual Nurture of the Adolescent  (3 hours)
Principles, organization, materials and practices of nurturing the faith of the 
adolescent in the Lutheran high school, a review of the history of Lutheran 
education and the office of the Lutheran teacher. Prerequisites: thy-2010 or 
thy-3105 and thy-2210 or consent of instructor.

THY-6520 Spiritual Maturity and the Adult Life Cycle (RE)  (3 hours)
a review of factors contributing to spiritual maturity during the adult  
life cycle.

THY-6530 Spiritual Nurture of the Young Child  (3 hours)
development of concepts and skills for the nurture of spiritual growth in the 
young child, with attention to the central truths of the Christian faith, child 
development, curriculum resources, parental responsibilities and the ministry 
of the Lutheran teacher. Prerequisites: thy-2010 or thy-3105; and thy-2210 
or the consent of the instructor.

THY-6600 Deaconess Foundations (H, CS)  (3 hours)
the office of the Lutheran deaconess: history, call, roles and ethics. the history 
and structure of the LCMs particularly in relationship to the deaconess. Field 
trips. Fee required. Prerequisite: thy-6240.

THY-6620 Deaconess Capstone Seminar (CS)  (3 hours)
integration of theological knowledge, professional skills, and competencies in 
deaconess ministry. evaluation and analysis of the internship experience and 
preparation for the call into deaconess ministry. in-depth analysis of a deaconess 
ministry issue. Prerequisite: two semesters of thy-6991 or permission  
of instructor.

Course descriptions Course descriptions 

THY-6630 Deaconess Field Experience (CS)  (0 hours)
Beginning experience in the ministry of the Lutheran deaconess. Minimum of 
40 hours of supervised practicum in a congregation or agency. Participation in 
seminars to review students’ reports and discuss ministry issues. Prerequisites: 
acceptance into the deaconess program, three thy courses. Fee required. 
transportation required. Pass/fail.

THY-6641 Ministry to Women (CS)  (3 hours)
Focus on spiritual care giving, especially in dealing with issues faced by women. 
Practice in application of Law/gospel, volunteer coordination and mercy 
ministries. Field trips. Fee required. recommended Prerequisites: thy-6600, 
thy-6240, Ced-6015.

THY-6950 Independent Study  (0-3 hours)

THY-6970 Independent Research  (3 hours)

THY-6990 Master’s Thesis  (0-6 hours)

THY-6991 Internship: Deaconess (CS)  (0 hours)
relating classroom concepts to the practical ministry of the deaconess. Minimum 
of five months of full-time supervised practicum in a LCMs sponsored  
congregation or agency. Prerequisites: cumulative gPa of 2.75 in theology 
courses and deaconess specialization courses, with a grade of “C” or better in each 
course; acceptance into the deaconess program; thy-6600; thy-6610; two 
semesters of thy-6630 or permission of instructor. Pass/Fail. deaconess students 
normally complete two semesters of internship. Fee: $1000 per semester.  
additional costs for international internships. Contact deaconess office for  
current rates.
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Area Maps

Getting to campus

Concordia University Chicago

River Forest Area

Driving Directions

Driving Directions From Chicago:

take i-290 west to harlem  
avenue (ill. 43). note: it is a  
left-lane exit. take harlem  
north to augusta street. turn west 
on augusta to the campus.

From the north:

take i-94 south to 294 east  
toward Chicago. exit at irving Park 
road east (ill. 19). drive 
east on route 19 to Cumberland 
avenue. go south on  
Cumberland, which becomes  
First avenue. turn east on north 
avenue (ill. 64) to harlem  
avenue (ill. 43). drive south  
on harlem to division street. turn 
right (west) at division, then left 
(south) on Bonnie Brae to  
the campus.

From the west:

take i-88 east toward Chicago. 
exit onto route 290 east. take the 
harlem avenue (ill.43) exit north. 
(note: it is a left-lane exit.) take 
harlem avenue north to augusta 
street. turn west on augusta to  
the campus.

From the south:
take i-55 north toward Chicago. 
exit north onto First avenue. Follow 
First avenue to roosevelt road (ill. 
38). take roosevelt east to harlem 
avenue (ill. 43). take harlem north 
to augusta street. turn west on 
augusta to the campus.

Concordia is two miles north of the eisenhower expressway (interstate #290) 
and one blockwest of harlem avenue (ill. #43), between augusta and division 
streets in river Forest. riverForest is 10 miles west of downtown Chicago.
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Campus Map
Concordia University Chicago
Main address: 7400 Augusta Street, River Forest, Illinois 60305-1499

Main telephone: 708-771-8300   •   www.CUChicago.edu

A. Undergraduate Admission and Financial Aid
B. Graduate Admission and Enrollment Services
C. Institute of Professional Studies
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The Graduate Faculty

  Anderson, Karin: Associate Professor of Psychology
B. a. Judson University, elgin, ill.; M.a. Wheaton College, Wheaton, ill.; Ph.d. 
northern illinois University, deKalb, ill. at Concordia since 2008.

Athar, Naveeda: Visiting Assistant Professor of Counselor Education
B.a. national Louis University, Lisle, ill.; M.a. national Louis University, Lisle, 
ill.; ed.d. northern illinois University, deKalb, ill. at Concordia since 2008.

Bardy, Daniel J.K.: Associate Professor of Teacher Education
B.a. northeastern illinois University, Chicago; M.a. northwestern University, 
evanston, ill.; M.a. governors state University, University Park, ill.; ed.d.  
University of northern iowa, Cedar Falls, iowa. at Concordia since 2006.

Bishop, Dan: Associate Professor of Psychology
B.a. Carthage College, Kenosha, Wis.; M.s. Concordia University, river Forest, 
ill.; Psy.d., argosy University, Chicago, ill. at Concordia since 2005.

Blaess, Donna A.: Associate Professor of Leadership
B. a. University of tampa, tampa, Fla.; M.a. University of south Florida, 
tampa, Fla.; Ph.d. University of iowa, iowa City, iowa; a.a. Florida Culinary 
institute, West Palm Beach, Fla. at Concordia since 2009.

Bonnar, Kathy M.: Assistant Professor of Counselor Education
B.a. University of illinois Chicago, Chicago, ill.; M.a. Concordia University, 
river Forest, ill. at Concordia since 2010.

Brandon, Kevin: Associate Professor, Dean/Teacher Education
B.a. oakland University, rochester, Mich.; Mis University of Michigan, ann 
arbor, Mich.; ed.d. Concordia University, Mequon, Wis.; M.e. University of 
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wis.; MBa dominican University, river Forest, ill.  
at Concordia since 2009.

Bridge, Sue: Associate Professor of Leadership 
ed.d., Loyola University, Chicago, ill., M.a., University of virginia,  
Charlottesville, va., B.a., University of illinois, Champaign, ill. at Concordia 
since 2007.

Bucchi, Paul: Visiting Assistant Professor of Leadership
B.s. University of Florida, gainesville, Fla.; MBa northcentral University, 
Prescott, ariz.; Ph.d. northcentral University, Prescott, ariz. at Concordia 
since 2010.

Dellegrazie, Beth: Assistant Professor of Business
B.a., Loyola University, Chicago, il., M.B.a., Loyola University, Chicago, ill.  
at Concordia since 2009.

Doering, Sandra: Professor of Education
B.a. Concordia teachers College, river Forest, ill., M.ed. Phillips University, 
enid, okla., ed.d. oklahoma state University, stillwater, okla. at Concordia 
since 2008.

Dubois, Alton Clark: Professor of Social Work & Gerontology 
B.a. ohio Wesleyan University, delaware, ohio; M.s.W., Ph.d. University of 
illinois, Chicago, ill. at Concordia since 1992. 

Eschelbach, Michael: Associate Professor of Theology and Greek
B.s. eastern Michigan University, ypsilanti, Mich.; M.div. Concordia  
theological seminary, Fort Wayne, ind.; Ph.d. Westminster theological  
seminary, Philadelphia, Pa. at Concordia since 2000. 

Espinosa, Israel: Assistant Professor of Counselor Education
B. a. elmhurst College, elmhurst, ill.; M.a. illinois school of Professional  
Psychology, Chicago, ill.; Psy.d. illinois school of Professional Psychology,  
Chicago, ill. at Concordia since 2010.

Gaul, Carol: Associate Professor of Teacher Education
B.a. Mundelein College, Chicago, ill.; M.ed., ed.d. Loyola University, Chicago, 
ill. at Concordia since 2005. 

Gibson, Nancy P.: Associate Professor of Leadership
B.s. University of illinois, Urbana, ill.; M.s. University of illinois, Urbana, ill.; 
Ph.d. illinois state University, normal, ill.  at Concordia since 2010.

Graham, Brenda: Professor of Leadership 
B.a. University of arkansas, Pine Bluff, ark.; M.a. Chicago state University, 
Chicago, ill.; ed.d. University of arkansas, Little rock, ark. at Concordia  
since 2004. 

Grant, Cynthia, Assistant Professor of Research
B.a. University of north Carolina, Chapel hill, n.C.; MsW Loyola University, 
Chicago, ill.; Ph.d. Loyola University, Chicago, ill. at Concordia since 2009.

Grigsby, Yurimi: Assistant Professor of Education
B.a. east tennessee state University, Johnson City, tenn.; M.a.t. east  
tennessee state University, Johnson City, tenn. at Concordia since 2006.

Harder, Heather: Associate Professor of Education
B.s. indiana University, Bloomington, ind.; M.s. indiana University,  
Bloomington, ind.; Ph.d. indiana state University, terre haute, ind. at  
Concordia since 2009.

Hildebrand, John: Visiting Assistant Professor of Business
B.a. University of scranton, scranton, Pa.; M.ed. dePaul University, Chicago, 
ill. at Concordia since 2010.

Hollins, Louvenia: Assistant Professor of Instructional Design & Technology
B.a. grinnell College, grinnell, iowa; Ms.is. roosevelt University, Chicago, ill.; 
ed.d. northern illinois University, deKalb, ill. at Concordia since 2010.

Hollywood, Kathryn: Associate Professor of Educational Leadership 
Director of Partnerships and Distance Learning
B.a. st. John’s University, new york, n.y.; M.a. st. John’s University, new 
york, n.y.; ed.s. Fordham University, new york, n.y.; Ph.d. Fordham  
University, new york, n.y. at Concordia since 2008.

Jandris, Thomas P.: Dean of the College of Graduate and Innovative Programs,  
Associate Professor of Education Leadership
B.s. eastern illinois University, Charleston, ill.; M.ed. Wayne state University, 
detroit, Mich.; Ph.d. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. at  
Concordia since 2006.
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Konkol, Pamela J.: Assistant Professor of Teacher Education
B.s. northwestern University, evanston, ill.; M.ed. University of illinois,  
Chicago. at Concordia since 2006.

Kwon, Sam: Assistant Professor of Instructional Design & Technology
B.s., M.s. Massachusetts institute of technology, Cambridge, Mass.;. Ph.d. 
northwestern University, evanston, ill. at Concordia since 2010.

Leli, Carol: Assistant Professor of Teacher Education
B.s. northern illinois University, deKalb; M.a. Concordia University,  
river Forest, ill.; ed.d. northern illinois University, deKalb. at Concordia 
since 2006.

Lin, Jie: Associate Professor of Education Leadership
B.s., M.s. east China normal University, shanghai, China; Ph.d. texas a&M 
University, College station, texas. at Concordia since 2005.

Lusthoff, Craig, J.D., Associate Professor of Business
B.a. valparaiso University, valparaiso, ind.; J.d. dePaul University, Chicago, ill. 
at Concordia since 2009.

Maddocks, Amanda: Associate Professor of Leadership
B.s. Principia College, elsah, ill.; M.a. st. Xavier University, Chicago, ill.; Ph.d. 
Loyola University, Chicago, ill. at Concordia since 2005. 

Meisels, Marlene: Associate Professor of Education
B.a. University of illinois Chicago, Chicago, ill.; M.ed. University of illinois 
Chicago, Chicago, ill., Ph.d., University of north Carolina, Chapel hill, n.C. 
at Concordia since 2008.

Michie, Gregory S.: Professor of Foundations, Social Policy & Research
B.a. University of north Carolina, Chapel hill, n.C.; M.ed. University of  
illinois at Chicago, Chicago, ill.; Ph.d. University of illinois at Chicago,  
Chicago, ill. at Concordia since 2010.

Mizelle, Isaac Timothy: Associate Professor of Education Leadership
B.s. atlantic Christian College, Wilson, n.C.; M.r.e. the southern Baptist 
theological seminary, Louisville, Ky. Ph.d. georgia state University, atlanta, 
ga. at Concordia since 2005. 

Morgenthaler, Shirley K.: Distinguished Professor of Education
B.s.ed. Concordia teachers College, river Forest, ill.; M.s. national College of 
education, evanston, ill.; Ph.d. erikson institute and Loyola University,  
Chicago, ill. at Concordia since 1974.

Nunez, Isabel: Assistant Professor of Teacher Education
B.a. University of southern California, Los angeles, Calif.; J.d. University of 
California, Los angeles, Calif.; M.a. University of Birmingham, Birmingham, 
United Kingdom. at Concordia since 2006.

Pate, Ardelle: Associate Professor of Instructional Design & Technology
B.a. valparaiso University, valparaiso, ind.; M.a. northern illinois University, 
deKalb, ill.; M.s. Kent state, Kent, ohio; ed.d. northern illinois University, 
deKalb, ill. at Concordia since 2010.

Pawl, Kari: Assistant Professor of Curriculum, Language & Literacy
B.a. Barat College, Lake Forest, ill.; M.a. national-Louis University, evanston, 
ill. at Concordia since 2010.

Przeklasa, Anthony: Associate Professor of Leadership
B.a., M.a. northern illinois University, deKalb, ill.; M.s.ed. Chicago state 
University, Chicago, ill.; Ph.d. northwestern University, evanston, ill. at  
Concordia since 2004.

Reiseck, Carol: Associate Professor of Educational Leadership
B.a. aurora University, aurora, ill.; M.B.a. Benedictine University, Lisle, ill.; 
ed.d. northern illinois University, deKalb, ill.; at Concordia since 2004.

Ricketts, Ursula: Associate Professor of Education
B.s. University of illinois Chicago, Chicago, ill.; M.a. governor state  
University, University Park, ill.; ed.d. Loyola University, Chicago, ill.  
at Concordia since 2005. 

Safer, L. Arthur: Professor of Leadership
B.a. Miami University, oxford, ohio; M.ed. Xavier University, Cincinnati, 
ohio; Ph.d. northwestern University, evanston, ill. at Concordia since 2010.

Santin, Claudia: Associate Professor of Educational Leadership 
Executive Director of Partnerships & Distance Learning
B.a. College of new Jersey, trenton, n.J.; M.a. College of new Jersey, trenton, 
n.J.; ed.d. nova southern University, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. at Concordia  
since 2008.

Schefelbein, Carol: Associate Professor of Teacher Education
B.s. Bradley University, Peoria, ill.; M.ed. national Louis University, evanston, 
ill.; ed.d. Loyola University of Chicago, Chicago, ill. at Concordia since 2005. 

Schilling, Craig, A.: Associate Professor of Leadership
B.s. University of Maryland, College Park, Md.; M.s. Boston University, Boston, 
Mass.; C.a.s. northern illinois University, deKalb, ill.; ed.d. northern illinois 
University, deKalb, ill. at Concordia since 2009.

Simon, Alan: Associate Professor of Education Leadership
B.a. University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.; M.s. national College of  
education, evanston, ill.; ed.d. University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign.  
at Concordia since 2006.

Sims, Paul: Assistant Professor of Leadership
B.a. University of Waterloo, ontario, Canada; M.div. aquinas institute of 
theology, st. Louis, Mo.; M.ed. dePaul University, Chicago, ill.; Ph.d. Loyola 
University, Chicago, ill. at Concordia since 2009.

Skorek, Judy: Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.s. University of illinois, Champaign, ill.; M.s.ed. northern illinois University 
deKalb, ill.; Ph.d. northern illinois University, deKalb, ill. at Concordia  
since 2007.

Smith, Amanda: Associate Professor of Education
B.a. University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.; M.a. University of akron, akron, 
ohio; Ph.d. University of denver, denver, Colo. at Concordia since 2010.

Soljaga, Dara: Associate Professor of Teacher Education
B.s. ohio state University, Columbus, ohio; M.ed. ohio state University, 
Columbus, ohio; Ph.d. ohio state University, Columbus, ohio. at Concordia 
since 2006.

graduate Faculty graduate Faculty 
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Steinmann, Andrew E.: Professor of Theology
B.s. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, ohio; M.div., Concordia theological 
seminary, Fort Wayne, ind.; Ph.d. University of Michigan, ann arbor, Mich.  
at Concordia since 2000.

Stumme, Simeon: Assistant Professor of Education
B.a. Wittenberg University, springfield, ohio, M.a. Chapman University,  
orange, Calif. at Concordia since 2008.

Theard-Griggs, Carolyn: Associate Professor of Curriculum, Language & Literacy
B.s. University of illinois Champaign-Urbana, Champaign, ill.; M.ed.  
national-Louis University, evanston, ill.; ed.d. Loyola University, Chicago, ill. 
at Concordia since 2010.

Tomal, Daniel R.: Professor of Educational Leadership
B.s., M.a.e. Ball state University, Muncie, ind.; Ph.d. Bowling green state 
University, Bowling green, ohio. at Concordia since 1995. 

Trybus, Margaret: Associate Professor of Education Leadership
B.F.a., B.a. Mundelein College, Chicago, ill.; M.ed. University of illinois,  
Chicago, ill.; ed.d. Loyola University, Chicago, ill. at Concordia since 2006.

Vlasak, Linda: Associate Professor of Education
a.a. elgin Community College, elgin, ill., B.s., southern illinois University, 
Carbondale, ill., M.a. dePaul University, Chicago, ill., edd. Loyola University, 
Chicago, ill. at Concordia since 2008.

Warwick, Ronald: Professor of Educational Leadership
B.s. Loyola University, Chicago, ill., M.ed., Loyola University, Chicago, ill., 
ed.d. indiana University, Bloomington, ind. at Concordia since 2008.

Wellen, Lauren: Associate Professor of Education
B.a., M.a. Concordia University, river Forest, ill.; Ph.d. northern illinois 
University. at Concordia since 1999. 

Wente, Steven F.: Professor of Music
B.a., M.C.M. Concordia teachers College, river Forest, ill.; d.Mus.  
northwestern University, evanston, ill. at Concordia since 1984. 

Wilhite, Robert: Associate Professor of Educational Leadership
B.a. southern illinois University, Carbondale, ill.; M.ed. Loyola University, 
Chicago, ill., ed.d. Loyola University, Chicago, ill. at Concordia since 2008.

Zillman, O. John: Professor of Psychology
B.a., M.a.ed. Concordia College, river Forest, ill.; Ph.d. University of illinois, 
Chicago, ill. at Concordia since 1989.

Zimmerman, Pamela: Associate Professor of Education
B.s. University of illinois, Urbana, ill.; M.s. northern illinois University, 
deKalb, ill.; ed.d. northern illinois University, deKalb, ill. at Concordia  
since 2010. 

Emeriti Faculty
Bartell, Marvin H., B.S. Ed., M.S., Ph.D.
distinguished Professor of natural science and geography.  
at Concordia from 1968 to 2003.

Brockberg, Harold F.
Professor of Physical education. at Concordia from 1956 to 1990.

Busse, Robert L., B.Mus., M.Mus.
associate Professor of Music. at Concordia from 1957 to 1993.

Domroese, Kenneth A., B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Professor of natural science. at Concordia from 1958 to 1997.

Dumler, Marvin J., A.B., M.S., Ed.D.
Professor of Psychology. at Concordia from 1958 to 1984.

Fahrenkrog, Darlene M.
Professor of art. at Concordia 1963-69 and from 1978-2001.

Faszholz, Thomas O., B.A., M.Div., M.A.
associate Professor of Physical education. at Concordia from 1964 to 1999.

Flandermeyer, Roger H., A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of geography. at Concordia from 1976 to 2001.

Froehlich, Charles D., B.A., B.D., S.T.M.
Professor of theology and Classical Languages. at Concordia from 1962 to 1997.

Grotelueschen, Paul G., B.S., M.A.
Professor of Communication and theatre. at Concordia from 1953 to 1999.

Heinitz, Kenneth L., B.A., M.Div., M.A., Ph.D., S.T.M.
distinguished Professor of theology. at Concordia from 1957 to 1993.

Hennig, Julia A., B.Mus., Deaconess, D.M.A.
Professor of Music. at Concordia from 1956 to 1996.

Herman, Alfred, B.S. Ed., M.Ed.
associate Professor of human Performance. at Concordia from 1968 to 2003.

Hillert, Richard, B.S.Ed., M.Mus., D.Mus. L.L.D.,
distinguished Professor of Music. at Concordia from 1944 to 1990.

Jenne, Natalie R., B.A., M.A., D.M.A. 
Professor of Music. at Concordia from 1960 to 1999.

Kirchenberg, Ralph J., M.S.
Professor of natural science and geography. at Concordia from 1963 to 2003.

Klatt, Lois A., B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
distinguished Professor of human Performance. at Concordia from 1963 to 2003.

Kreiss, Paul T., B.S., Ed.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Foreign Language. at Concordia from 1960 to 1997.

Krentz, Eugene L., B.Th., B.D., M.Div., M.A., Ph.D.
President, Professor of social science. at Concordia from 1983 to 1995.

Kretzschmar, Judith C., B.S. Pe., M.P.E.
associate Professor of human Performance. at Concordia from 1968 to 2003.

graduate Faculty
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Kurth, Lyle J., B.S., M.S., Ed.D.
Professor of teacher education. at Concordia from 1974 to 1998.

Kurth, Ruth, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Professor of education. at Concordia from 1993 to 2003.

Laabs, Charles W., B.S.Ed., M.A.Ed.
Professor of education. at Concordia from 1968 to 1994.

Latzke, Henry R., B.S.Ed., M.S.L.S., Ed.D.
Professor of education, director Library services. at Concordia from 1960  
to 1999.

Lehmann, William H. Jr., B.A., M.Div., M.A., Ph.D.
distinguished Professor of Philosophy & humanities. at Concordia from 1955 
to 1993.

Lucht, Wayne E., B.S., M.Ed., Ph.D.
distinguished Professor of Psychology. at Concordia from 1963 to 1991.

Martin, Walter W., B.S.Ed., M.A.
Professor of art. at Concordia from 1957 to 1995.

Mueller, Delbert W., B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of education. at Concordia from 1978 to 1993.

Nielsen, George R., B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
distinguished Professor of history. at Concordia from 1959 to 1997.

Palmer, Rachel, B.S., M.S., Ed.D.
associate Professor of education. at Concordia from 1995 to 2003.

Pieper, Robert, B.S., M.A.
registrar. at Concordia from 1979 to 1991.

Radke, Merle, B.S., LL.D., M.A., Ph.D.
distinguished Professor of english. at Concordia from 1957 to 1987.

Rietschel, William C., B.S., M.Ed., Ed.D. 
Professor of education. at Concordia from 1974 to 2004.

Rimbach, Evangeline L., B.A., M.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Music. at Concordia from 1964 to 1997.

Schalk, Carl F., B.S.Ed., M.Mus., M.A.R., LL.D., L.H.D.
distinguished Professor of Music. at Concordia from 1965 to 1993.

Schoepp, Leonard H., B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of art. at Concordia from 1965 to 1997.

Smith, Curtis A., B.Ed., M.A., Ed.D. 
associate Professor of educational Leadership. at Concordia from 1993  
to 2001.

Spurgat, Frederick A., B.S.Ed., M.B.A., Ph.D.
Professor of economics, vice President for administration. at Concordia from 
1951 to 1998.

Toepper, Robert, B.S., M.A., AG.C., Ph.D.
Professor of education and Business. at Concordia from 1979 to 2002.

Wilkie, Wesley, H., B.A., M.Div.
associate Professor of theology. at Concordia from 1964 to 1968, 1971 
to 2003.

Young, Norman E., B.S.Ed, M.S. Ed.D.
distinguished Professor of Mathematics, Provost emeritus. at Concordia from 
1966 to 2000.

Zimmer, R. Allen, B.S.Ed., M.A.Ed., Ed.D.
distinguished Professor of education. at Concordia from 1968 to 1995.

Zimmerman, Paul A., A.B., M.Div., D.D.
President. Professor of theology and science. at Concordia from 1973 to 1984

emeriti Faculty emeriti Faculty
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Doctor of Education
May 7, 2010

Lisa M. ginet
Barbara r. Wheeler

Master of Arts
July 31, 2009

Michelle a. abrell
Marcina adams
Christine a. alesia
norm v. aliga
Kurtis r. anderson
Kristin L. angel
Charlotte appleberry
terri L. arcos
ted r. arison
Bridget C. arndt
Carlos a. arzuaga
ann Back
angela M. Bader neczek
Bari n. Bagby
Michael J. Bakula
Kate C. Ballauer
Lashonda M. Banks
Kijai d. Barton
Melloney L. Beck
angela M. Bergantino
Wendy a. Berner
Chris W. Berryhill
dana M. Bettinardi
dan r. Blaskovitz
Jennifer L. Blaszczak
Marisol L. Bobik
thomas C. Bolan
robert K. Boldwyn
Jennifer L. Bowman
Brent W. Bradish
Carol a. Bramstedt
Kari a. Brandstedt
raquelle M. Brennan
Jessica L. Breyne
amy C. Bridgeman
Jeanette Briseno
nikolaos a. Bubaris
Carole J. Buck
veda r. Bulluck
Craig s. Burt
amanda L. Butera

Janis a. Bylinski
sean F. Byrne
ann K. Bystedt
amanda B. Callahan
Brian d. Callahan
Michele L. Callahan
grace n. Cantu
Laura Carbajal
Fernando Carrillo
Brett M. Carroll
enyth d. Carson
Claudia M. Casteel
Jennifer a. Cerney
gina M. Ciangi
Michael Cibelli
tracy J. Cobo
sandra J. Coil
Jessica a. Colella
esmeralda Cordova
James P. Coughlin
Lindsay J. Crane
ryan t. Crissey
nicole r. Crum
Courtney a. daddino
Louis C. davis
Markisha B. davis
robert a. davis
Jeanine K.  
dehaven-Binger
teresa desantiago
Kimberly a. deutsch
Jenelle L. dieterman
Paul d. digiulio
Jennifer C. disanti
tracy a. dockum
Julie a. dodd
Michael P. douglas
amanda L. eakins
amber r. earls
Brittany K. egan
erin n. ekstrom
eric M. elftmann
daryll L. enison
Papedia evans
ryan P. evans
Jane W. everett
Michelle r. Felde
stephanie r. Felker
elizabeth L. Fischer

Peter J. Flaherty
ryan L. Flowers
thomas M. Foley
amy M. Folta
Caroline a. Franek
Briana C. Fricke
erik d. Friedman
Monica r. Frieson
Bridget e. gainer
Bryan a. gaines
Patricia d. gallo
Megan K. gardner
Montia d. gardner
Christine M. gauvain
debra a. gelso
april s. giannosa
Carissa M. gillespie
Jamie a. glass
sarah M. gomez
Christine M. 
gonzalez-swik
debra L. good
nicholas a. grabarek
Linda grabowski
Kylie J. gregor-Whitmire
angela a. gregory
susan M. griffin
andrea n. gunn
rita M. guritz
heidi r. habas
Kristin L. haines
Kelly a. hall
Julie e. hallums
angela hankes
Kara e. hanley
Brendan M. harris
susan r. harris
Liana L hejny-Ploski
sarah e. heldt
Linda L. heller
scott L. hendrickson
Claudia hernandez
vanessa herrera
Colleen B. hindman
ellen M. hoffenkamp
sarah K. hoffer
Cynthia r. holliday
ryan K. hornback
angela L. huls

Degrees Conferred Jamie t. iannotti
adebisi o. ige
Michelle t. Jablonski
Melissa a. Jensen
tracey L. Jensen
Lars-Peter Johansson
Jeffrey J. Joyce
John t. Joyce
Laura a. Jung
virginia L. Justiniano
sara a. Kahn
sandra a. Karas
tricialyn J. Kaszewicz
dayna L. Keelor
Catherine a. Keller
ashley L. Kirst
Lauren e. Klinsky
Mark d. Knickelbein
John a. Kosiek
gwyneth a. Kram
Kathleen a. Kreft
sarah J. Kremer
Paul Krick
sara r. Kroeger
Cynthia L. Krubeck
Jami M. Kueffner
Michelle Kumor
Michele C. Kurczak
donna M. Larocca
James r. Lau
Jennifer C. Lawrence
sandra M. Lazzara
tonya M. Leeth
William a. Lehotsky
Kimberly e. Lewis
Michelle s. 
Lezza-deLarosa
Pamela a. Lindemann
Carrie L. Lombardi
dana a. Lucenti
Margaret e. Luft
andrea s. Macksood
angela L. Maggio
James t. Majewski
Catherine J. Malnarick
Peggie F. Maniscalco
Charles Manning
Maryann e. Marchiafava
Flavia t. Marcucci
Maria L. Marini
Janet e. Markwick

andre L. Marshall
Bryan P. Martin
talisa L. Martin
graig C. Mason
rosella May-hartwell
John t. Mcatee
Miranda e. McClain
victoria K. McClellan
Christine L. McCusker
amber r. McLaughlin
erin e. McMillan
Christine C. McPeak
Kristin L. Mcsweeney
Merissa J. Mercil
david M. Mertes
Jennifer i. Miller
Jeffrey M. Minarik
nicole Molnar
avis e. Montalvo
erin e. Moran
Matthew J. Moran
Kerri a. Moses
dena Muhr
Kimberly a. Murray
Julie e. Muszynski
Krista a. naff
Kimberly C. nash
Lori naumowicz
sarah e. nedwick
vincent a. neil
Kyle r. nelson
Maxwell a. nelson
Jeremy J. nemec
Marissa d. noble
Katie e. noel
Caroline a. nudo
amanda M. o’Brien
Karen a. ochoa
Jessica a. ogulnik
gina M. oles
Britta n. olufs
Wendy M. orloff
donna M. orloff 
Wheeler
nat osmani
tiffany a. owsiany
Keith a. ozsvath
Michael a. Pacer
John W. Panozzo
Kathleen M. Paoli
Laura a. Parisi

amonaquenette v. 
Parker
Jennifer L. Parlier
Joseph t. Parratore
Krushna d. Patel
Luis Perez
Colleen r. Perry
Michele M. Petkewicz
Jessica L. Petkus
Will P. Petsche
stephanie L. Pipia
Joseph W. Pontrelli
Maryann Porlier
ashley a. Potempa
amy B. Powell
Judith a. Powell
angela M. Powers
angela L. Presbitero
suzanne s. Quigg
denise racky
Craig t. raimondi
Janine M. raspolich
susanne M. rehnberg
sara M. rerucha
Colleen a. reynolds
James W. richter
Charles r. ridley, Jr.
april e. riley
dawn a. robinson
James a.  
robinson-Parran
Jeremy r. rodrigues
debra J. roerig
Jennifer L. rogers
rose Mary roman
nicole P. rossman
Jennifer L. rouse
gail e. rubio
nadra C. ruff
Julie a. ruiz
Kelly J. sabo
roy J. sackmaster
Julia v. sadowski
olga s. salas
Maribel saldivar
Kathleen e. sawyer
yolanda M. schaeffer
Cristine a. schafer
Kimberly a. schatz
scott a. schau
sera M. schetz
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ryan g. schill
douglas L. schiller
dana M. schwarz
Joshua M. segura
Jodi e. selle
Jay seppanen
Jenene r. serafini
tracy a. serafini
ellen K. shankar
Michael e. shelton
sean shipley
daisy C. simbulan
susan J. skorburg
stacey M. skrocki
elyse M. smith
erica L. smith
samuel s. smith
donna J. sokolowski
sonia soler
evelia sotelo
Carla st. aubyn
rachel s. steele
Jordan C. stephen
tiffoni t. stepney
annette M. stocchetti
dawn M. strauss
renita r. streeter
raven e. stromek
Kirsten surbaugh
Chandrea d. taylor
LaChristain taylor
romelle L. taylor
genesis taylor-young
sonya y. teague
edward C. tennant, Jr
vanessa M. tessling
Chad h. thomas
Melinda g. thomas
Lisa a. thomen
Mary C. toldo
Leola r. towers
Mary L. tripp
deborah M. trujillo
Kristin M. Ulrich
Kelly M. Urbanik
yazmin Uriostegui
adrienne n. valvano
Patricia M. vandenack
Kyle W. vaneenenaam
darrell a. vetter
Karen M. viereckl

James t. Waldo
tena M. Washington
Jamie M. Wasilewski
Beth a. Waugh
Joylet M. Webb
Brenna r. Westerhoff
Kevin r. Whyte
amie M. Wietzema
Jeri J. Wilke
elizabeth a. Williams
James a. Williams
Jill F. Williams
thomas t. Williams
Joseph J. Winiarski
Jessica B. Wisniewski
Kevin M. Wolf
James h. Workman
Janet C. Wright
Christopher r. yerk
Michael t. Zajac
susan C. Zibricky
therese a. Zimmers

December 11, 2009
Carolyn F. abrams
Karen M. alderson
rae t. alexander
dana d. allen
Jordan e. anderson
Karen d. anderson
nelitha r. 
anderson-Batts
Jermayne n. angeles
Melissa angeles
alicia a. anos
Brenda antoniazzi
deborah a. apger
Pablo M. arreola
victoria e. atkin
Mark atkins
Winifred J. Baik
rachel M. Balcer
george Ballas
Kelly a. Banos-Parra
thomas e. Barbini
elizabeth M. Barker
eileen M. Barrins
Joseph Becker
Julie M. Bell
rebecca L. Berry
Kathleen B. Bertuca

ava L. Blalark
sarah M. Blecha
deanna d. Bloom
nicole M. Blough
James a. Bogdonas
Martha J. Bojan
sherry L. Borchardt
tatyana y. Borodin
Marvin L. Bowman
sherrie L. Brassard
Jori M. Broidy
Kathleen d. Brown
adrienne J. Brown-
Murray
amanda K. Bruce
Jessica L. Bruhn
Bruce r. Buchweitz
Jamie C. Buck
ryan d. Buck
Miriam Caballero
Janice d. Calloway
vanessa e. Campos
Kieran F. Caraher
Jill e. Carell
glenn d. Carnine
Jacqueline M. Carrasco
Jennifer r. Carter
gloria B. 
Chapa-resendez
Kellie J. Chapman
Ketty C. Charles
george P. Charnley
nazera L. Chartouni
Colette Chauncey
Kelly n. Cheney
James W. Chochola
Jessica M. Christensen
Peter a. Cichon
Katie M. Cimarolli
sabrina L. Clary
vernette Claybourne
Bethany Coburn
Beth a. Coglianese
april d. Cohen
angelena M. Colon
gail L. Conrad
Jillian L. Corapi
herminia Cornejo
Janelle Cousins-Billings
renee M. Covert
sarah Cox

sharion d. Craig
shirley M. Creamer
Carmelita g. Cross
Jennifer Cruz
Jacquie M. Cullen
Jennifer s. Cummins
rory M. dacks
Michael a. damico
Cheryl daniel-dyer
donya a. davis
Portia r. davis
Brenda L. day
elizabeth dejewski
gabriela delgado
david r. deMuth
donna a. denney
sarah e. dennis
Cathryne e. dennison
Lisa a. deville
Christine di gilio
roberto C. dominguez
Cynetha a. douglas
Loretta downs
Melanie eilers
Mary Beth elgass
anthony s. elias
La von K. engbers
dawn M. engel
Katie a. engel
Michelle t. esposito
diane C. esquibel
Laura a. Faber
Melindia M. Fenner
andrew t. Fenton
anita M. Fischer
nell M. Fisher-agnew
heidi L. Flowers
Colleen e. Flynn
Michelle r. Fober
gabriella Fonzetti
sarah C. Foote
Megan L. Fox
Joseph a. Fralick
Jeffrey g. Frcka
sarah Frelix
Marysol Friel
Kristy a. Fulton
Lisa M. gaeger
Paula M. garner
evadne L. garth
susan K. garza

theresa v. gates-ross
debra M. gavin
erin M. gavin
Marie a. gehrig
Clare M. gerding
Michael J. ginczycki
Jason h. gold
Barry n. goldman
Melissa L. goosherst
noreen J. green
rachel L. green
elizabeth K. greene
Judy M. gurga
Kristin M. gustafson
Jerrica B. hagerman
Molly B. hamilton
Marie-Louise hammad
Karen B. hammoud
david P. hartman
Jonathan M. havens
Melissa a. hawkins
sara J. hay
William v. hedden
Peter J. heinisch
randy heite
nicole henderson
imelda herrera
nancy e. herrera
hana J. herzog
nancy J. hickey
donna Mae hill
denise v. hines
damita s. hobson
Lisa n. holzkopf
alyssa B. horwitz
Cherome s.  
hughes-Lucius
Joshua C. hunt
Bryan J. huttner
ana r. ibarra
Carease s. Jackson
robin J. Jacob
Christina Jaramillo
Kristen M. Jarosik
nicole a. Johnson
shirley L. Joiner
anglense C. Jones
Latoyla d. Jones
Joanna K. Kadlec
Jeffrey P. Kalas
Patricia Kaldis

greg W. Kapsimalis
gregory d. Keadle
erin e. Kearney
Jessica h. Kelly
Michael P. Kennedy
Katie e. Khym
Kimberly M. King
Linda Kingdon
amanda M. Kirk
Jarett C. Kirshner
Katharine a. Klaczek
Jennifer s. Klein
Joyce L. Kleinheinz
Megan M. Knight
Kathy L. Kostelny
nicholas C. Kotis
steven M. Kramer
Patrick J. Krech
Ludwika Krzysiak
robyn L. Kubik
sarah L. Kuester
thomas J. Kuhn
Lyntina Lampley
Jean M. Laurance
ava Lavinder
ranae C. Leamanczyk
Kristin L. Lee
shameika s. Lee
Julie a. Lenihan
Leslie a. Loboda
nanette r. Loerop
Kelly a. Lonergan
Lisa M. Lorenzini
elaine Lorinczi
dinorah P. Lozano
Joanne Lunt
Crystal s. Madison
nicole M. Maguire
anthony L. Malcolm
Patricia Malfeo
Karla r. Manning
andrea Manno
yolanda Manns
Melanie M. Marcotte
nicole L. Markko
Joy r. Martin
vilma M. Martinez
suzanne L. Mattix
donna J. May
Julie t. Mayer
Matthew e. Mayer

degrees Conferred degrees Conferred
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angela L. McConnell
Patricia L. McCraven
Julie L. Mcgawley
erica r. Medard
Jacqueline Meo
gella K. Meyerhoff
rasa s. Miliauskas
Laura C. Miller
Matthew a. Mlynski
Kimberly a. Monk
Brieanne J. Morache
Mary t. Morf
denise M. Morris
timothy J. Morris
Julie e. Motluck
emily a. Mudd
Cedric Muhammad
Chantal d. Muzzall
tricia M. Mynes
elizabeth F. 
nemchausky
amy M. nemmers
verna e. neumann
Manette J. nilson
Colleen e. noha
stacie r. noisey
Meghan K. nolan
Margaret W. o’Brien
Jay s. oesterreicher
Catherine B. olesuk
Kristen J. o’Malley
Joanne M. o’riordan
Lynette a. o’rourke
Kelly C. Paetsch
Christine Pagany
Marcella P. Pahl
robyn L. Pappageorge
Joanna Pappas
tanisha s. Parks
david J. Pater
Kristi i. Patterson
susana a. Perez
Brigid M. Peterson
heather L. Peterson
Maureen C. Petruzzelli
Jenna Phillips
amy t. Pickering
heather M. Pilch
emily a. Plunkett
Jill M. Poetz
Kevin W. Pokorny

adrienne a. Porter
toyya U. Proctor
Cristina e. Pruitt
deborah a. Psenicka
Julio Quintero
Katie L. raffaelli
tammy M. raffen
rebecca rahn
Jacey L. ramirez
sharon a. ramski
erik M. rasmussen
richard d. rasmussen
teri L. raucci
susan J. ray
Lamie C. rea
ruth M. remkus
alexander resendez
Joel L. rhea
Joan h. richards
Jennifer L. riskus
Kristina e. roderer
amanda B. rodriguez
Michele C. rogalski
sara J. roggi
Kimberly M. roth
Mary C. roth
senora a. rowe
elizabeth a. ruppe
James e. russell
Zenobia russell-Ford
Janet F. salmon
Michelle C. salvetti
adriana n. scalora
heather M. schaefer
amanda schmidt
Blair r. schoell
Michelle a. schultz
Christina K. schupple
robert M. schwantz
Kimberly J. scurek
Moira a. serwas
nicole a. session
Krista J. settles
Brian W. sherry
Cynthia s. shull
Catina M.  
simms-dickerson
elizabeth a. simoulis
robert L. simpson
Cameron J. slife
Brian J. smith

Jeffrey M. smith
Laura r. smith
tarvies d. smith
Zachary J. smole
Christine B. snyder
shannon M. soger
Cherie n. sparacio
Corey B. spella
Meghan C. stachura
dana L. starck
dawn P. starr
Joanna d. stasiak
tina steele
theresa M. stengel
Carolyn M. story
Joshua r. strand
Wyomie a. strong
hope L. sutherland
Kimberly a. sykes
Christopher s. taylor
elizabeth a. taylor
nicole d. thompson
Lisa a. thoren
Bertha torres
amanda J. townsend
Jody M. trapani
Kristen n. trovato
Lynn M. turner
Jennifer n. tyus
gina L. Uhle
ruth e. Urban
norma J. vakil
Clair e. valeo
Lisa M. vazzana
Liliana velazquez
Marie o. ventura
stacey L. vervynck
eric s. von heimburg
Brittany L. Walk-sidoti
daniel P. Wall
tracey a. Wall
Courtney a. Wallace
Jeffrey a. Wallace
Colleen M. Walsh
Matthew r. Warren
Christina n. Washburn
delora r. Washington
nathalia Washington
taffney t. Washington
Pamela L. 
Wechman-Mueller

Katherine M. Wedster
andrea J. Wegner
Katherine M. Weilandt
scott J. Whipple
Michele r. White
Mark L. Wiggins
Martha a. Wilkins
Matthew Williams
Christine L. Wilson
amy C. Wiltjer
Kelly a. Wingate
sarah g. Wippman
Wioleta Wontorczyk
dawn r. Wright
Phillip a. yasenak
Cathy a. yoder
Michael d. youngberg
david a. Zaban
Jamie L. Zaban
ariel r. Zamarripa
Mary t. Zuba

May 7, 2010
sheena t. adams
afua B. agyeman-Badu
Jillian K. akins
ellen M. alfano
trinidad altamirano
Zacharias J. alukos
Melissa amaro
Jill a. amrhein
emily g. andersen
Paul J. anderson
stacy J. anderson
Catherine angelos
Mary t. anichini
Jennifer F. anzalotti
nancy a. arnold
Karen M. arthurs
alexandra K. averett
susana g. ayala
Cecilia a. Baader
tiffany C. Baber
Karrie M. Backhaus
Julie a. Bankes
Maria Barajas
alicia M. Barnes
dawn M. Barrett
natalie K. Bartl
erin-Colleen Bartolai
ellen M. Beresheim

Jeffrey M. Bergholtz
Mary a. Beribak
LaCretia s. Bernstein
Michelle Berrios
Mary M. Biesty
Kathleen t. Bitz
Janet a. Blatchford
evdokia K. Block
Joey Bonanotte
sylvia Bonilla-Kochanski
Pamela J. Borgers
trenesha s. Boyd
Colette K. Boynton
Michelle M. Bradley
scott a. Bramley
erin Bramscher
Jessica a. Branecki
Christine g. Briggs
Lucyann Brignola
Mary e. Bringas
Lissette M. Brito
tyler d. Broders
Linda a. Brodie
alicia M. Brown
daphne Brown
Felisa y. Brown
Jillian M. Brown
Karalyn K. Brown
Loretha Brown
Michael Brown
Kelly Buffurine
eric s. Buhot
Caitlynne M. Burgess
allison C. Burke
ryan y. Burnett
tonya L. Butler
Patricia J. Caithamer
William e. Calderon
Patricia F. Caldwell
Kelly M. Carlson
Martha Carothers
eileen a. Carpenter
danielle r. Castens
teresa M. Castro
Cristiana Catarino
agnieszka M. 
Chmielewski
thomas W. Christie
Mary e. Christoff
emily L. Clausen
deborah a. Clayton

Christine t. Colaianni
susan M. Colclasure
Michael J. Coleman
stella M. Collazo
Lacey L. Collingbourne
Clarissa n. Comacateco
Magda y. Comparini
Kim M. Conlon
tammi J. Conn
david J. Connell
Lisa M. Connors
Marybeth Conrad
nicole M. Cook
shalanda r. Cook
tammy M. Cook
Fallon L. Cooper
nicole a. Corbiere
Christine s. Corcoran
Kimberly a. Corrigan
tina M. Corsby
nicole J. Cortes
Bianca M. Cosentino
Lashun L. Covington
Colin t. Craig
Colleen M. Crandall
emily t. Crement
Karen a. Crum
Jennifer L. Cummings
tracy y. Cunningham
Kimberly a. Curran
Xavier M. Custodio
Lisa a. dahlquist
deborah M. daly
Maureen L. daly
arlene F. davis
Charmaine a. davis
Bridget C. deLeshe
rebecca M. denny
gretchen L. derosa
Margarita diaz
Miriam e. diaz
Kendra M.  
dicker-deutsch
sylvia M. dixon
Kathleen M. doherty
Meagan K. doornbos
Michael dorame
Megan J. dorman
italy J. dorsey
Christina e. douglas
sarah M. douglas

degrees Conferred degrees Conferred
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Paul a. drake
Christine M. duff
stephanie L. eaton
amy d. echevarria
angela e. eenigenburg
sabrina r. ehmke
debra L. elliott
Meredith r. elliott
diane C. ellis
alison L. espinoza
amanda K. evans
Kerri M. evans-Williams
rebecca L. Fahrney
Kimberly J. Fane
Michelle a. Fanello
Cecilia Farfan
Kristen M. Ferguson
Christine J. Ferreri
Jennifer B. Fichter
tasia a. Finley
andrea e. Fisher
nicole M. Fisher
Magdalene e. Fitzgerald
Megan a. Fitzsimmons
robert C. Fletcher
donna e. Flinn
sarah B. Florea
Carolyn a. Forgue
Kimberly a. Forsyth
regina a. Fortman
dominick d. Foster
tess s. Fotidzis
Brian M. Frangella
alison a. Frank
renee M. Franklin
Patricia a. French
Christina L. Freund
Matthew J. Furlong
Jeremy s. gabriel
Kristin L. gannaway
Maritza garcia
Melissa M. garcia
Megan K. gardner
Kevin garner
Marie d. garnett
Leah C. gauthier
Kelly L. gawlik
elizabeth geiger
Mark d. genovesi
angelo georgacopoulos
Christina georgis

nichole P. gesner
edwina L. gholston
Crystal t. giles
oteal r. gilmore
Lacretia r. githiri
Lauren J. glaser
Christine s. goberville
sharon L. godellas
Barbara golik
sarah a. gord
Faye W. grady
angelena r. grande
Barrie L. grapenthien
erin K. gray
ashley e. greco
Leah B. grevoy
Barbara griffin
Kendall grigg
Jennifer L. grochowski
Marty W. grogan
Jennifer r. gross
Karyn M. grubb
tricia C. gustafson
elizabeth a. gutstein
Clemerson hajjar
susan J. haley
Carolyn d. hall
Kristine L. hamilton
april hammer
elizabeth a. haney
Cassandra hannah
amy e. harder
Perla r. haritos
Jeanne M. harley
Carla t. harper
eboni B. harris
Moniko C. harris
rikeita r. harris
tracy d. harwell
alisa M. hasler
Joshua M. hatch
Kimberly a. hayes
Michelle e. hecht
CaraLeigh heidgen
Jason P. helbling
Peter t. helfers
shannon K. henderson
Pamela s. henk
Lynn a. hennessy
stephanie L. henrichs
Kathleen P. henry

Bruce J. hensel
thomas F. herion
alison hernandez
Lorena hernandez-
tellez
tomas herrera-Myvett
Jaime M. hewitt
victoria s. hicks
Bonita a. hill-Coleman
Jodi r. hockensmith
erin M. hook-tidd
Priscilla a. howard
timothy a. hurd
Jessica L. hutchison
theodore r. Jablonski
Kelly s. Jackson
nicole C. Jackson
William M. James
nicole B. Jardell
Joseph s. Jarosz
taraneh M. Javidan
Marzena B.  
Jedrzejczyk sorum
shawn a. Jensen
Karie M. Jiacomin
Janice L. Johnson
Marisol Johnson
nettie e. Johnson
Jo L. Johnson-Board
Kathryn L. Johnston
Patricia v. Johnston
Jayna L. Joiner
amaze C. Jones
Carletta Jones
diane J. Jones
Paige M. Jones
Paul Jones
rosalind a. Jones
Bryn M. Jowaski
gina Judon
Kristen n. Jurewicz
annel Justiniano
rosemary Kalcsits
Jodie a. Kanaly
Kevin M. Kansler
deirdre M. Keane
Lindsey M. Keim
diane M. Kieres
rachel s. Kiewiet
Jennifer L. Killeen
Melissa M. King

rashad s. King
susan J. King
Melissa a. Kirby
tonya M. Kirk
deborah .J Kitching
Kristin a. Kloess
sheila L. Klonicki
Jonathan L. Klopp
Candace C. Kloss
nicole K. Knepper
danielle a. Knight
nikki L. Kohlenbrener
deborah a. Kolden
Kristin L. Kolman
amy C. Koning
shino Koshy
diane Kostovski
Jennifer M. Koziol
sara J. Kramer
olga  
  Kreatsoulas-Psyhogios
rebekah L. Kristan
Katie e. Kuhn
anna M. La Fronza
Kathleen a. LaCount
Lisa a. Lagudem
shanna a. Lake-Minor
Keith o. Lakstigala
Mary Jo M. Lamb
Kristine L. Landi
Chris F. Lapetino
elisa J. Lawrence
gregory J. Lazzara
elizabeth a. Lee
Kasey M. Lee
tJ r. Lee
Kimberly L. LeFlore
susan a. Lello
sara a. Lemes
Meagan Lewandowski
Jessica e. Lewis
Lashanda Lewis
Jean M. L’heureux
erin a. Linde
aaron Lippman
Lauren a. Locallo
nicholas F. Logalbo
dawn M. Love
dewitt a. Love
Mariaelena Lozano
Julie M. Lucas

sheila e. Lusk
Christos t.  
Lymberopoulos
sarah M.  
Lynes-Campbell
teresa P. Macdonald
Jason a. Maclin
donna J. Madaffari
Margaret a. Majka
daniela Malczewski
Beth r. Malinski
Leslie s. Mann
Kimberly a. Marinac
anne Maris
Brigita Markevics
Judy L.  
  Marquardt-smith
Judith M. Marshall
adalina Martinez
adrienne M. Martinez
arelis Martinez
terri Maynie
Christina L. Mayton
Jeffrey r. Mazzone
Kimberly t. McCoy
erika P. McCann
Margie a. McCarthy
amy L. McFarland
Michelle L. Mcguire
sarah M. McJoynt
rosalynd t. McWhorter
natalie a. Meilinger
daniel K. Mejdrich
Jillian L. Meldgin
amy K. Meron
rebecca L. Metzke
Claudia Meza
traci a. Meziere
shellie J. Mild
Jennifer B. Miller
Kristi L. Miller
Jodi L. Mohr
Corey Moore
Mercedes n. Moore
timel d. Moore
amy d. Morrison
Brett M. Morrow
Mark r. Moser
Mary a. Mostyn
susanna M. Mruz
Jennifer M. Munday

Mary L. Murphy
Karrin L. Musich
nancy L. nash
Bridget a. neam
treva r. nebel
elizabeth a. needleman
Jill M. neis
andrea J. neuman
Candace a. newell
Karen B. newson
debra d. nicholson
erin a. nolan
vicky L. nordeen
steven P. nordstrom
regina t. nottke
sergio e. nunez
Bridget a. o’Brien
erin e. o’Brien
Jill e.  
  o’Brien-Montesinos
Laura ocampo
Cecilia g. ochoa
Kelly a. o’Connor
diane odell
Barbara J. o’heath
Carolyn M. olson
david P. olson
Meghann K. o’Mara
Jennifer L. o’reilly
alison a. ortega
daniel a. ortiz
Katherine M. ostrander
taren o’toole-gaylord
Charles r. ovando
Kent s. overbey
nicole L. Paglia
Jaclyn d. Palka
Barbara a. Palmer
iryna Panchyshyn
helen s. Park
Colleen t. Parnitzke
Margaret s. Patch
Konstantinos   
  Patsiopoulos
Myra J. Patterson
Marie Patzelt
richard J. Pavlacka
Jennifer L. Pell
Lisa a. Percival
daniel a. Perillo
Phobie Perkins

degrees Conferred degrees Conferred
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rosalynn n. Pernell
Catherine M. Peters
sarah C. Petersen
emily e. Peterson
andria J. Pettera
ishshah Phillips
amy a. Pieniazkiewicz
Joseph P. Pisano
darlene a. Placko
elizabeth e. Plaskacz
Kristen a. Plugge
docilla Pollard
Lisa d. Pontious
don e. Pool
Mauricio Portugal
Jennifer a. Poturalski
Melinda g. Pressoir
andrea C. Prola
amanda e. Pryce
eileen M. Puchalski
Jennifer J. Purcell
eric J. Pygman
Courtney a. Pytlarz
Lilian r. Quint
Mary L. rabeler
Cammy B. rae
gina M. rallo
Brooke e. ramey
Kori L. ramos
stephanie r. rasmusen
Judith M. rath
Lesly K. ravenscraft
danna M. ready
aimee P. redding
Jennifer C. reeger
Jack rein
rhonda s. reinert
ryan t. rekruciak
Michelle L. reyes
edna e. rhodes
Lindsey J. rhodes
della d. richards
dawn s. richardson
Kristina M. rivera
neysa rivera
nibra L. robinson
gina L. robuck
shannon M. rodgers
eufemia rodriguez
ida rodriguez
Maricruz rodriguez

Janet a. roller-schmidt
Katie P. rose
Joyce C. rosenberg
Leah B. rosenthal
Jorian e. ross
Lissette rua
danielle L. rubel
sara M. ruch
amy s. russell
ashley e. russow
Joseph a. ryback
davonta C. sabbs
Lucille M. sajdak
eddie saldana
Kimberlee a. salyards
donene h. sand
teresa M. sanello
ahmed saqri
elizabeth a. sauers
Christina M. schaefer
Joanna v. schild
Marie L. schleich
Lisa M. schmidtke
Jessica L. schneider
Kevin P. schoenherr
Jenifer L. schultz
Michele L. schuster
Karyn L. schwarz
samantha J. scimeca
darea d. seifer
Colleen e. seiwert
amy e. seng
timothy M. shannon
Melissa L. shasteen
Michael J. shehan
tracie L. shella
Wendy a. shelton
Lynn M. sheridan
Mandy L. showalter
Jonathan g. sikes
Kimberly r. singer
Claudia C. sink
Meghan K. sisk
Julie M. sitter
Kara s. sitton
Kristen d. skoskiewicz
eugene J. skura
angelique r. smith
Brianna M. smith
Jason L. smith
velma P. smith

Kyle snow
Kristin L. soprych
Maria a. soto
Julie K. sowadski
Femi s. spearman
Leslie K. spires
Penelope a. spiroplaus
tiffany a. stallone
Bridget C. stanis
Megan r. stetka
Jarita K. steward
Lida L. stewart
rachel B. stoughton
sheila a. stull
robert a. stumpf
Beth a. swikart
Joseph M. tanke
Kimberly d. tate
amy M.  
  tekampe-herchenbach
Kara a. terpstra
robin y. tharp
Janelle K. thoma
William P. timmins
Matthew t. topham
Jill tregler
Courtney a. tumpach
Jennifer M. turner
Kimberly r. turner
susan J. tutorow
Joseph Unruh
diane vale
ian g. van Cleaf
Lori a. vanek
ryan L. vanKampen
Marco a. vargas
elizabeth M. verges
Jennifer a. vierneisel
therese M. viken
stephanie M. volke
Brandi Wade
Kristin r. Wagner
suzanne C. Wagner
ronda M. Walano
anna F. Waldron
evelyn M. Wales
Brian e. Walker
Linda M. Walser
Kimberly a. Wandless
Latanya a. Waters
amanda M. Watson

stephanie L. Watson
Lena s. Watts-drake
Jonathan P. Way
amanda L. Wege
anthony r. White
sandra Wichner
Jeanine e. Williams
nicole C. Williams
rhoda Williams
shawna C. Williams
Lois s. Williams-tandy
John M. Willoughby
aredia a. Wilson
Cassie M. Wilson
Courtney a. Wilson
vanessa Wilson
Megan e. Winthrop
Brent W. Wise
elva Witt
diane M. Witting
Patricia K. Woertz
sara e. Wolff
elizabeth a. Wood
Cemioan Woodley
Kerstin a. Workman
alyssa J. Wright
stuart e. Wrzesinski
sarah L. yakapovich
stacy K. yarmoska
annie r. Zeivel
abigail J. Zeller
rhonda s. Ziemba
Kristin a. Ziemke- 
  Fastabend
angela J. Zombori
Michelle a. Zubik

Master of Arts in Teaching
July 31, 2009
anabel avitia
deborah J. davis
Wilma J. hill
timothy W.  
hockensmith
Megan t. Parker
Philip J. schmitt
Paula a. spilotro
therese M. tencate
tory towers
tracey s. vaughn

December 11, 2009
Joseph Carey
Megan K .Carr
Maryellen dennehy
Lauren May
Christina C. olmetti
Margo ransom
rory K. Utter
Ladonna M. Williams
robin r. Wilson

May 7, 2010
donald J. adlfinger
Zenaida almodovar
shanna L. Ballenger
angelique M. Blackwell
Johanna M. Cousin
Kimberly a. davis
rachel g. davis
dione M. dyson
theodore J. graf
Leticia a. gutierrez
John F. hawkins
Jordan C. hopman
ann M. Labak
abigail r. Lehmann
Meagan C. Lumpkin
heather L. McCoy
never r. McLeod
Jada r. Mims
Michael d. Prelaske
Karen M. reeves
giselle M. rodriguez
susan L. rowlett
tiffany L. safranek
geonny samon
roselyn siphengphone
Maritza sorensen
Kristin M. torraco
rachel a. 
Wallace-Kirkendall
Pamela Washington

Master of Business 
Administration
December 17, 2009
olanrewaju o. ajayi
gladys e. Blancas
rena L. hall
Jessica e. Kontopoulos
Carlos a. ortega
Matthew J. smith
sheri L. tomasello
guadalupe velez

degrees Conferred degrees Conferred
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Legal Notices 
the material contained in this catalog is for information only and does not  
constitute a contract between the student and the University. the University 
reserves the right to revise policies, amend rules, alter regulations and change  
financial charges at any time in accordance with the best interest of the institution.

Annual Notice to Students 
annually, Concordia University Chicago informs students of the Family  
educational rights and Privacy act of 1974. this act, with which the  
institution intends to comply fully, was designated to protect the privacy of 
education records, and to provide guidelines for the correction of inaccurate 
or misleading data through informal and formal hearings. students also have 
the right to file complaints with the Family educational rights and Privacy act 
office (FerPa) concerning alleged failures by the institution to comply with 
the act. 

Local policy explains in detail the procedures to be used by the institution for 
compliance with the provisions of the act. Copies of the policy can be found 
in the office of the President and the office of the registrar. this policy also  
is printed on the following pages. the offices mentioned also maintain a  
directory of records which lists all education records maintained on students 
by this institution. 

Questions concerning the Family educational rights and Privacy act may be 
referred to the office of the registrar. date of publication: March, 1988. 

Institutional Policy 
Re: The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 
the Family educational rights and Privacy act of 1974 is a federal law which 
states that 

• a written institutional policy must be established and 
• a statement of adopted procedures covering the privacy rights  

of students be made available. the law provides that the institution will 
maintain the confidentiality of student education records. 

Concordia University Chicago accords all the rights under the law to students 
who are declared independent. no one outside the institution shall have access 
to, nor will the institution disclose any information from a student’s  
education records, without the student’s written consent except to personnel 
within the institution, to officials of other institutions in which the student 
seeks to enroll, to persons or organizations providing student’s financial aid, 
to accrediting agencies carrying out their accreditation function, to persons in 
compliance with a judicial order, and to persons in an emergency in order to 
protect the health and safety of the student or other persons. all these  
exceptions are permitted under the act. 

Within the Concordia University Chicago community, only those members, 
individually or collectively, acting in the student’s educational interest are  
allowed access to student education records. these members include personnel 
in the office of the registrar, student Financial Planning, office of admission, 
office of the dean of students and academic personnel within the limitations 
of their need to know. 

at its discretion the institution may provide directory information in  

accordance with the provisions of the act to include: student name, address, 
telephone number, major field of study, dates of attendance, degrees and awards 
received, the most recent previous educational agency or institution attended 
by the student, participation in officially recognized activities and sports, and 
weight and height of members of athletic teams. students may withhold  
directory information by notifying the registrar in writing within the first five 
class days of each academic year. 

request for non-disclosure will be honored by the institution for only one 
academic year; therefore, authorization to withhold directory information must 
be filed annually in the office of the registrar. 

the law provides students with the right to inspect and review information 
contained in their education records, to challenge the contents of their  
education records, to have a hearing if the outcome of the challenge is  
unsatisfactory, and to submit explanatory statements for inclusion in their files if 
they feel the decisions of the hearing panels to be unacceptable. the registrar at 
Concordia University Chicago has been designated by the institution to  
coordinate the inspection and review procedures for academic, cooperative 
education, and placement records. students wishing to review their education 
records must make written requests to the registrar, listing the items of interest. 
only records covered by the act will be made available within forty-five days 
of the request. students may have copies made of their records with certain 
exceptions; e.g., a copy of the academic record for which a financial hold exists, 
or a transcript of an original or source document which exists elsewhere. these 
copies would be made at the student’s expense at prevailing rates. education 
records do not include records of instructional, administrative, and educational 
personnel which are the sole possession of the maker and are not accessible or 
revealed to any individual except a temporary substitute; records of the law 
enforcement unit; student health records; employment records; or alumni  
records. health records, however, may be reviewed by a physician of the  
student’s choosing.

students may not inspect and review the following as outlined by the act: 
Financial information submitted by their parents; confidential letters and 
recommendations associated with admissions, employment or job placement, 
or honors to which they have waived their rights of inspection and review; 
or education records containing information about more than one student, in 
which case the institution will permit access only to that part of the record 
which pertains to the inquiring student. the institution is not required to  
permit students to inspect and review confidential letters and  
recommendations placed in their files prior to January 1, 1975, provided  
those letters were collected under established policies of confidentiality and 
were used only for the purpose for which they were collected. 

students who believe that their education records contain information that is 
inaccurate or misleading, or is otherwise in violation of their privacy or other 
rights, may discuss their problems informally with the registrar. if the  
decisions are in agreement with the student’s request, the appropriate records 
will be amended. if not, the student will be notified within a reasonable period 
of time that the records will not be amended; and they will be informed by the 
office of the registrar of their rights to a formal hearing. student requests for a 
formal hearing must be made in writing to the University Provost who, within 
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a reasonable period of time after receiving such requests, will inform students 
of the date, place, and time of the hearing. students may present evidence 
relevant to the issues raised and may be assisted or represented at the hearings 
by one or more persons of their choice, including attorneys, at the student’s 
expense. the hearing panels which will adjudicate such challenges will be the 
Provost, the dean of students, and the registrar. 

decisions of the hearing panels will be final, will be based solely on the  
evidence presented at the hearing, and will consist of written statements  
summarizing the evidence and stating the reasons for the decisions, and will 
be delivered to all parties concerned. the education records will be corrected 
or amended in accordance with the decisions of the hearing panels, if the 
decisions are in favor of the students. if the decisions are unsatisfactory to the 
students, the students may place with the education records statements  
commenting on the information in the records or statements setting forth any 
reasons for disagreeing with the hearing panels. the statements will be placed 
in the education records, maintained as part of the student’s records, and  
released whenever the records in question are disclosed. 

students who believe that the adjudications of their challenges were unfair, or 
not in keeping with the provisions of the act may request in writing assistance 
from the President of the institution. Further, students who believe that their 
rights have been abridged may file complaints with the 

 Family educational rights and Privacy act office (FerPa), 
 department of health, education and Welfare, 
 Washington d.C. 20201

concerning the alleged failures of Concordia University Chicago to comply 
with the act. revisions and clarifications will be published as experience with 
the law and institutional policy warrants. 

Public Notice Designating Directory Information 
Concordia University Chicago hereby designates the following categories of 
student information as public or directory information. such information may 
be disclosed by the institution for any purpose, at its discretion. 

• Category i: name, address, telephone number, email address,  
dates of attendance, class, photo. 

• Category ii: Previous institution(s) attended, major field of study, 
awards, honors (including deans list), degree(s) conferred  
(including dates). 

• Category iii: Past and present participation in officially recognized 
sports and activities, physical factors (height, weight of athletes),  
date and place of birth. 

Currently enrolled students may withhold disclosure of any category of 
information under the Family educational rights and Privacy act of 1974. to 
withhold disclosure, written notification must be received in the office of the 
registrar prior to the fifth class day of each academic year. Forms requesting the 
withholding of directory information are available in the office of the registrar.

Concordia University Chicago assumes that failure on the part of any student 

to specifically request the withholding of categories of directory information 
indicates individual approval for disclosure. 

Nondiscrimination Policies 
Concordia will consider for admission any man or woman of character who  
is in sympathy with the objectives of the University and who shows evidence  
of ability to benefit generally from college educational experiences and life.  
it is the policy of Concordia University Chicago not to exclude, expel, limit,  
or otherwise discriminate against an individual seeking admission as a student  
or an individual enrolled as a student in the terms, conditions and privileges  
of Concordia because of age, sex, creed, race, color, national or ethnic origin,  
or disability.

Concordia University Chicago does not discriminate on the basis of disability 
(c.f. section 504 of the rehabilitation act of 1973) and has designated a  
Coordinator of Programs for the disabled. 

Illinois Office of Education Approved Teacher Education Programs 
early Childhood education
elementary education (K-9) 
Middle school endorsement 
special education endorsement
secondary (6-12): 
 art  
 Computer science
 english
 Mathematics
 Physical education
 science 
 social science 
 theatre
special (K-12): 
 art (Undergraduate) 
 Music (Undergraduate)
 Physical education (Undergraduate) 
 special education
 reading (graduate) 
administrative: general administrative 
school service Personnel: school Counseling

Legal notices Legal notices
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Administrative Personnel 

 John F. Johnson, rev., Ph.d. President
 alan e. Meyer, M.B.a. senior vice President for Planning and research
 Cindy simpson, C.F.r.e. senior vice President for development  
  and alumni relations
 evelyn Burdick, M.a. vice President for enrollment and Marketing 
 dennis Witte, Ph.d. vice President for administration
 tom W. hallett, M.B.a., C.P.a. vice President for Finance, Chief 
  Financial officer  
 Jeffrey C. hynes, M.a.  vice President for student Life and  
  Leadership, and dean of students
 deb serra, Ph.d. assistant vice President for academics
 gwen e. Kanelos, M.B.a.  assistant vice President for enrollment,  
  and Undergraduate admission
 gary e. Wenzel, Ph.d.  dean of the College of arts and sciences
 Kevin Brandon, Ph.d. dean of the College of education
 thomas Jandris, Ph.d. dean of the College of graduate and  
  innovative Programs 
 Constance K. Pettinger, M.a.  registrar
 Marilyn Kayman, ed.d. director, organizational Management Program 
 deborah a. ness, M.a. director of graduate admission and 
  enrollment services 
 Mary hess, M.a.  director of Facilities Management,  
  graduate student services 
 yana v. serdyuk, M.L.s.  director of Library and Media services
 Mark a. Waldron, M.a. director of synodical Placement, and 
  director of Music activities
 glen steiner, M.a. dean of administration
 Carol gilbert, M.ed.  director of Multicultural affairs, and  
  director of Learning assistance 
 anne Marie Farmer director of student Business services
 Jennifer M. Bonarek  director of student Leadership  
  and involvement 
 gerald Pinotti  director of Career services 
 Carol a. Jabs, Ph.d. director of schmieding  
  Personal Counseling Center 
 aida asencio-Pinto  director of student Financial Planning 
 rosemarie garcia-hills  director of academic advising 
 rev. Jeffrey Leininger, Ph.d. Campus Pastor 

administrative Personnel

Board of Regents
the rev. dan gilbert, Chairman
dr. elizabeth duda
Mrs. Joanne dull
Mr. Kirk Farney, vice Chairman
Mr. James grebe
dr. debra grime
dr. John F. Johnson
Mr. e. theodore Lams
Mr. Mark P. Muehl
Mr. Chris nelson
Mr. terry e. Pfortmiller
Mr. robert rauscher
the rev. gerald schalk
Mr. Leopold a. schmidt
dr. Mark M. silzer
Mr. Mark o. stern
Mr. robert Wartan
the rev. William C. Weedon

Concordia University System, Board of University Education
the rev. dr. alan Borcherding
dr. tom Cedel
dr. elmer gooding
dr. gayle grotjan
the rev. dr. daniel Jastram
Ms. Melissa Knippa
dr. Kurt Krueger
dr. thomas Kuchta
Mr. dennis Meyer
dr. ray Mirly
Ms. nancy Petrie
Mr. ronald reck
dr. ralph reinke
dr. Paul schilf
the rev. dr. david smith 
the rev. dr. glen thomas

Foundation Board 
Mr. ronald J. atkins
Mr. richard h. Blatt 
Mrs. suzanne Farrell
dean Marnee L. Fieldman
dr. Patrick M. gordon
Mr. richard grotheer
the rev. James F. Laatsch
Mrs. Karen Laatsch
dr. nancy a. Lass 
Mr. robert J. Libka
Mr. Craig Lusthoff
Mr. a. andrew Marwede 
Professor Bettyann Mocek
Mrs. Kay C. royston
Mr. James d. schmit
Mr. randall C. schnack
Mrs. raeann spencer
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Bookstore  48

C
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Campus Map  170

Capstone experience  57

Chemistry Courses  119

Christopher resource Center  45
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